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PREFACE 

Two factors caused the conception and completion of 

this study. The first was a distinct conviction that pre

paring a student to enjoy sincerely the outstanding music 

that our western civilization has produced is a goal signi~ 

ficant enough to call on one for his best in study. This 

conviction was coupled with a nagging curiousity about what 

approaches and variations of approaches would most effec

tively attain that goal. 

The second factor was the realization that, on the 

whole, students who go through our public school systems do 

not grasp the ability to appreciate fully our great music. 

The automatic question was, "What, then, must one engaged 

in teaching general music in the classroom do to change this 

situation?" This study has developed as these concepts and 

the resultant questioning intertwined. 

To have refined the procedures that the author devel

oped to conduct the experiment, and to have placed on paper 

the elements involved, would have been far more difficult 
0 • 

had it not been for the assistance of the author's husband, 

Dr. Timothy J. Trammell, professor on the faculty of Dallas 

Baptist College. 

Most sincere gratitude is expressed to Dr. Richard 

Bentley, Texas Woman's· University, for his invaluable assis-
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tance, his incisive suggestions, and his helpful criticisms 

in the planning and writing of this thesis. In addition, 

without the encouragement and cooperation of Mr. Frank H. 

Hibler, principal of the DeSoto Middle School, the experi

mental phase of the study could not have been done. Deep . 

appreciation is expressed to the author's children, Stephen, 

Craig, and Rebecca, for "letting mother do her work!" Spe

cial appreciation is extended to Mrs. Henry Clay, Library 

Assistant at Dallas Baptist College, for her hours of aid in 

locating relevant volumes and articles; and to Mrs. Guy 

Doggett, Misses Debbie McCoy, Peggy Milton, Donna Popejoy, 

and Billie Sperry for their excellent work in typing the 

manuscript. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to determine the most effec

tive method for developing positive attitudes in Junior High 

School students toward superior music by the use of music lis

tening experiences especially designed to meet this objective. 

Problem of the Study 

The problem of this study was to write a course of study 

that would develop positive attitudes toward the various 

styles of music. Listening lessons will be presented using 

three different motivational devices: musical elements, biog

raphies of the composers, and nonmusical related events. The 

particular compositions involved will be repeated following 

the introduction of the three procedures stated above. 

Musical elements, including rhythm, melody, harmony, tone 

color, form, theme, variations, and texture, will be stressed. 

Biographies of .the composers of the compositions that are used 

in the study will be presented to the students and discussed 

with them. Nonmusical related events will be utilized in order 

to attract those not particularly interested in music per~

These events will be normally drawn from the major historical 

1 
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occurrences of the period in which the composition was 

written. Famous individuals from literature, science, and 

government will be included. 

Justification 

It is probable that the relatively undirected listening 

sessions in the Junior High School music appreciation classes 

may be accomplishing very little toward th_e development of 

enjoyable listening experiences. 

Leon Crickmore has said, "Music Appreciation is defined 

as the ability to distinguish between what is generally 

accepted by experts as good and bad music. 111 However, 

Crickmore's own definition identified music appreciation 

with musical enjoyment. He went on to say: 

We assume that where there is enjoyment 
there is also understanding, though not 
necessarily technical knowledge. 
The enjoyment of music and knowledge 
about music ar2 distinct, though usually 
complementary. 

In his article, "The. Teaching of Music Appreciation," 

Hans Tischler listed enjoyment as the first of five 

ingredients in a better program of music appreciation. 3 

1
Leon Crickmore, "An Approach to the Measurement of 

Music Appreciation," Journal of Research in Music Education. 

2 Ibid . , p . 2 4 0 • 

3 
Hans Tischler, "The Teaching of Music Appreciation, 11 

Journal of Research in Music Education, VIII, (Fall, 1959), 
169. -
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Tischler felt that enjoyment .should be a chief ob

jective of music, but he warned that lessons built on 

enjoyment only would be one-sided. He felt a knowledge of 

musical elements was most important in building an 

enjoyable experience. 4 

An important purpose of any music education endeavor 

is to educate intelligent· listeners who can approach music 

competently on its own terms and in terms of the techniques 

and materials used. With this thinking in mind, Ben Bailey5 

developed a listening test. His findings supported Mueller's 

conclusions that listening ability is significantly related 

to - formal training. 

The approach of the teacher in exposing students to 

various compositions has been pointed out as extremely 

important. Obviously, _students must listen to music in 

order to experience it, and most students need something 

to listen for. 6 This goal must be in the mind of the wise 

teacher. Simply to have made the presentation would not 

be adequate. This would only lead to a confused student. 

4 . . 
Ibid., p. 170. 

5
Ben Bailey, "The Development and Validation of a Test 

of Listening Skills," Journal of Research in Music Education, 
XVI (Spring, 1968), 59. 

6 Allen · B. Skei, '~What if They've Never Been to a Concert?" 
Music Educators Journal, LVII (December, 1970), 58. 
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It was stated by Haack, "The idea of relatively uninterrupted 

and consequently undirected listening so as not to detract 

from the young students' aesthetic experiences is not 

likely to result in the orderly development of specific and 

complex musical concepts. 117 

Aaron Copeland stressed the importance of studying the 

lives of the composers when he stated: 

Always remember that when you listen 
to a composer's creation you are listening 
to a man, to a particular individual, with 
his own special personality. For a composer 
to be of any value he must have his own 
personality. It may be of greater or lesser 
importance, but in the case of significant 
music, it will always mirror that personality. 
No composer can write into his music a value 
that he does not possess as a man. 8 

It seemed to be of significant value to use facts 

that are not specifically musical in building music 

appreciation. In regard to the nonmusical approach, 

Andrews said: · 

If the process of a child's learning to 
enjoy music can be hastened by appealing to 
his interest in something outside of the 
music itself, it is common sense to do so. 
Music speaks directly in its own language 
to many children. 

7Paul Haack, "A Study in the Dev:elopment of Music 
Listening Skills of Secondary School Students," Journal 
of Research in Music Education, XVII, {Summer, 1969), 201. 

· 8Aaron Copeland, What to Listen for in Music (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1939), p. 158. -
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For those who do not grasp this language 
immediately or easily, we must use what 
they already kijow as a bridge to build 
understanding. 

From studies done by Rivers, 10 Getz, 11 Duerksen, 12 

Mueller, 13 Haack, 14 Evans, 15 and Bartlett, 16 there is 

substantial evidence to suggest that students increase 

their liking for selections from various styles of serious 

music after repeated listening to those selections. 

9Frances Andrews, and Joseph Leeder, Guiding Junior 
High School Pupils in Musical Experiences (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc.-,-1954) p. 123. 

10James Rivers, "A Comparative Study of Traditional 
and Programmed Methods for Developing Music Listening Skills 
in the Fifth Grade," Journal of Research in Music Education, 
XVII {Summer, 1970), 126. 

11Russell P. Getz, "The Effects of Repetition on 
Listening Response," Journal of Research in Music Education, 
XIV {Fall, 1966), 178. 

12George L. Duerksen, "Recognition of Repeated and 
Altered Thematic," Journal of Research in Music Education, 
XVI (Spring, 1968), 3. 

13Mueller, "Studies in Music Appreciation," p. 24. 

14Haack, "A Study in the Development of Music Listening 
Skills of Secondary School Students, 11 p. 201. 

15Jesse Gillette Evans, IIThe Effect of Especially 
Designed Music Listening Experiences on Junior High School 
Students' Attitudes Towards Music"," Dissertation Abstracts, 
XXVI:6760, May, 1965. 

16Dale Lynn Bartlett, "The Effect of Repeated Listenings 
on Discrimination of .Musical Structure and Some Relationships 
Between the Discrimination and Affective Shift," Dissertation 
Abstracts, XXX:3037A, January, 1969. 

I 

· I 

. I 
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Each time such a composition was re-employed it yielded 

deeper relationships and gained greater understanding. 17 

Concerning the use of repetition, Getz pointed out: 

Since familiarity with the musical 
selection was the reason which was listed 
as the most important for musical 
preference, it follows that the teacher 
in the junior high school music class 
should afford the students the opportunity 
of hearing some musical compositions 
several times. Since significant gains 
in preference were achieved by the second and 
third weeks of repeated hearings, it would 
be important to plan for at least two or 
three repeated hearings.1 8 

The value of repetition continues to be stressed by 

Logan in his article, "Listening to Music: A Demanding 

Habit." He wrote, "Continue to evolve progressively better 

listening habits, - realizing that repeated hearing of worth

while compositions reveals new insights into plot and 

structure. 1119 

The importance of repetition is a factor that postively 

must not be overlooked. This must be considered essentially. 

17Haack, "A Study in the Development of Music 
Listening Skills of Secondary School Students," p. 201. 

18Getz, "The Effects of Repetition on Listening 
Response," p. 191. 

19J. C. Logan, "Listening to Music: A Demanding Habit," 
Music Journal, XXVII (January, 1969), 33. 
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. Francis Martin wrote in his book, "It is essential that 

compositions be appropriately introduced and repeated often 

enough, so the student can become acquainted with them. 

fine music has durability, and it does not wear off with 

repeated hearing. 020 

Survey of the Literature 

Increasing the ability to enjoy music seems to be an ex

tremely important factor in the thinking of quite a few edu

cators. Tischler in his article, "The Teaching of Music 

Appreciation," discusses five ingredients involved in music 

appreciation. Significantly he places enjoyment at the head 

of the list. 21 This emphasis on enjoyment is reflected also 

by Crickmore in "An Approach to the Measurement of Music 

Appreciation. 1122 It is interesting to note that in his 

volume discussing music appreciation, Machlis entitles the 

work, The Enjoyment of Music. 23 

A large variety of excellent sources--books, articles, 

and dissertation abstracts--is available, ~aterial dealing 

with the general field of music appreciation and '. the specific 

2°Francis Martin, "Teaching Students to Appreciate Fine 
Music," School Musician, XXXIX (June, 1958), 18. 

21 . hl It • • Tise er, The Teaching of Musi.c Appreciation," p. 169. 

22c . k ,1 . riccrnore, An Approach to the Measurement of Music 
Appreciation," p. 240. 

23Joseph Machlis, The Enjoym~nt of Mu•sic ·(New York: 
W.W. Nortop and Company;-Inc., 1955}-.-
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area of the enjoyment of music. 

One incisive volume is What to Listen for in Music by 

24 Aaron Copeland. Copeland discusses such musical element~ 

as rhythm, melodyr and simply harmonic structure. Especially 

helpful is his treatment of the role of the interpreter as 

he affects the listener's understanding of the composition. 

In Cheyette's work, Teaching Music Creatively in the 

Elementary School, 25 there is an extensive discussion of 

the major musical elements--tone, melody, rhythm, tempo, 

and hannony. These same facets of musical anatomy are 

thoroughly and clearly discussed by Bessie R. Swanson in 

her volume Music in the Education of Children. 26 Making 

27 Music Your Own, Book Seven, the student's text, phrases 

musical concepts in such a way that they can be readily 

understood by seventh graders. Its language is concise, 

its approach is contemporary, and it contains much of the 

music used. 

24 copeland, What to Listen for in Music, p. 158. 

25
He~bert Cheyette and Irving Cheyette, Teaching Music 

Creatively in the Elementary School (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1969). 

26 . 
Bessie R. Swanson, Music in the.Education of Children 

(Belmont, California: WadsworthPublishing Company, Inc., 
19 69} . 

27
Lawrence Eisman; Elizabeth Jones; and Raymond Malone, 

Making Music Your awn, Book Seven (Dallas: Silver Burdett 
Co., 1948) •. -
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All music starts in the mind of a composer. What he 

writes and how he writes it depends on many factors--his 

inherited intellectual and musical ability, the influence 

parents and other people had on him when he was a child, ho~ 

the climate and topography of his country affected him, the 

impact of the events of the times in which he lived, his 

state of health, the degree to which he was financially 

independent, and how well his work was accepted. These 

factors are fully discussed in Lillian Baldwin's book, 

A Listener's Anthology of Music Volume I. 2 8 Additional 

useful information concerning the composers' lives is found 

in Music Lessons You Can Teach by Jane Reynolds. 29 

The early childhood of some of the great music masters 

is beautifully unfolded in Irene Bennett Needham's handbook, 

Biographies of Great Composers. 30 

Appealing to the nonmusical interests of students should 

have a positive effect on their attitudes toward music and 

music-related activities in a general music classroom. 

28Lillian Baldwin, A Listener•~ Anthology of Music 
Volume I (New York: Silver Burdett Co., 1948). 

· 29Jane Reynolds, Music Lessons You Can Teach 
(West Nyack: Parker Publishing Company! Inc., 1970). 

30rrene Bennett Needham, Biographies of Great Composers 
(Columbus: Highlights For Children, Inc., 1964). 
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Excellent information regarding nonmusical interest is 

found in American Facts and Dates, Sixth Edition, by 

Garton Carruth, 31 and Webster's Guide to American History 

by Robert McHenry and Charles Van Doren. 32 The use of more 

nonmusical information is discussed in Neal Glenn's book, 

Secondary School Music.
33 

There is substantial evidence that suggests that 

Junior High School students will increase their liking for 

selections from various styles of serious music after 

repeatedly listening to those selections. This opinion is 

supported by Jesse Evans, Jr. in the dissertation abstracts, 

"The Effect of Especially Designed Music Listening Experiences 

on Junior High School Students' Attitudes Towards Music, 1134 

and in Russell Getz's article "The Effects of Repetition on 

Listening Response."35 This emphasis is found stressed. 

31Garton Carruth, American Facts and Dates, Sixth Edition 
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 197~ 

32 
Robert McHenry, and Charles Van Doren, Webster's Guide 

to American History (Springfield: G. C. Merriam Co., Pub., 
19 71) • 

33Neal Glenn; William McBride; and George Wilson, 
Secondary School Music (Englewood Cliff: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
19 70) • 

34Evans, "The Effect of Especially Designed Music 
Listening Experiences on Junior High School Students' 
Attitudes Towards Music," p. 6760. 

35Getz, "The Effects of Repetition on Listening Response," 
p. 191. 
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Further, the repetition of material is advocated by William 

Sur and Charles Schuller in their book, Music Education 
. 36 

for Teen-Agers • . 

Limitations of the Study 

This study covers a twelve-week period involving the 

seventh grade students of the DeSoto, T_exas, Independent 

School District. All students have one one-hour ~ession per 

week. Each week two compositions, each from a different 

musical period, and each approximately two minutes in length, 

are contrasted. Lesson plans present each composition using 

three motivational devices: musical elements, biographies 

of the composers, and nonmusical factors. Repetition of 

the compositions covers a three-week period. The composi

tions selected are from the students' text, Making Music 

Your Own, Book Seven. Additional music will be utilized, ---
but the same procedure as indicated above will be followed. 

The compositions will be presented in their original ·form. 

The periods to be covered are the Baroque, Classical, 

Romantic, ·and Modern. 

36
charles Schuller and Wil.liam Sur, · Mus•ic• Educ·a•tion 

~ Teen-Agers (New York: Harper and ~res., 1958). 
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Probable Values 

The method of teaching music appreciation advocated in 

this paper not only provides enjoyable listening experiences 

in the classroom, but also develops the capacity for enjoy

able listening experiences that will last a lifetime. 

Such a study may be useful to teachers interested in 

providing additional instructional aid related to enjoyable 

listening experiences. Also, the data should be profitable 

to researchers concerned with methods of instruction in 

listening. The study can be valuable as a tool which would 

help remove enjoyable music listening from the realm of the 

peripheral and move it toward the realm of scientifically 

verified knowledge. 

Basic Assumptions 

The simple enjoyment of a musical composition, rather 

than the ability to analyze and understand it, has often 

been ignored. This paper assumes that a valid element in 

music education should be musical enjoyment. 

However, it is assumed that a student should be intro

duced to music, of whatever period and style, by a thoughtful 

and intelligent method. 

It is also assumed that in order to properly expose a 

student to the world of music, there should be sqme sort of 

structure involved. This structure, a motivational device, 
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includes musical elements, biographies of the composers, 

and nonmusical related events. 

An additional assumption is that repetition of various 

compositions will lead to enjoyment of the music. Evidence 

shows Junior High School students increase their liking for 

selections of serious music after repeatedly listening to 

those selections. 

Sources of Data 

The primary source of investigation from which data 

was gathered was the seventh grade students of the DeSoto, 

Texas, Independent School District. Several libraries--

Texas Woman's University, Southern Methodist University, 

Dallas Baptist College, Dallas Public Library, DeSoto Middle 

School--provided adequate material for basic research and 

for supporting both the assumptions and conclusions that 

formed an integral part of the paper. Through the use of 

Readers Guide and Music Readers Guide the author discovered 

an abudance of relevant articles appropriate in dealing with 

the subject. The Journal of Research in Music Education, the 

Music Educators Journal, .additional music-related periodicals, 

and Dissertation Abstracts supplied excellent material for 

this study. 

Procedure 

The three hundred seventh grade students in the DeSoto, _ 
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Texas, Independent School District provided a basis for the 

twelve-week study of motivational devices to increase the 

enjoyment of music. As previously stated, all students 

had a one hour class period each week, with two compositio~s 

from contrasting musical periods presented during each ses

sion. The presentation of the factual material preceded 

the playing of the composition. The same musical composi

tions were used for three consecutive weeks. The order of 

the presentation of the three approaches--music elements, 

biographies of composers, nonmusical related events--was 

varied. This had the effect of developing four controlled 

groups making possible a comparison of the effectiveness of 

each order of presentation. Both vocal and instrwnental 

music from the periods covered were used. The Baroque and 

Romantic _and the Classical and Modern periods were contrasted 

for the study. 

Keyboard music from the Baroque and Romantic periods 

was studied the first three weeks. The compositions and 

composers were: "Minuet in G" by Johann Sebastian Baehr and 

Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7, by Frederic Chopin. Orchestral 

music from the Classical and Modern periods were studied 

during weeks four, five, and six: Symphony No. 94 ("The 

_Surprise"), Movement 2, by Franz Joseph Haydn, and American 

Salute by Morton Gould were presented. Vocal music, oratorio, 
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from the Baroque and Romantic periods were used in weeks 

seven, eight, and nine; the "Hallelujah!" Chorm~ from 

Messiah, by George Frederic Handel, and Felix Mendelssohn's 

"Cast Thy Burden Upon the Lord," from Elijah, were also 

used. Four-part songs from the Classical and Modern periods 

were presented in weeks ten, eleven, and twelve; "The Alpha

bet," by Wolfgang A. Mozart, and "Swnmertime," by George 

Gershwin, were included. 

A master check sheet was prepared for each student. 

Every week after the listening period each student filled 

out a copy of the check sheet. The reactions of each stu

dent were recorded weekly. The scoring for preferences 

was similar to the scoring sheets used by Duerksen. 37 

(Table 1) 

Cha2ter I, an introduction to this thesis, has pre-. 
sented the purpose of the study, problem of the study, jus

tification, limitations of the study, probable values of the 

thesis, and the procedure followed. 

Chapter II contains a review of the relevant literature. 

This includes the stipulation and definition of the factors 

that comprise the "musical elements" needed in presenting 

the listening lessons in this study. The chapter contains 

37nuerksen, "Recognition of Repeated and Altered 
Thematic," p. 7. 
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TABLE 1 

FORM FOR TWELVE-WEEK TABULATION OF RESPONSES 

Name: 

Sex: 

Class: 

Unit I 
WK. 1. Musical elements 

WK. 2. Biographical 

WK. 3. Nonmusical 

Unit II 
WK •. 1. Biographical 

WK. 2. Nonmusical 

WK. 3. Musical elements 

A. Bach 

B. Chopin 

A. Bach 

B. Chopin 

A. Bach 

B. Chopin 

c. Haydn 

D. Gould 

C. Haydn 

D. Gould 

c. Haydn 

D. Gould 

Possible Responses: 

D.V.M.--Disliked Very Much 
D. --Disliked 
D.L. --Disliked a Little 
E.L. --Enjoyed a Little 
E. --Enjoyed 
E.V.M.--Enjoyed Very Much 

DVM D DL EL E 
' 

EVM . 
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TABLE 1-Continued 

FORM FOR Ti'fELVE-·,·IB::ZK TABULATION OF RESPONSES 

DVH D DL EL E EVM 
Unit III 
W-i<. 1. Nonmusical E. Handel 

- F. Mendelssohn 

WK. 2. Musical elementsE. Handel 

- F. Mendelssohn 

yr.re 3. Biographical E. Handel 

Unit IV 
F. Mendelssohn 

~{. 1. Musical elementsG. Mozart 

- H. Gershwin 

~- 2. Biographical G. Mozart 

- H. Gershwin 

~- 3 • Nonmusical G. Mozart 

H. Gershwin 
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a section that stresses the importance of studying the lives 

of the composers involved. An additional section on nonmusi

cal related elements is also inc~uded. 

Chapter III consists of twelve detailed listening les

son plans for developing positive attitudes toward music. 

Chapter IV summarizes the tabulations from the students 

weekly check sheets and presents conclusions resulting from 

the study. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

In this portion of the thesis it seemed necessary to 

review and to ascertain the importance of the various com

ponents that formed the very fiber of the lesson plans. 

This was accomplished by surveying the literature available. 

The following categories were examined: 

1. Review of the Musical Elements 

2. 

3. 

( 1) Motive 

(2) Variation Forms 

(3) Texture 

( 4) Harmony 

Review of the Composers 

Review of Nonmusical Related 

Elements 

Subjects 

Imagine a person's being convinced that he can enjoy a 

· baseball game better if he knows none of the rules, or be

lieving he can understand another's statements, he knows no 

. English, definitions, or gramma~ ! . -In the same way, the com

poser's artistry will be cl.osed to the listener if he remains 

ignorant of the m~sical elements. Thus, an essential part of 

19 
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the musical experience will pass him by. 38 

The importance of teaching musical elements during 

the listening lesson has been stressed by Russell Getz. 

He said: 

Emphasis should be placed on the 
teaching of musical concepts during 
the listening lesson, since it was 
demonstrated that awareness of these 
concepts resul~ed in more interested 
and more responsive subjects.39 

Leon .Crickmore stated the importance of musical 

elements in his article, "An Approach to the Measurement of 

Music Appreciation." He pointed out: 

The importance of analytical instruction 
as a means of improving a listener's 
understanding of music has been openly 
acknowledged as long as there have been 
classes in music appreciation.40 

Although anyone may enjoy music on a limited level 

without knowledge of its structure, musical independence 

is contingent upon an understanding of musical organization. 

Such understanding results in musical maturity, deeper 

musical enjoyment, and more complete participation.41 

38Homer Ulrich, Music: A Design For Listening 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, and world-;-Inc. , 19 70) , p. 4. · 

39Getz, "The Effects of Repetition on Listening 
Response," 192. 

40 crickmore, "An Approach to the Measurement of Music 
Appreciation," 293. 

41Eunic~, Boardman and Beth Landis, · Ex·pToting· Music 
Seven (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971), p. 3. 
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Those who teach college music appreciation classes 

indicated we fail students when we do not ground them in a 

study of the elements while they are in secondary school. 42 

A foundation of elements was considered important not only 

to the student who planned to perform, but also to the 

listener. The training of audiences was seen to be as im-. 

portant as the training of performers and composers if 

music is to flourish in our society. 43 

A number of excellent studies concerning the importance 

of musical elements in the appreciation of music have been 

researched by Keston,44 Bartlett,45 Evans,46 Rasmussen,47 

42Edward S. Meadows, "How? Why?" Music Journal, XXIV 
(September, 1966), 101. 

43Kate Hevner, "Studies in Music Appreciation," 
Journal of Research in Music Education, IV (Spring, 1956), 3. 

44M. J. Kesten, "Evaluation of Two Methods of Teaching 
Music Appreciation," Music Journal, VIII (March-April, 1950), 
23. 

45Bartlett, "The Effect of Repeated Listening o-n 
Discrimination of Musical Structure and Some Relationships 
Between the Discrimination and Affective Shift," 3037A. 

46Evans, "The Effect of Especial°ly Designed Music 
Listening Experiences on Junior High School Students' 
Attitudes·Towards Music," 6760. 

47Warren Rasmussen, "An Experiment in Developing Basic 
Listening Skills Through Programmed Instruction," Council 
~ Research in Music Education, XIX (Winter, 1970), 39. 
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Getz,48 Zumbrunn,49 and Mueller.SO 

Any information, any element, that is taught about 

music should be taught from the music itself, so that when 

the students hear the music again they will hear more in it-

and take away more from it as a consequence of this teaching 

approach. What value is most information about music unless 

it helps the studerits to hear and to understand it better? 

Factual information is important and in many cases essential, 

if it helps the listener to go beyond the surface of the 

music and lead him into the more subtle qualities.51 

Learning experiences related to music must be more than 

activities. They must focus on musical content and advance 

musical growth.52 

Making Music Your own53 is a structured program. In 

this program, the child continually made discoveries about 

48Getz, "The Effects of Repetition on Listening 
Response," 178. 

49K. L. Zumbrunn, "A Listening Program in Twentieth 
Century Art Music for Junior High School Students," Disser
tation Abstracts, XXX:1932A, November, 1969. 

SOMueller, "Studies in Music Appreciation," 24. 

SlLawrence Eisman, "Teaching the Difficult General . 
Music Class," Music Educators Journal, LIII (November, 1966), 52. 

52william o. Hughes, "Planiling Educative Experiences in 
Junior High School General Music," Music Educators Journal, 
LII (January, 1966), 77. 

53Eisman, et. al. Making Music Your Own. 
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music in a pattern that broadened and deepened as he ad

vanced from grade to grade. Through participation in a 

variety of musical activities and acquaintance with a unique 

selection of songs and listening materials, he gained music 

skills and formed music concepts which enabled him to become 

more and more aware of both the expressiveness and the dis

cipline of the musical art. 

Making Music Your Own, Book Seven, was written to meet 

the demand for a more intensive, systematic, and develop~ 

mental music learning program at the junior high school 

level. Starting with the premise that music is the art of 

organized sound, this program presented materials and pro

cedures to develop the student's understanding of the many 

sounds can be organized. 

The musical elements selected from the text, for use in 

this thesis, are motive, theme and variations, texture, and 

hannony. These four selected elements would meet the need 

for growth in constituent elements of music and expressive 

elements of music. 

Motive j, 

Melodies do not, as a rule, wander aimlessly about in 

pitch-space; they grow and deveiop from small germinating 

elements, and the full-blown melody that flowers is an 

inevitable product of the germ. The generating force in a 
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melody" may be nothing more than two tones, or it may encom- . 

pass a half-dozen tones. The term usually given to such a 

generating element is motive; and one of the most rewarding 

experiences in listening to music is a conscious awareness 

of the unfolding of a melody as it develops out of a tiny 

germ. 54 

The use of stylistically differing classroom examples 

help the students to realize the permanence of basic struc

tural devices, regardless of the composer's changing vocabu

lary (style). Motive repetition in Bartek was juxtaposed 

with motivic repetition in Mozart or Bach. 55 

In the American folk song, "Old Brass Wagon," the 

motive was a series of repeated notes (the motive is identi

fied by brackets). 

Example 1: "Old Brass Wagon" 

United States 

~ J iH.J: 1E.01;1 JJ lggBI 

W¥ n n 1 .on I J a 1 

54Lawrence Eisman, Elizabeth Jones, and Raymond Malone, 
Making Music Your Own, Book Seven (Dallas: Silver Burdett 
Company, 1971), p. 71. 

55rmanuel Willheim, "A Structural Approach to Musical 
Understanding," Music Educators Journal, XXIX (June-July 
1953), 39. 
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In "Hello Girls," also an American folk tune, we may 

observe the importance of a musical interval, the third. 

The entire melody stemmed from this simple interval, and 

additional coher~nce was achieved through the reiteration 

of the repeated-note rhythmic figure. 

Example 2: "Hello Girls 11 

United States 

: . S .. : . 
1 

i ::Jj J I JJJJ J J 4 •e•___, . _.,., 

An eight-note motive was used to illustrate the two 

most basic means of melodic construction, namely, repetition 

and sequence of a motive.56 It will be observed that mea

sures nine and ten are an exact repetition of the motive, 

while the third and fourth measures are a sequence of the 

motive, consisting of the same melodic and rhythmic pattern 

at another pitch level. 

Example 3: "Minuet in G" from The Notebook of 
Anna Magdalena Bae~ 

. 5 6Eisman, et. al. Making Music Your Own, p. 71. 
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In addition to repetition and sequence, various types 

of motive transformation were frequently found in melodies 

and served to give unity and coherence while at the same 

time providing a certain amount of . contrast. The turning of 

a motive upside-down is termed a "mirror" transformation, or 

inversion. 

Example 4: "Moravia" 

~ · 'Moravi& 

~DJJ1JJ:JJ1Jw~ 1a1r1urr 1rr 1 J: 
mirror ' -- '°";@',for 

The second theme of the first movement of Dvorak's New 

World Symphony provided an excellent example of mirror 

transformation as well as the generation of a melody from 

the simple interval of the third. 

Example 5: "New World Symphony" 

Transformation of a motive by means of embellishment 

occurred regularly; the motive of Example 6 was embellished 

by the addition of tones (embellishment is shown by square 

brackets around the notes involved). 

Example 6: Sonata in A minor, 1st Movement 
--- - - --- · -Mozart 
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Several types of transformation sometimes occurred 

simultaneously, as, for example, inversion and embellish

ment. 

Example 7: "Grand-Father Clock" 

cnrrar 

Another type of transformation met with occasionally 

was the augmentation or diminution in time value of the 

motive. Example 8 shows a melody modified by augmentation. 

"Augmentation" is the lengthening of the note values of a 

melody, giving the impression of slowing the tempo. 

Example 8: American Salute, Gould 

I 
I 

[qi ~h 11/4 ,rl ) 

1 

I 2 

I r · f I 

A.ctual:thtmt 
I 1 2 3 .. 

I 

p IE F r F 

@? ~I, r ~ ~ ~ 

r 
4 

I ['. 
I 
I 

f 
I I 

5 6 7 8 9I . I 

~ ~ I ~ --=> I 

L F DIU PW pl 
7 

f 

p • I 

9 • 
r· I 

The most subtle and imaginative -transformation of a 

motive involved a more radical change in its intervallic 

makeup. Transformations of this type were apt to be the 

Products of creative genius and, as often as not, were the 
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unconscious result of the workings of the creative imagina

tion. In Example 9 the motive in the first measure appeared 

again in measure three--measures two and four take a slightly 

different form. 

Example 9: Prelude, Op. 28, No. 1 

~
- -➔--=::2:~=~---~ --~ - --. '"I'=~~-~====-= ... ~~~===:it~~· -,~--=:t-- ··- -. -'-'ti=~- -

" 
Both rhythmic and melodic variations of motives were 

combined in the Polish folk song of Example 10 to produce a 

highly unified result, at the same time achieving constantly 

new melodic interest. The motive in the first measure 

appeared in expanded form in the fourth measure, and re

tained its identify through its rhythm and general direction. 

The motive formed of the last four notes in the second mea

sure generated most of the rest ·of the melody, occurring in 

two other rhythmic forms as well as in simple melodic vari

ation. 

Example 10: "Polish Folk Song" 

. Poland 

·pxnJ J 1nR.giJ J t u□ r r 1tr-OB1 
~~ .. .,~ 

o -ar- o b 

~, J J I I ff r J I g.J J I J. p J J I J J # I 
• ti b b 

In composed music the importance of the motive as a 

generating force in melody was nowhere more clearly seen 

than in the music of Beethoven. It would be difficult 
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to find a more highly unified melody than the first theme of 

the Fifth Sympho·ny, which grew inexorably out of the initial 

motive. 57 

Example 11: Fifth Symphony 

~itt---- ..; : . Vii i ;, El? ; :@2°;;; mh1 s£® 
ti ... ___ -~ ---- ------------

The same degree of organic growth is to be seen in the 

first theme of Beethoven's Sonata for Piano, Opus 14, No. 1, 

in which the melody was generated by means of sequence, 

interval expansion, and embellishment of a two-note motive. 58 

Example 12: Sonata for Piano, Op. 14, No. 1 

Beethoven, Op. 14, No. l 

fs¾ o r· 1 r, r I r r I r ff L 1 
~ '---v---J -----..- -. 

The principal theme of Wagner's Siegfried Idyll illus

trated clearly the part played by melodic and rhythmic trans

formation of a motive in the growth of a melody. The simple 

embellishment of the motive by means of one added tone in 

measure four p~ojected the melody forward by carrying it to 

a new pitch level; the next statement of the motive, which 

_57otto Karolyi, Introducing Music (Middlesex, England: 
Penguin Books, 1965) p. 96. 

58Richard L. Wink; Lois G. Williams, Invitation to 
Listening (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1972),p. 72. 
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occurred at the high point of the theme, was considerably 

transfonned through interval expansion of the first two 

tones and· t!lrough a rhythmic shift of the accent to the 

second note of the motive. The combined effect is one of 

heightened intensity, which is relaxed in the simple sequence 

of the last four notes. 

Example 13: Siegfried Idyll 
W:igner, Siegf ricd Idyll 

~er" ~ d3ffm· 1 J. @ 

A similar though more gradual increase in the intensity 

of a melody was seen in the first theme, second movement, of 

Mozart's G minor Symphony. Here, the interval fanned by the 

first two notes of the motive was successively expanded in 

the second and third appearances of the motive, and the 

pitch level rose gradually to the end of the phrase. 

Example 14: G minor Symphony 

Mozart, G minor Symphony 

& u'1ii n ~JG &f' i ~ ; i. ir m; r@p 

Examples of the use of motives in melody might be multi

plied endlessly; the focusing of ~ttention on this vital 

fonnative element should be a conscious process. The word 

conscious is stressed, for the appeal of music ·to the lis

tener derives in large measure from such organic coherence 
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subconsciously perceived; it is obvious that the intellec

tual process of raising such perception to the conscious 

level is an important step in increasing one's understanding 

of music, and hence its appreciation. 

In examining the formative elements of music it was 

observed that the single tone was much like a single letter 

in language; that is to 9 ay, combinations of tones acquired 

musical meaning through association with other tones - in much 

the same way that combinations of letters produced words 

with meaning in language. The . motive, as a configuration 

consisting of a relatively few tones, is, in general, the 

smallest formative unit in music. It has been observed, 

however, that music is not perpetual motion in which the 

motives follow close upon one another without pause. Music 

has breathing spaces; musical equivalents of commas and 

periods mark off the t'low of music into clauses, sentences, 

and paragraphs. 5 ~ 

Variation Forms 

One may distinguish two principle types of variations: 

(1) those fopns in which the motivating factor is a con

stantly recurring melodic fragment in the bass part, and (2) 

those in which a mel_ody, usually•: in the upper part and 

59wayne Barlow, Foundations of Music (New York: Apple
ton-Century-Crofts, 1953), p. 92.-
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completely hannonized, constitutes the basis of the fonn by 

providing material for a chain of successive variations of 

the melody. These two types, while usually classed as vari

ation forms, represent two fundamentally different modes of 

procedure. In the first, continuous melodic invention is 

carried out over a basically unchanging melodic fragment, 

while in the second, "bona fide" variation of a melody forms 

the structural element.GO 

Those compositions that employed a fixed, reiterated 

bass melody may be differentiated according· to the length of 

the melody. The "ground motive," employing only a few tones, 

may be found occasionally as the foundation of a complete 

composition, but more often it served as the basis of a sec

tion within a larger form. Brahms was fond of the ground 

motive and used it frequently; Example 15 was from the 

"Finale" of the First Symphony and showed a recurring motive 

of four tones, above which appeared the free melodic inven

tion which was characteristic of this type -of form. It 

should be noted that the motive shifted to a new pitch level 

at the eleventh measure to allow a modulation, and that it 

appeared later in syncopated form, first in the top voice 

and finally in an inner voice.61 

60Barlow, Foundations of .Music, p. 149. 

61Martin Bernstein, 1u1 Introduction to Music (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1937}, p. 76. · 
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Example 15: First Symphony, "Finale" 

Brahms 

Debussy used the ground motive with great subtlety in 

his song, "Les Cloches," excerpts from which are shown in 

Example 16. The motive of only three tones continued to be 

Example 16: "Les Cloches" 

Voice Debussy 

etc. 
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Example 16 (Continued) 

present throughout the song except at the final cadence in 

the voice part and in one measure of the codetta. It was 

transferred freely from one part of the accompaniment to 

another and was rhythmically varied by means of augmentation. 

This song also offered a fine example of the subtle rhythmic 

effect of mixed backgrounds in the appearance of triplets of 

quarter notes in the voice part against the prevailing eighth 

notes in the accompaniment. 
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"Carillon," the fourth movement of Bizet's L'Arlesienne 

Suite, provided another example of the ground motive. In 

this piece the motive, which occurred always in an inner 

voice, was interrupted only by a contrasting middle section 

and appeared again at the return of the first section. The 

.beginning of the movement comprised Example 17. 

Example 17: "Carillon ,i from L' Arlesienne Suite 

'Bizet 

A recurring bass theme of the length of a complete 

phrase, usually four measures, has been termed a "basso 

ostinato" or "ground bass." Examples of the use of the 

ground bass abound in music literature. The "Crucifixus" 

from Bach's Mass in B minor offered an excellent illustra-

tion of this principle of composition, which was in all 

respects quite like the ground motive with the exception of 

the length of the theme. In this movement the four-measure 

theme was retained in the bass throughout, and only two 

modifications of the theme occurred. The choral writing 

above the ground bass was mainly polyphonic, and imitation 

played an important part. The beginning of the movement was 

·seen in Example ia.62 

62rbid., p. 77 
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Example 18:. "Crucifixus" from Mass in B minor 

11' ~ Voic@ Bach 
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f f' 1 f F r 
Cru cl fi xus, 

One of the most expressive songs in the literature of 

music is Dido's ''Lament" from Purcell's seventeenth-century 

opera, Dido and Aeneas. In this aria Purcell used a five

measure ground bass, which was stated seven times wit:tiout 

modification. The aria, which should be heard if possible, 

is cited in its entirety in Example 19. There was a marked 

similarity .between this ground bass and that in the "Cruci

fixus" of Bach, which was more than a mere coincidence; a 

descending chromatic . theme is frequently associated with the 

emotion of grief or sorrow. 
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Example 19:. "Lament" from D"ido and Aene·as 

t, I Voice Pur n ce 
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Example 19 (Continued) 
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The most extended forms employing the foregoing prin

ciple of so-called "continuous variation" are the "passa

caglia" and the "chaconne." Both of these terms were names 

of once-popular dances of the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries, and the two forms had the common rhythmic charac

teristic of triple meter. The passacaglia was invariably in 

a minor key, although the chaconne might have been either 

major or minor. The passacaglia commonly employed a bass 

theme of period length, which constituted the principle dif

ference between this form and the single-phrase ground bass. 

The form was carried to considerable lengths by Bach, whose 
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Passacaglia in C minor for organ is probably the best known 

example. In many ways the chaconne proved similar to the 

passacaglia in construction, although the theme is not a 

basso ostinato as it is in the passacaglia, but rather a 

harmonized melody in which the succession of chords became 

paramount and which served as the basis for successive vari

ations. Beethoven's well known Thirty-two Variations in C 

minor was found to be an excellent example of the chaconne 

principle although the composition is not labeled as such. 63 

In the last of the variation forms that shall be con

sidered, namely the theme and variations, the ingenuity of 

the composer is turned toward manipulation of a theme rather 

than melodic invention over a recurring bass or over a suc

cession of chords. Each variation in a theme and variations 

had a demonstrable relation to the theme, so that in a real 

sense the theme germinated the entire composition. It was 

characteristic of this form, however, that the variations 

departed more and more from the obvious features of the 

theme as the composition progressed, until the connection 

with the original theme became exceedingly tenuous. Some

times the connection consisted only of a two-note motive 

retained from the theme; or, as . in the chaconne, the 

63Hugh Miller, Introduction to Music (New York: Barnes 
& Noble, Inc., 1959}, p. 107. 
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connection existed in the harmonic basis of the theme; in 

other cases the bass line or the general formal structure 

of the theme, however insignificant, often found its way 

into one of the variations as the dominant element. 64 

Another characteristic of the theme and variations is 

the latitude afforded the composer with respect to the 

general character and mood of the variations. The desig

nation of a variation by the term "Alla Marcia" (As a March), 

or "Tempo di Menuetto" (In the Style of a Minuet), is quite 

common; such "character variations," as they are called, 

offer a means of achieving contrast within the monothematic 

form. Still further contrast was obtained by means of tempo 

change; it was not unusual to find tempo indications within 

a set of variations ranging from "adagio" to "presto." 

Morton Gould's American .Salute had an example of rhythmic 

variation. 

Example 20: American Salute, Gould 

, Syncopation 
• 

· : I I 
r I r J r I I I 

t • I 
1 I I 

, Un.ryncopated;vrrsion to show ~omparison : 

~'11 br r I v v I r r br Ir 
I 

J 
I 

r I r fd'' 

64Eisman, Making Music Your Own, Bk. 7, p. 36. 
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The composer is also at liberty to change mode from 

major to minor, or vice versa, and to shift the key center 

of individual variations. As all these means of achieving 

contrast indicate, the theme and variations offer consider

able scope to the composer, to whom the overall design of a 

set of variations in terms of balance of sections, coherence 

and contrast, and building of climaxes through several suc

cessive variations was as important as thematic manipula

tion within the individual variation. 

Beethoven's Six Variations on an Original Theme, Opus. 

34 served to show how the variation technique was applied to 

a set of variations. The piece as a whole is somewhat 

unusual in that no two variations are in the same key except 

the first and last. The connection of each of the varia

tions with the theme is melodic and harmonic, and the theme 

can be traced through the sometimes elaborate passage work 

without difficulty. In retaining a strong melodic and har

monic link with the theme, Beethoven felt free to depart to 

a considerable degree from other features of the theme; 

these departures took the form of sharp contrasts in charac

ter, in formal design, and in the rhythmic scheme. 

Two of the variations were ''character variations," with 

No. IV bearing the indication "Tempo di Menuetto" and No. V 

the designation "Marcia." In the fifth variation Beethoven 
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changed the mode from ~ajar to minor and thus achieved the 

effect of a funeral march in his Eroica Syrnpho·ny, as well as 

being in the same key of C minor. The formal design of the 

theme was ternary, with an abbreviated middle part which 

consisted of a single extended phrase: a a 1 b a a1 • ... ____, ....__,,,, ...__,_.... ~ 

Variations II, III, IV, and VI expanded the form by repeat

ing the last two sections: 

a a 1 
'--../ 

Variation V repeated the first section as well: 

ff: 
Extra-formal additions were a six-measure transition leading 

to the final variation, and an extended coda. Four different 

meter signatures were employed in the six variations: 

2/4, 6/8, 3/4, and 4/4. 

The first half phrase of each of the variations appeared 

in Example 21 with the important thematic tones indicated. 

In addition to the thematic connection, the harmonic founda

tion of the variations was identical in all essential re

spects with that of the theme. As a prerequisite to hearing 

this piece, the theme should first be memorized; only in 

this way can the vital links between a theme and its var.ia-

tl.·ons b f 11 · t d 65 · e u y apprecia e. 

65Barlow, Foundations of Mu•sic, p. 159. 
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Quite clearly the concepts and discussions in this 

study have gone far beyond the level of the material that 

would be actually used in a junior high school classroom 

experience. It seemed wise, therefore, to consider how the 

concepts used by the students could be .defined in a way. 

within their grasp. 

The seventh-grade students should understand the sub

ject of a theme with variations is a melody, either written 

by the composer or borrowed from some other source. The 

variations are seen as modified versions of that melody. 

One of the most used rhythmic variations is augmenta

tion. The student should be led to understand augmentation 

as the lengthening of the note values of a melody, giving 

the impression of slowing the tempo. Another popular 

rhythmic and melodic variation is ornamentation. A simpli

fied definition of ornamentation would be any melodic embel

lishment or decoration. In addition, syncopation is a 

popular form of variations. Syncopation is the upsetting of 

the regular rhythmic flow of music. 

Example 21: Six Variations on~ Original Theme, Op. 34 
·neetfioven. 
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Example 21 (Continued} 

Allegretto 
I I 

Tempo di -Menui'tto 
I I 
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Texture 

Music flows along, one sound tumbling after another, 

sometimes exciting, sometimes relaxing, sometimes triggering 

momentary flights of fancy. What we are hearing are many 

sounds in succession, a thread of sound flowing through time. 

But it should be remembered that many sounds are also occur

ring simultaneously. Both the simultaneous and successive 

combinations of tones are of interest to us as listeners. 

Music consists of these two distinct dimensions, successive 

and simultaneous--sometimes called horizontai and vertical, 

respectively, because of the way the tones appear in the 

musical score. The horizontal dimension we have loosely 

defined as melody and the vertical dimension as chord (see 

Example 22). 

Example 22: Waltz inc-sharp minor, Op. 64, No. 2 

MELODY 

! 
(Piu kn10) ,., ,,...---_. - -----tf~~ - - - = -

~ 
I 

mJ 
CIIORD~ --- !-r-..~ • 1:- - -f: I . 1--.-- ,_ ... -- 1lr • 

~ - ----~ 
--:.:2:::::1 . -: : .,,. I 

With the exception of unaccompanied melody, all music 

has both horizontal and vertical dimensions, and the particu

lar manner in which these dimensiohs relate to each other is 

called texture. 66 Texture in music has to do with the ways 

66Eisman, Making Music Your Own, Book 7, p. 62. 
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in which melodies and chords can be combined. It is similar 

t.o the idea of texture in textiles, which results from a 

weave of vertical and horizontal threads. The texture of 
each fabric depends on the unique manner in which the verti

cal and horizontal relate. 

We use sensory images, especially tactile ones, to de

scribe texture in an art work--rough, slippery, lacy, dense, 

massive. And we can actually feel the texture of some art 

works--a tactile texture. A painting or a piece of sculp

ture may have a surface which is smooth or rough to the 

touch. But more important in these arts is the visual 

aspect of texture, the "effect" we perceive with our eyes. 

The painting may look rough, for example, even if the sur

face of the canvas is smooth. Objects may seem to stand out 

from the background, giving the flat smooth painting a three

dimensional effect. A piece of sculpture may appear massive 

and heavy, but may be made of very l.ightweight materials. 

The artist is concerned, however, only with our visual per

ception of texture: . 

Sometimes texture in painting is determined by the man

ner in which the paint is applied to the canvas. A painting 

rendered with a palette knife may have a texture much rougher 

than a painting rendered with a brush. The canvas not only 

looks rougher, but feels rougher to the touch. Texture in 
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painting depends on the materials and the us.e of visual ele

ments such as line, ~ight, color. The impressionistic 

painting "Water-Lilies: Giverny," by Monet, has a soft, lacy 

texture because of the absence of heavy line, the use of 

small, interwoven shapes, and the delicate play of light 

against a dark background. The Pollock painting "One" has a 

rough, heavy texture because the distinct lines cross over 

one another and because the paint was applied heavily to the 

canvas by dripping. 

We respond to the texture of a painting or sculpture by 

an almost irresistibleurge to touch it or feel it--witness 

the "Do Not Touch" signs all over art galleries. Although 

we may not touch the painting, we still imagine how it would 

feel if we did. To describe the texture, we use adjectives 

that relate to the tactile sense. In music one has gone one 

step further: we imagine what sould would "feel" like. We 

use many of the same tactile adjectives to describe what we 

have heard: thick, thin, rough, smooth, heavy, light. Thus, 

actual touch is not involved in either music or the visual 

arts, although both make reference to tactile images to de

scribe texture. 

The following musical combinations contribute most 

strongly to musical texture: 

1. Orchestration 
~- Angularity-:-.. Lyricism 
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3. Rhythmic Complexity 
4. Homophony - Polyphony67 

Keep in mind that texture results when tones are com ..... 

bined. The foregoing list represents various ways of com

bining tones. Textures result from these combinations and 

are difficult to categorize, and perhaps classification is 

unnecessary. The importa~t task for the listener is to de

scribe the texture as he perceives it. Some examples illus

trating different ways to achieve various kinds of musical 

texture will be listed. 

Orchestration 

Recall the entirely new effect created in the Great Gate 

at Kiev when Ravel scored Moussorgsky's piano piece for a 

full orchestra. The orchestra achieved a much thicker, more 

massive, more monumental sound than a pianist's two hands 

could have produced. 

Tone color makes a difference in effect, too. Different 

textures are achieved in fabric with different kinds of yarn 

or thread even if the same pattern of weave is used. A 

painting in pastel colors seem to be lighter, more trans

parent, more delicate than a similar painting that made use 

of .de.eper., .br_i9ht_er colors. Remember the contrasting timbres 

67Lois G. Williams; Richard L. Wink, Tnvi:tatiorl' to Mus•ic 
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Co.,, 1972}, I?· 118. 
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of the flute and the tuba, and imagine the.same passage 

played by four flutes and then by four tubas. The musical 

ideas here are the same, but the texture becomes heavy, 

thick, even fuzzy. The choice of instruments, that is, 

orchestration, clearly contributed to texture. 

But there is more to texture than the mere selection of 

the most appropriate instruments. The composer can choose 

to present many tones at once, or he can choose to economize. 

Here we are considering the total amount of sound. The tex

ture of a piece composed for seven instruments will be some

what different from one composed for one hundred instruments. 

Thus, the texture of Stravinsky'· s L 'His to ire· du soldat is 

thin compared to, say, the opening of Brahms'·· First ~ymphcny 

which is thick. 

Example 23: L I His to ire du soldat, Stravinsky 

Example 24: Svmphonv No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68, 
opening, Brahms 

Angularity - Lyricism 

A string quartet will produce a comparatively thin tex

ture because there are only four instruments involved. In 

the Haydn String Quartet, Op. 33, No. 1, the texture is indeed 

thin, but when compared to Stravinsky's piece, other textural 

qualities are apparent. We might say that the Haydn piece is 

smooth, and that the Stravinsky is rough. 
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Example 25: String Quartet in B Minor, Op. 33, 
No. 1, third movement, Haydn 

Part of the reason for the difference in texture is that 

Haydn's piece is more lyric and Stravinsky's more angular. 

These qualities also play a role in musical texture and are· 

closely related to a braoder concept which might be called 

rhyth.rnic complexity. 

Rhythmic Complexity 

Rhythms become complex when there is a great deal of 

activity; when there are a great many notes; when the tempo 

is rapid; when the durational values of tones are irregular; 

that is, when tones do not coincide with the beat; and when 

the voices move at different times. Generally speaking, the 

more complex the rhythm, the more intricate the texture be

comes--sometimes thick, sometimes dense, sometimes rough. 

L'Histoire is denser and rougher than the Haydn quartet for 

all of the reasons which pertain to rhythmic complexity: 

activi.ty, tempo, irregular rhythm, and independently-moving 

voices. 

Homophony - Polyphony 

Texture in music is usually defined exclusively in terms 

of homophony and polyphony. · But musical texture is obviously 

much more than that; it involves .every. aspect of the combi

nation · and relationship of tones. Homophony and polyphony, 
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along with the other factors discussed, contribute importantly 

to the nature of texture. If homophony and polyphony are the 

most important considerations, it is because they most 

clearly exploit the interweaving of horizontal and vertical 

dimensions in music.68 

All music possesses a horizontal dimension, because all 

music is made of successive sounds. But pointedly, music 

that has more than one voice or part (which includes almost 

all Western music) has a vertical dimension as well, because 

those parts are sounding simultaneously. In some music, 

horizontal considerations predominate, whereas in other 

music, vertical considerations do. These differing emphases 

provide the basis for determining whether a given piece is 

homophonic or polyphonic. 

Melody seems to have been the most horizontally con

ceived of musical ideas. So, the music with the most hori

zontal emphasis is that which consis½s of two or more melodic 

voices and is called polyphony.6 9 In music with polyphonic 

texture, the voices are independent and equally balanced; no 

voice predominates. 

68Eisman, Making Music Your Own, Book 7, p. 62. 

69Karolyi, Introducing Music, p. 86. 
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On the other hand a chord seems to be the most verti

cally conceived of musical ideas, so music with the most 

vertical emphasis is that which is made up mostly of chords. 

Such music, in which only one voice, or in which no voice is 

melodic, is called hom·ophony. In music with homophonic tex

ture, either one melodic voice predominates or the harmonic 

progression itself is of primary interest. 

A simple tune with a::companiment is by nature homo

phonic because the simultaneous sounds exist only to support 

the melody. The homophonic texture exists mainly to supply 

the melody with a harmonic foundation. The chorale tune 

"Wachet Auf" with simple accompaniment provides an example 

of homophonic texture; vertically conceived; it consists of 

a simple tune with chordal accompaniment. 

Example 26: "Wachet Auf, :a Chorale, Bach 

Now let us take a look at polyphonic texture which is 

primarily horizontally conceived and.is sometimes called 

counterpoint. Counterpoint is a combination of two or more 

melodic lines. Although the composer is concerned with how 

the melodies fit together, he is mainly interested in the 

. integrity of each voice -part as a melody ahd the balance be

tween them, which means he is more concerned with the hori

zontal than the vertical dimension. 70 In Example 27 we hear 

70Bernstein,· An. Tntr·o-au·ction· -~ Music, p. 39. 
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the voice parts entering at different times, each maintain

ing a melodic integrity. 

Example 27: "Wachet Auf," Cantata No. 140, opening choral 
section, Bach-

The chorale tune is heard clearly in each setting (Ex

amples 26 and 27), but in the first setting the three lower 

voices supported the tune in the upper voice, whereas in 

the second setting, all voices sang independently. In the 

homophonic setting the sopranos enjoyed their usual monopoly 

of melody; in the polyphonic setting all the voices sang 

parts with melodic integrity. Notice that the texture of 

the homophonic setting was solid and simple whereas the 

polyphonic texture was complex and intricately woven. 

Thus, some musical textures consist of a melody with 

chords, some of chords alone, and some of two or more 

melodies. No type appears in its pure form very long. Most 

musical texture is some combination of types; in fact, com

posers frequently balance polyphony and homophony as -a means 

of contrast. In Example 28 Handel used variety in texture 

for dramatic expression. 71 

Example 28: "Hallelujah!" Chorus from Messiah, Handel 

In some music it is difficult to determine whether the 

musical texture has greater vertical or horizontal emphasis. 

71Eism~m, Making Music Your Own, Book 7, p. 67. 
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The chorale tune "Wachet Auf" was harmonized by Bach in the 

final chorus of his· Cantata No~ 140 in what seems to be a 

homophonic setting with the tune in the upper voice. · Yet, 

each voice part has a certain melodic integrity--there is 

an attempt to make each part rhythmically and melodically 

important. Of course, the chorale tune is still in the 

soprano voice and still predominates, so the piece is 

basically homophonic. But the polyphonic tendencies are 

more pronounced than in the "Wachet Auf," Chorale. 

Example 29: "Wachet Auf," Cantata No. 140, final chorale, 
Bach 

All qualities of texture are matters of degree, as are 

designations such as light and dark, hot and cold, large 

and small. We may therefore differ in our perceptions of 

texture. If you perceive musical texture to be smooth in 

a given spot and your friend perceives it to be rough, it 

does not necessarily mean that one of you is wrong. It 

simply means that your background, experience, and associa

tions cause you to respond to textures in varied ways. 

Polyphony and homophony are extremely important con

cepts in the study of music history becaus~ some style 

Periods have tended more toward ~olyphony, some toward 

homophony. But apart from style, the concepts themselves 

also provide ~aluable tools for the appre~iation of any 
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music. 72 Homophony and polyphony come in all manner of 

shape and form; here are some of the most interesting: 

Homophony 

Homophonic music consists of two or more voices moving 

together in time with an interdependence between the voices. 

One voice usually presents a predominant melody to which the 

other voices are subservient, as was found in the "Wachet 

Auf," Cantata No. 140, final chorale. 73 The composer arrives 

at a musical idea through the harmonic process. He may 

place a melody over a series of chords; he may present a 

series of chords and derive from them an appropriate melody; 

or he may present a series of chords which seem to support 

no melody at all, simply a harmonic progression. In all 

cases, the harmonic process is itself of interest, whether 

it supports a melody or not. Examples 30 and 31 are based 

on the same tune. Both treatments are homophonic. The 

~irst example moves in chords, like a hymn, and ls "isomet

ric," because all the voices are rhythmically concurrent •. 

This is homophony in the strictest sense, with both rhythm 

and harmony contributing to the vertical conception. The 
< 

second example is also homophonic because there is one 

72M'll . . 37 
73 

i er, Introduction to Music, p. · • 
Williams, Invitation to Listening, p. 121. 
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predominant melodic line. The other voices, although they 

are rhythmically independent, merely provide ornamental · 

manipulations of chords and remain subservient to the melody. 

Example 30: Sonata in G, K. 283, second movement (first four 
measures melody with block chords), Mozart. 

Example 31: Sonata in G, K. 283, second movement (first four 
measures melody with block chords), Mozart. 

In these two examples, the composer probably began with 

a melody and used various harmonic settings to accompany 

it. In Example 32, also homophonic, the interest is primar

ily in the harmonic process. The listener is not aware of 

any melody. 

Example 32: Nuages, Debussy. 

In the fourth movement of Brahms' Symphony No. 4 in 

E minor it is apparent that the composer began with a series 

of chords and subsequently derived from them appropriate 

melodies. But in all the foregoing homophonic excerpts, 

the strong relationship between melody and chords emphasizes 

the vertical dimension of texture. It might well be observed, 

however, that Brahms chooses to make use of this device 

and approach on quite a few occasions, always employing it 

with grace and ability. It should also be· noted from the 

examples that have been indicated, that he is by no means 

by himself in this regard. The homophonic approach.has been 

Wisely . used by many. · 
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Polyphony 

Polyphonic music is also made up of two or more voices 

moving together in time, a combination of melodies. But 

instead of interdependence or subservience between voices, 

one finds equality. Each voice is melodic; each has indi-

viduality. The voices seem to move independently of one 

another, even though the tones of the melodies frequently 

sound simultaneously and seem to be "harmonious." Thus, 

the interplay among voices, both the independent movement 

and the coincidence of tones, is of primary interest. One 

voice may seem to be superior for a time, and then another 

takes over. A balance of importance is thus maintained 

among the voices. The challenge for the composer is to make 

two or more independent voices fit together and still main

tain the individuality of each. It is our challenge as 

listeners to apprehend this process.7 4 Notice the equality 

and individuality of the voice parts ~n the Palestrina Mass. 

Example 33: "Angus Dei," Pope Marcellus Mass 
Palestri~ 

Though counterpoint has been used freely in many style 

periods, the technique seems to have been ~ost prevalent 

before 1750. But the art of counterpoint has become so 

74 Homer Ulrich, · Music: A Design For Listening (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, and Co., 1957), p. 80-.-
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sophisticated that various contrapuntal techniques have 

developed and have beeri widely used in all s~yle periods 

in Western music. 

The most elemental concept -of melodic combination is 

"descant," a countermelody usually written higher in pitch 

and designed to complement the main melody. The simple 

song, "Now The Day Is Over," illustrates the relative inde

pendence of the two melodies in descant. Notice that when 

more than one melody appears at one time, the music becomes 

more complex and the texture more intricate. 

Example 34: Song: "Now The Day Is Over" 

Descant frequently appears in concerto music as well. For 

example, Wagner's Siegfried Idyll was developed throughout 

by combining melodies in a descant-like fashion. 

Most of the music of the Renaissance Period, 1450-1600, 

and much music since then, was composed on the principle of 

"imitative counterpoint." Imitation ,means that the melody 

in one voice is repeated and overlapped by another voice, 

usually at a different level of pitch, such as in the Bach 

setting of "Wachet Auf," Cantata No. 140. Imitative counter

point, then, is a technique of composition in which a melo~y 

is set against itself at slightly different time intervals. 

Composers seem to enjoy manipulating melody contrapuntally 

because the technique imposes challenging restrictions; a 
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melody must be constructed so that it will fit "with itself." 

At the same time, the technique provides for great versatil

ity. This technique has been an important tool for composers 

since the fifteenth century. Styles for composing melodies 

have changed through the centuries; but the technique of 

imitation has thrived in all of them, and has become espe

cially important in twentieth-century music. 75 Examples 35, 

36, 37, 38, and 39 illustrate the use of imitative counter

point in each of the important style periods from 1450 on. 

Example 35: 

Example 36: 

Example 37: 

Example 38: 

Example 39: 

"Ave Maria," Josquin des Prez (Renaissance). 

"Gloria," Mass in B minor, opening, Bach 
(Baroque). 

Symphony No.~ in C minor, Op. 67, third move-
ment, Beethoven (Classic). 

Die Meistersinger, "Prelude," Wagner (Romantic). 

Music for Strings, Percussioni and Celesta, 
first movement, Bartek (Modern)-.-

One specific type of imitative counterpoint is "canon," 

a strict device in which an entire melody sung by one voice 

is imitated by another. The rounds sung by· children in 

grade school, such as "Row, Row, Row Your Boat," are examples 

of canon. The composition, "Sumer is icumen in," is a 

famous example of canon which dates from the Medieval Period. 76 

75williams, Invitation To Listening, p. 123. 

76Terence Dwyer, Teaching Musical Appreciation, (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 39. 
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Example 40: "Sumer is icumen in" 

Again, many composers seem to enjoy the intellectual 

exercise of working within the restrictions which the canon 

imposes. Bach, for example, used the canon frequently in 

his keyboard works. A well-known instance is the collection 

of then canons found in his Goldberg Variations. 

Example 41: Goldberg Variations, "Variation 18," Bach 

The most elaborate technique of imitative counterpoint 

is fugue, a form that begins with a theme (subject) in one 

voice which is imitated by another voice in close succession 

(answer). Whereas the canon is restricted to the exact imi

tation of the entire melody, the fugue is freer in form. 

The subject recurs many times, episodes appear which may or 

may not be related to the subject, and the fabric of the 

entire piece reflects a complex, intricately woven texture. 77 

In the "Little Fugue in G minor," Bach begins his long sub

ject ~ith three relatively long tones, making each return of 

the theme easy to hear. 

Example 42: "Little Fugue in G minor," Bach 

In some fugal setting~ the answer appears in close 

succession to the subject, entering soon after the subject 

begins. This device, called stretto, results in even more 

77John Gillespie, The· Musical Experience, (Belmont, Cali
fornia: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1969), p. 140. 
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complex texture and an intensified feeling of movement. At 

one point in· the "Fugue No. l" from Bach's The· Well-Temper·ea 

Clavier, the answer appears in stretto, trailing the subject 

by only one beat. 

Example 43: "Fugue No. l," from Book 1 of 
The Well-Tempered Clavier, Bach. 

Harmony 

The practice of sounding groups of tones together with 

the tones of a melody gives rise to the concept of harmony. 

The effect of harmony upon music has often been likened to 

the effect of perspective upon drawing: an element of depth 

is added. In the centuries since harmony was first con

ceived, it has become one of the most effective and flexible 

means of evoking emotional response to music. Harmony, 

further, is almost entirely a product of Western civilization; 

the music of Oriental and other cultures makes little use of 

it. Harmony may be thought of as th~ study of tones in 

vertical arrangements, and of the horizontal relationships 

between the vertical groups. 78 

The basic unit of harmony is the chord. The two prin

ciples of chord formation are: 
,· 

1. A chord consists of three or more tones separated by 

intervals of a third and arranged vertically. Such a chord 

7BEisman,· Making· Music• Your· Own, Book 7, p. 13. 
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ts called a triad if it contains thre~ different tones; the 

triad C-E-G is an example.· It is called a seventh chord if 

it contains four different tones (G-B-D-F, for example), 

because the interval formed by its outer tones is a sevent~; 

a ninth chord if it contains five different tones, and so on. 

Chords so constructed are said to be in root position; and 

they may be constructed with any tone of any scale as their 

root. 

2. In the process called chord inversion, any tone of 

a chord may be shifted from its normal position to a position 

an octave higher or lower. The triad C-E-G, for example, 

may be arranged E-G-C, or G-C-E. And even though the prin

ciple of spacing chord tones at intervals of a third is 

apparently violated thereby (the interval G-C is a fourth), 

a chord in an inverted position generally has the same har

monic function as in the root position and differs from the 

latter only in its acoustical effect· (the second inversion 

of the tonic chord in cadences is a notable exception). 79 

There are four additional principles of chord formation 

that are important to know. 

1. Any tone of the chord may be repeated (doubled) in 

another octave to increase the chord's sonority and to 

79Homer Ulrich,· Music: A Design For Listening, (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace, and Company, 1957), p. 86. 
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provide smooth connections between one chord and another. 

Such doubling is, of course, inevitable whenever a triad is 

placed below a melody tone. For example, when the tone Fis 

in the melody and is harmonized by the triad F-A-C placed an 

octave below, the entire tonal group then becomes F-A-C-F, 

and the F of the triad has been doubled in the upper octave 
.. 

by the Fin the melody. Any other chord tone may be doubled 

in this manner; the result is called four-part writing, made 

up of a series of triads plus a line of melody tones, each 

of which doubles a tone of its harmonizing triad. Four-part 

writing is typical of the great majority of hymns and is the 

usual harmonic texture (the homophonic texture) in many 

other types of music. 

2. A tone may be omitted from a chord (but rarely the 

root) when the normal four-part texture is momentarily aban

doned, or when other expressive considerations require the 

omission. For example, in the first complete measure of "The 

Star-Spangled Banner" (Example 44), the first "chord" consists 

only of two B flats (both doubled), the D and F of the triad 

being omitted. In the second chord, B flat and Dare pre

sent, and each is doubled; but the Fis still missing. In 

the last beat of the third full measure, on the syllable 11 -ly, 11 

the chord is actually C-E-G-B flat, but the G is omitted for 

the sake of providing a smooth melodic progression in the two 

inner parts. By combining the principles of tone-doubling 
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and tone-omission, a flexible and variable texture is pro

duced. 

Example 44: "The Star-Spangled Banner" 

3. The three upper tones of a chord, whether doubled 

or not, may be spread across more than one octave without 

significantly altering their harmonic funtion. If the chord 

is so spread out, it is in open harmony; otherwise it is in 

close harmony. Example 45 shows three stages in the evolu-

tion of a satisfying open harmonic texture. In Example 45 

the melody is supplied with appropriate triads in close 

harmony and in root position, but the musical effect is crude 

or coarse. In Example 45, with the same close harmony, the 

two chords marked with asterisks have been placed in inverted 

position, and the aesthetic effect is somewhat better. In 

Example 45, finally, a mixture of open harn,tony (the first 

three chords) and close harmony (the last two .chords) results. 

It is well to note how the harmony gains in richness, resonance, 

and appeal when the chords are spread vertically in the tex

ture. 
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Example 45: "The Star-Spangled Banner" 

ne St.:r-Spang!ed Bannn 
. ' 

-9 It) 
Gave pro?r through tt • night • • 

4. Chords may be diffused or spread horizontally in 

the music and their tones made to sound one after the other. 

This procedure does not affect the harmonic integrity of 

the chords, for the melody of the sound of each tone is held 

long enough for the group of tones to be perceived as a 

chord. Many types of music often contain chords divided so 

that one tone of the chord appears on the strong beats and 

the other tones on the weak ones; Example 46 illustrates 

the device. Example 46, taken from Schubert's "Trout" 

Quintet, shows an expansion of the procedure; here the diffused 

chord tones take on something of a melodic function.· And 

Example 46, from the same work, illustrates a texture in 

which the chord tones establish a rhythmic pattern that is 

carried across many measures of work. The.types of chord 

diffusion shown in Example 46 are .. extremely common, especially 

in piano music. 
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Example 46: Chords 

_/,. I fd ) 
-, . . ........ . 

' -- - - - - - -,., - ii- - -
~ ~- -.,, 

I 
+·: I• . 
~~· 

' ~ 

Chord diffusion of this kind sometimes reaches a stage 

in which the functions of melody and harmony are in effect 

combined. In such passages, there is only a single line of 

tones, arranged so that it outlines triads and other chords. 

Several.additional examples of the procedure are given in 

Example 47. It is almost impossible, in passages of this 

sort, to separate melody and harmony. A melodic contour is 

Present and the line has a melodic effect, but its sh~pe is 

such that it implies definite chordal progressions also. 

Example 47: Chord Diffusion 
Bach 
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Example 4 7 (Continued) 

Chord Progressions 

During the centuries in which awareness of harmonic 

principles developed, composers discovered that the function 

and effect of a chord differs according to the scale step 

upon which the chord is built. For example, a triad construc

ted upon the first step of the scale (the tonic) greatly 

enhances the feeling of rest or finality. One built upon 

the fifth step (the dominant) suggests a feeling of tension 

or onward motion. A dominant chord gives a sense of incom

pleteness to the melody; this makes it desirable to follow 

that dominant chord with another--usually the tonic--if a 

feeling of finality is to be established. Similarly, chords 

built on other scale steps differ in regard to the sense of 

motion or rest that they engender. A succession of chords 

which arouses a feeling of increasing motion or repose in 
, · 

this way is called a chord progression. 80 

80Hugh M. Miller, Introduction To Mu•sic, (New York: 
Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1959), p. 30. 
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The chord progressions in Example 48 illustrate a few 

of the gradations in motion that are possible. The Roman 

numeral under each chord gives the root (that is, the number 

of the scale step) upon which the chord is constructed; the 

superscript on the V chord in Exampl·e 4 8a indicates that the 

chord is a dominant seventh. Examples 48a and 48b produce 

a feeling of finality or repose. Examples 48c and 48d are 

incomplete as they stand; they require an additional chord or 

group of chords to bring them to a state of rest, or resolve 

them, to use the technical term. 

Progressions of the kind shown in Example 48 are the 

material out· of which the harmonic factor of the cadence is 

constructed. The cadence consists of two factors--the melod

ic and the harmonic. A series of tones in the melody progress 

to a point where either a degree of repose or the need for 

onward motion is felt, and a set of at least two related 

chords amplifies that feeling and connects the cadence with 

a particular key or tonality. 

The progression shown in Example 48a is called a perfect 

cadence; it might, because of its air of finality, be appropri

ate at the end of a composition. The IV .to I progression 

shown in Example 48b is called a plagal cadence and is familiar 

from its use as an "amen" at the end of a hymn. The cadence 

in Example 48c suggests a feeling of unexpectedness wherever 

it occurs and is most useful within (rather than at the end of) 



a composition; it is, in fact, called a deceptive cadence 

and often has the same effect as a question has in speech. 

'rl1e progression in Example 48d is one type of half cadence 

and · suggests a feeling of incompleteness. 

Many other cadence forms exist, and each one carries 

its own degree of tension or relaxation. The construction 

of the proper cadence forms is an important aspect of the 

composer's art. If the cadences · are badly made, his music 

will limp, halt, or tend to disintegrate into a number of 

unconnected sections. If they are well made, his work will 

pulsate with motion toward its harmonic goal, lead to cli

maxes at well-spaced intervals, and come to a satisfying 

conclusion. The cadences within a work greatly influence 

the harmonic variety it reveals. 

The concept of harmonic motion (illustrated by the 

cadences in Example 48) has been of the utmost significance 

in the development of our music. Across the centuries, the 

historian can trace a continuing effort to strengthen the 

resolution-seeking effect of chords. Many composers took 

part in that effort; the history of music is in one sense the 

history of growing harmonic resources. While working at the 

problem of increasing those resources, composers made more 

and more use of dissonance in their music and gradually 

broadened the concept of key or tonality. Appreciation of the 

historical; development'of music is based largely upon the 
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understanding of dissonance and tonality. 

Example 48: Chord Cadences 

I IT V' l I V' VI I IV I vu, 

Consonance and Dissonance 

It is customary to think of consonance and dissonance 

as related to pleasant and unpleasant musical experiences, 

respectively. Those meanings of the two terms are rather 

unsatisfactory, for music history shows that what were con

sidered unbearable dissonances in one century often were 

accepted as pleasant a generation or two later. Many 

composers--Beethoven, Wagner, and Debussy among them--wrote 

dissonantly according to the standards of their times, and 

hence were charged with composing disagreeable music. Some 

listeners today may smile indulgently at this, for they find 

no harmonic unpleasantness in the nusic of those composers. 

Yet the same iisteners may consider many c?ntemp6rary com

posers_ guilty of writing disagreeable music--disagreeable 

because it is dissonant; and they do not admit the likelihood 

that another generation will feel quite otherwise. 
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A more satisfactory concept of consonance and dis-

sonance is simply this: an interval or a chord is consonant 

when it arouses a feeling of repose or relaxation--when it is 

felt as being stable, as having arrived, and as not requiring 

resolution. Conversely, a dissonant interval or chord is one 

which suggests onward movement, which is unstable, and hence 

does require resolution. 81 The chord progression of Example 

48a has achieved its goal, and the consonant tonic chord with 

which it closes gives auditory evidence of this fact. The 

progression in Example 48d, on the other hand, leaves us in 

a state of suspense; the dissonant VII chord suggests unre

lieved tension that must be resolved if a satisfactory feeling . 

of rest is to be attained. 

Other chords vastly more dissonant than that VII chord 

are in common use in contemporary music, and with the increase 

in dissonance comes a greater degree of tension. It is possi

ble to arrange chords in order of tension from the most stable 

and consonant tonic chord to the least stable and most disso

nant group of tones. The use of such chords gives the composer 

a means of affecting the emotional response of his hearers. 

He may so control the forward motion of his. music, through 

subtly or directly altering the tension of the harmony,· that 

81Joseph. Machlis, The Enjoyment of Music (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1955), p. 22. 
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the listener is forced out of one emotional state ~nto 

another. The calculated or intuitive control of harmonic 

resources is one of the criteria by which the worth of a 

composer may be measured. The soul-stirring quality of a 

piece of great music is likely to be related to the varying 

degrees of harmonic tension and relaxation it evokes. 

Nonharmonic Tones 

From the earliest period of harmonic development, 

composers have written melodies containing tones foreign 

to the chords used to harmonize those melodies. Such tones 

are dissonant, in that they are not parts of the chords which 

underlie them; therefore, they suggest onward movement or 

they require resolution. They serve variously to enrich or 

ornament the harmony, and they increase the harmonic tension 

of the piece in which they are used. They are appropriately 

called nonharmonic tones.82 

In simple harmonization, a melody tone is normally 

supported by a chord which contains that tone. Example 48a 

reveals that the tone c can be harmonized by the triad 

C-E-G or F-A-C (the triad A-C-E might also• have been used, 

or even the seventh chord, D-F-A~C), for those chords all 

8 2ulrich, Music: A Design For Lis•te·n•ing, p. 94. 
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contain the necessary tone C. Similarly, the tone · B might 

use the triads G-B-D, E-G-B, or B-D-F, or the seventh 

chords G-B-D-F or B-D-F-A. The majority of hymns and folk 

tunes are harmonized in this way. 

Normally, the chords coincide with the beats of a 

composition (as opposed to the subdivisions of the beats}, 

and are spaced a short distance apart so that the ear has 

time to absorb one harmony before the next is sounded. The 

melody, however, may move at a faster pace and may contain 

unharmonized tones which lie between the beats. Those tones 

ride along on the harmonic momentum of the previous chord 

and establish fleeting dissonances, because they are not 

tones found in the chords. 

Example 49 illustrates one such case (the nonharmonic 

tones are numbered). Example 49 contains the same chords 

without adornment. The difference in appeal between the 

two versions gives evidence of the importance of nonharmonic 

tones in achieving a rich sound. 

There are technical distinctions between types of 

nonharmonic tones. For example, referrin~ to the numbered 

tones in Example 49, tones 1, 3, 5, and 6 are passing tones, 

tone 2 is a suspension, and _ tone 4 is an appoggiatura. These 

technical distinctions are matters for- the specialist. 

However, the intention here is c;>nly to illustrate some of 
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the means composers have developed to enrich their harmonic 

resources. 

The nonharmonic tones illustrated in Example 49 are 

tones of the scale upon which the chords are constructed, but 

not tones of the chords themselves. As such, they are 

representative of the treatment found in a large number of 

compositions--particularly those written before the middle 

of the eighteenth century. Later in that century, it 

became a common practice to borrow nonharmonic tones from 

the chromatic scale rather than from the major or minor 

scale upon which the surrounding chords were based. This 

practice gradually opened a new area of harmonic expressiveness 

to composers of the time. Bach and Mozart were among the 

first to.make use of chromatic embellishment in their music. 

Example 49: Nonharrnonic Tones 

I I · 
I y, l IY ll' V' 

By the nineteenth century such chromatic borrowing 

was well established. · A typical case, shown in Example 50a, 

is drawn from Wagner's opera Tristan ·a·nd Isolde, a work 

outstanding for its chromaticism. One chord underlies both 

measures of the example: B-D-F-A flat. The borrowed 
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tones--that is, the tones not contained within the. chord--are 

A natural, B flat, E natural, and E flat. Example 50b shows 

the same passage stripped of the borrowed tones; only the 

chord itself, in different inversions and in different open 

positions, remains. 

Example 50: Tristan and Isolde 

~ I . . . 
-tr.. ... . . & - ~ ,~ ~ - - - - - --.~ ,.~f,.• •. • u c.;..........._,..,_ 

'1:.,~ 
::::--___:::::: 

h "'=°' "'=°' ~ 
~--- -, . ;~j p-7~ 

,,.---.... 
. ... ....,·--r--=:J. ~ -,. ·- . , .. 

- -t J.-. ., .. - -~ 

' I 

The use of tones borrowed from the chromatic scale may 

broaden the concept of tonality, .. in the sense that the 

borrowed tones momentarily introduce harmonies that are 

foreign to the underlying key. The broadening may become 
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so extensive that it is difficult or impossible to identify 

a passage as being in a basic tonality. One stage in the 

widening of the concept may be seen in Example 50c. This 

passage, also from Tristan and Isolde, begins in A flat and 

ends on the dominant-seventh chord of F minor. Between 

those points it is so fluid harmonically that it cannot be 

said to be in any tonality--it can only be said to change 

as the colors of a kaleidoscope change. 

Beyond this stage, the tonality of a piece written in 

chromatic harmony virtually loses its identity. Or, from 

another point of view, the extensive borrowings become 

indistinguishable from the original harmonic framework~ 

The concept of tonality is so much broadened and becomes so 

all-inclusive that it all but ceases to have any meaning in 

large portions of many compositions. The chromatic additions 

to the harmonic structure are almost aiways dissonant. Thus, 

the expansion of tonality, in which chromaticism plays so 

large a part, has gone hand-in-hand with the increasing use 

of tension-building dissonances spoken of earlier. The two 

are different aspects of the same situation~ 

Contemporary Harmony 

Shortly before the beginning of th~ twentieth century, 

the principal stream of music, already made turbulent by 
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nineteenth-century practices, underwent a radical change of 

direction. A number of composers began to experiment with 

harmonic materials and soon several new styles of music 

emerged. Claude Debussy was in the forefront of this move-· · 

ment and became the founder of a new style of music called 

"Impressionism." In this style, dissonant chords are treated 

as consonances--as tonal groups that do not require resolution. 

Thus one factor of music, namely, the alternation of different 

degrees of harmonic tension leading to harmonic relaxation, 

which had been paramount for many centuries, now became of 

limited importance. 83 

By the end of the following decade or two, one group 

of composers had removed themselves even further from the 

concept of tonality. In fact, they abandoned the idea of 

tonality so completely that their music came to be called 

"atonal"--that is, without tonality. At about the same 

time, in opposition to the atonalists, another group 

reaffirmed the principles of tonality in their music. 

However, they went even further than the traditionalists 

had done by •writing in more than one tonality within a single 
j 

work. In polytonal music, as this is called, a melody could · 

be in B flat major, say, and the. accompaniment in D major. 

83Machlis, · ·The· Enjo'yment ·of Mu•sic, p. 481. 
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Still other composers emerged with individual systems: new 

ways of arranging melodi~ material, new ways of constructing 

chords; with superimposed fourths instead of the traditional 

thirds. These and other novelties became common. 

The immediate result of these experiments, dating 

approximately from the 1930's, was a b6dy of music that is 

pungent and filled with unrelieved harmonic tensions and that 

avoids every possible expression of sentiment and warm feeling. 

It is objective to an extreme degree, percussive in its 

effect, and alien to_many of its listeners. Out of these 

experiments, however, came a concept of tonality that went 

far beyond the nineteenth-century concept. A respect for 

consonance was restored, even though dissonance was raised 

to a higher level than ever before. Although the old 

distinctions among major, minor, and chromatic scales lost 

their force, the new music employed the twelve tones of 

the chromatic scale freely, both ver~ically and horizontally~ 

Thus, the feeling of a tonal center still found a place in 

the new music. 

One cannot yet generalize about the harmonic principles 

revealed in all contemporary music. The principles of chord 

construction, cadence formation, and scale use found in the 

works of one composer do not necessari~y apply to those of 

another. In general, one may say only that a sense of 
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tonality is usually basic to contemporary music, harmonic 

motion is everywhere present, and dissonance is resolved 

into consonance. The harmonic factor of contemporary musi.c 

is a logical result of harmonic developments that began 

centuries ago. As such, it is worthy of being listened to 

with the same attention that one gives to music of the 

Classical and Romantic periods. 

Composers 

All music starts in the mind of a composer. What he 

writes and how he writes it depend on many factors--his 

inherited intellectual and musical ability, the influence 

parents and other people had on him when he was a child, how 

the climate and topography of his country affected him, the 

impact of the events of the times in which he lived, his 

state of health, the degree to which he was financially 

independent, how well his work was accepted. These factors 

and more contribute heavily to the final result~ Students 

should see how poverty, illness, deafness, fame, and the 

like, might contribute to the creation of music. They will 

find inspiration in the lives of men like Mozart, who was 

kept poor and unknown by contemporaries -who were jealous of 

his genius, or Beeth~ven, who iuffered mental agony brought 

on by depression, _paranoia, and physical torment from his 

deafness, or Mendelssohn, who was never spoiled by wealth and 
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popularity. Children can discuss the ability of men of 

genius to triumph over obstacles. They should be encouraged 

to read supplementary material about composers' lives.84 

Aaron Copland, one of America's fine composers, indi

cates that music reflects the nature of its creator; there

fore, to understand and enjoy the music there needs to be 

knowledge of the composer. 

Let us begin with the composer, since 
music in our own civilization begins with 
him. What, after all, do we listen for 
when we listen to a composer? He need 
not "copy" nature like the sculptor; his 
work need have no immediate practical 
function like the architect's drawings. 
What is it that he gives us, then? Only 
one answer seems possible to me: He 
gives us himself. Every artist's work 
is, of course, an expression of himself, 
but none so direct as that of the crea
tive musician. He gives us, without 
relation to exterior "events," the 
quintessential part of himself--that 
part which embodies the fullest and 
deepest expression of himself as a man 
and of his experience as a.fellow being. 

Always remember that when you listen to 
a composer's creation you are listening 
to a man, to a particular individual, with 
his own special personality. For a com
poser to be of any value, he must have his 
own personality. It may be of greater or 
lesser importance, but, in the case of 
significant music, it will always mirror 

84Jane Reynolds, Music Lessons You Can Teach (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, Inc., ·1957), p. 264. 
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that personality. No composer: can write 
into his music a value that he does not 
possess as a man. His characte~ may be 
streaked with human frailties--like 
Lully's or Wagner's, for example--but 
whatever is fine in his music will come 
from whatever is fine in him as a man.85 

Perhaps this important question of understanding the 

composer so that we might understand his -music could best 

be illustrated by Beethove~. One of the most obvious 

characteristics of this style is its ruggedness. Beethoven, 

as a man, had the reputation of being a brusque and rugged 

individual. From the testimony of the music alone, however, 

we know him to be a composer with a bold, uncouth quality, 

the very antithesis of the su~ve and the mellifluous. Still, 

that rugged character of Beethoven's took on a different 

expression at different periods of his life. The ruggedness 

of the First Symphony is different from that of the Ninth. 

It is a difference of periods. The ·early Beethoven was 

rugged within the limits of an eighteenth-century classical 

_manner, whereas the mature Beethoven underwent the influence 

of the liberating tendencies of the nineteenth century. That 

is why, in cons.idering a man's music, we must take into 

account his personality as reflected by .the
1

period in which 

he lived. .· 
There are as many styles as there are composers, · 

85Aaron Copland, · What to· Listen f'or: •in Mu•sic (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1957), p-.-264. -- --
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and each important composer has several different styles 

corresponding to the influences of his own time and the 

maturing of his own personality.86 

Edward Dickinson, author of the book The Education of 

a Music Lover, states concerning biographical study: 
' . 

In studying and teaching music apprecia
tion, biography must not be kept apart 
from the development of form and tech
nique. Better too much of it than too 
little. Keep the personal human element 
in the foreground. The understanding of 
every composer's work involves the ques
tion of how it came to be, and we must 
go wide and deep in our search for causes.87 

In this thesis the lives of Bach, Chopin, Haydn, 

Gould, Handel, Mendelssohn, Mozart, and Gershwin will be 

studied. Filmstrips and lectures will be used in presenting 

the lessons. The composers are from the Baroque, Classical, 

Romantic, and Modern Periods. At least three compositions 

by the composer will be presented when the man is studied. 

Two composers, from contrasting periods, will be studied in 

the same lesson. 

86John Gillespie, ·The Musical Experience (Belmont, 
California: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1969), p. 199. 

87Edward Di6kinson, The Education of a Music Lover 
New York: Charles Scribners'' Sons, 1930),-p. 266. 
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Knowing that all children are not interested in music 

it seems to be of significant value to use topics that 

are not specifically musical in building some music appre

ciation lessons. In regard to the nonmusical approach, 

Andrews said: 

If the process of a child's learning 
to enjoy music can be hastened by ap
pealing to his interest in something 
outside of the music itself, it is 
common sense to do so. Music speaks 
directly in its own language to many 
children. For those who do not grasp 
this language immediately or easily, 
we musb use what they already know as 
a bridge to build understanding. 88 

Evans stated in the conclusion of his dissertation 

abstract, concerning nonmusical topics: 

It appears that an appeal to the 
nonmusical interests of seventh grade 
students will have a positive effect 
on their attitudes towards music and 
music-related activities in a general 
music classroom.89 

One of the most effective ways of involving difficult 

students is to begin the lesson outside of music, with a 

88Frances Andrews, and Joseph Leeder, Guiding Junior 
High School Pupils in Musical Expe·riences .(New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc.-,-1954), p. 123. 

89Evans, "The Effect of Especially Designed Music 
· ~istening Experiences on Junior High School Students' 
Attitudes Towards Music," p. 6760. 
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situation to which they can relate, and then inconspicuously 

make a transition to the music. For example, no student 

will have any difficulty in understanding the idea of an 

argument or debate between family members or between members 

of the Security Council of the United Nations. Is it not 

possible to liken a debate to a fugue? The subject is 

introduced (fugue subject), other speakers interrupt while 

the first speaker is still talking (answer-countersubject), 

the speaker changes the subject (episode). The students 

may be asked if the mood of the debate is constant, and 

what elements in the music indicate this.90 

Obviously, it is easier to open any door by grasping 

the handle, and the handle which opens the door to music 

for many children is the interests that they have already 

developed. Shy and insecure children need to be stimulated 

into active participation with their classmates; probably 

the use of their interests best expedites such a procedure, 

as with the case of a seventh-grade boy who appeared to be 

remote from any interest in the listening activities of the 

class. The teacher learned that his absorbing interest was 

horses and found a way to have the class listen to a musical 

90Lawrence Eisman, "Teaching the Difficult General 
Music Class, 11 Music Educators Journal, LIII (November, 
1966), 51. . 
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composition in which horses had a prominent part. -Through 

his interest the boy had built up a fund of information 

concerning horses, and when the teacher, as a part of the 

class discussion of the music presented, put to the class 

several questions involving a knowledge of horses, the boy 

who had seemed so remote found himself participating as the 

only pupil who could answer certain of the teacher's questions. 

He gained in prestige and self-confidence as well as enjoying 

the music lesson.91 

Reimer however feels there is little future, or should 

be little future, for general music courses based on material 

having no real bearing on the art of music. Teachers have 

had more than their share of this kind of teaching. And the 

almost pathological concern of some junior high general music 

teachers with such matters as "establishing rapport" and 

"getting the enthusiasm of the class" and "building a joyful · 

atmosphere" is no doubt caused by the fact that most.of the 

subject matter of the class is inherently boring and immaterial. 

The teacher who assumes that recreational singing, ukelele 

Playing, cigar-box instrument making are the ways to · capture 
' 

the interest of the students, betrays his basic distrust of 

both his students and the art of music. Neither deserves 

91Andrews,· Guiding ·Junior High Scho·o1 ·pupils in Mu•sic 
!_xperiences, p. 19 3. 
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Hans Tischler in his article "The Teaching Of Music 

Appreciation" encouraged the use of nonmusical associations. 

He felt some remarks on the· social function of the music or 

on the historical situation in which it was created would 

contribute to a better understanding or.the rnusic.93 

It is important that the teacher develop sensitivity 

to the reactions of each boy and girl who hears music in the 

classroom and that musical compositions are chosen for the 

class with these individual sensitivities and needs in mind. 

For those pupils who seem most indifferent, even hardened 

to the music they hear, are. often those who are in the 

greatest need of the "food" of music. 

When music is song, it can be linked with poetry and 

speech. When music is dance, it can be linked with physical 

education.· When music is opera, it can be linked with drama. 

When music is staged, it can be linked with art. The teacher 

can plan for the interaction of music and nonmusical interest.94 

. 92Bennett.Reirner, "Curriculum Reform and the Junior 
High General Music Class," Music Educators Journal, LIII 
(October, 1966), 44. · ' 

93Tischler, "The Teaching o.f Music Appreciation," p. 169. 

94stuart Rankin, "Forging a Junior High General Music 
Program," Mus·ic Educ·ators Journal, LIII (December, 1966), 31. 
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Nonrnusical lesson plan s~9gestions: 

1. As~ign special reports related in some way to the 

student's nonmusical interests and to one of the 

musical selections in the listening curriculum. 

2. Correlation with other subjects of the curriculurn:9? 

a. Social Studies: 

(1) Discussion of the historical background 

of the period during which the composer 

lived. 

(2) Political figures and developments during 

this period. 

(3) Reports on the geographical location of 

the composer's place of birth. 

b. Physical Science: 

(1) Discussion of famous scientists of the 

period, and their relationship, if any, 

to the composer. 

(2) Discussion of the fundamentals of acoustics. 

(3) Scientific explanation of the principles 

of tone production of the various musical 

instruments. 

. 95Anthony Apicella, Margarita Apicella, and Attilio 
Giampa, · Sirnp'licity in Music -Appreciation (Boston: McLaughlin 
and Reilly Co., 1965T, p. 2. 
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c. Literature: 

d. 

e. 

(1) Assign readings on famous authors and . 

their writings that were popular during 

the life of the composer. 

(2) Assign oral reports and discussion about 

the composer. 

(3) Assign·written reports on the composer and 

his music. 

(4) Guide the students in the creative 

writing of new lyrics of the composer's 

melodies. 

PhilosoEhy: 

(1) Consider the influence of philosophical 

thought upon the type of music of that 

day. 

(2) Assign a study of philosophers who wrote 

about music. 

Fine Arts: 

(1) Draw pictures that the music or the title 

suggest. 

(2) Discuss the art and architecture of the 

period. 

(3) Have students create clay models related 

to musical subjects. 
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f. Mathematics: 

. (1) Discussion of time ·signa:t:ures and note 

values in music, and the.fr relationship to 

mathematics. 

(2) Research on the mathematical principles 

involved in equal-tempered tuning of the 

piano. 

(3) Selection of musical instruments and 

research on the mathematical dimensions 

of these ins trumerits. · 

g. Physical Educ~tion: 

(1) Folk dances ·from the country of the 

composer--performed by the students. 

(2) American versions of the above dances. 

(3) . Calisthenics performed with a musical 

background. 

(4) Discussion of famous athletic events 

and athletes of the country of the 

composer. 

h. Fore•ign Language Stu•dies: 

(1) Learning and singing folk songs of the 

composer's country (words in foreign 

iangu~ge learned phone~ically). 

(2) Learning and singing some of the 

I 
I 
I 
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American ·adaptations of· the· foreign so~gs. 

(3) Preparing and presenting a play in the 

language of the composer·. 

Summary 

Beyond doubt the authors surveyed placed heavy emphasis 

on the importance of the musical elements utilized in this 

study--motive, variation forms, texture, and harmony. 

Their conclusion is that significant enjoyment of music is 

impossible apart from basic technical knowledge. 

Equally important in the minds of writers considered 

in this study was a thorough knowledge of the particular 

composer that was involved. By and large, their basic 

premise was that his background, his inherited abilities, 

his environment, his health, his wealth--and an almost 

endless list of factors--would be reflected in the music 

that these men wrote. Therefore, to understand better the 

composer is essential in order to fully enjoy his music. 

A teacher of music appreciation must be a practical 

person as well as a musician. To face the truth that not 

all children are automatically drawn to m~sic is not to be

little music but rather to rec9gnize the normal classroom 

situation. As a consequence, one who seeks to instill an 

appreciation of fine music in others cannot ignore the 

Valuable tool of the nonmusical approach. 



CHAPTER III 

LESSON PLANS 

Originally, the basic idea for this thesis came from 

Tischler's statement: "The term appreciation includes 

enjoyment."96 

As reading was done on the subject of students' enjoy

ing the music they study, the following form for twelve les

son plans began to take shape: 

(1) Two chosen compositions would be repeated for three 

consecutive lessons. 

(2) One lesson would stress the importance of a specific 

musical element in the compositions being repeated. 

(3) Another approach would be to review the biographies 

of the composers of the repeated compositions. 

(4) A third plan would use a related nonmusical approach. 

The following pattern of lesson plans will be utilized 

to implement the approach: 

For the Baroque and Romantic Periods: 

Lesson One Motive 

Lesson Two - Biographies of Bach and Chopin 

Lesson Three - Nonmusical; History of the Periods 

96Hans Tischler, "The Teaching of Music Appreciation," 
Journal of Research irt Music Education~ VII {Fall 1959), 169. _ 

91 
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For the Classical and Modern Periods: 

Lesson Four - Nonmusical; History of the Periods 

Lesson Five Theme With Variations 

Lesson Six - Biographies of Haydn and Gould 

For the Baroque and Romantic Periods: 

Lesson Seven - Biographies of Handel and Mendelssohn 

Lesson Eight - Nonmusical; Trains 

Lesson Nine - Texture 

For the Classical and Modern Periods: 

Lesson Ten - Biographies of Mozart and Gershwin 

Lesson Eleven - Harmony 

Lesson Twelve - Nonmusical; Stamps 

Concept: Motive 

Behavioral Objective: 

Lesson 1 

The seventh grade general music student, through 

analyzing the motive, listening to chosen works, and singing, 

should show his understanding of the motive and demonstrate 

this knowledge by being able to write an original motive and 

discover motives used by composers. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Records 

a. "Minuet in G" from The Notebook of Anna 

Magadalena by Johann Sebastian Bach. 
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b. Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7, by Frederic Chopin. · 

2. Overhead transparencies of the scores of "Minuet · 

in G" and Prelude, Op. 28, No.7 • 

.3 . Text (Making Music Your Own, - Book 7. Dallas: 

Silver Burdett Company, 1971.) "America the 

Beautiful" p. 118. 

4. Rhythm instruments 

Suggested Motivation Procedure: 

What happens when a composer decides to write a 

composition? He may think for a while, or he may play the 

piano, soon finding a short group of notes that interest him. 

Such a group of notes, when used to build a composition, is 

called a motive. 

Many years ago, Henry Carey, an English song writer, 

developed this motive: 

He might have thought to himself, "That's fine, but 

What do I do now?" A motive by itself is not a composition. 

Henry Carey tried repeating his motive, moving a little 

higher on the keyboard. 
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Mr. Carey knew his composition was not complete, but 

he was beginning to accomplish something. He added a closing 

bit. 

,L 

When the measures were put together, the result was a 

melody that was destined to sound quite familiar. 

What Mr. Carey did not know was that the simple motives 

he had written would some day become the tune for the national 

anthem of Great Britain, "God Save the Queen." Henry Carey's 

tune is loved not only by the British, but American hearts 

also beat with pride when we sing his tune to the words of 

"Am . erica." 

Suggested Teaching Procedure: 

The composer may achieve unity in his composition by 

the use of a motive (motif). It is the smallest structural 

unit in music capable.of expressing a musical idea. The 

motive in music may be compared to a word in· language. It is 

possible to express a musical idea with a motive of as little 

as two notes if the two notes are quite distinctive as to 

rhythm and/or interval relationship. The constant repetition 
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of the motive is the first principle in musical construction 

and is analogous to unity in the principles listed previously. 

The motive is the driving force of music which gives movement 

and life to a composition. 97 

Through this constant repetition of the motive, whole 

sections may be developed. The motive not only binds the 

music together but through it the composition itself takes 

on form. It should be pointed out, however, that the motive 

is but one of the means the composer has of securing unity. 

Look at a part of a composition by Bach that is based 

on a very simple motive. As you look at the score, write 

down what you think Bach used as a motive for his "Minuet 

in G." 

1ft :1 r ·' r :11 J 

Example 51: Bach, Johann Sebastian - "Minuet in G" (excerpt). 

J=l20 
=O::J:\ I r~2 3 i 5 6 ~7 -~~• 
~fl r 1J .L lf-H IF Cf Cf iF.J .J I/' EE& Ir ·~ IJ fl .J W Ir ,J I 

~9 ~IO 11 12 15 I~ 15 16 +r R •LIrn Iw cr1r n 1r mIcdJ1J main 
' ·· · ·•··· ······~--

97William Hugh Miller, Everybody's Guide to Music. 
(New York: Chilton Company, 1961), p.-169. 
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Examine the score of the minuet and compare the motive 

in the first two measures with the other measures. Do you 

find any measures that have only a part of the first two 

measures? (Yes. Measures 5, 6, 7, 13, 14 and 15.) When a· 

composer repeats a piece, a fragment, of the motive, this 

device is called "fragmentation." . 

How do measures 1 and 2 compare with measures 9 and 10? 

(They are exactly the same.) How do measures 1 and 2 compare 

with measures 3 and 4? (The measures are similar but not 

identical.) Compare measure 5 and measure 6. (The patterns 

are the same but measure 6 begins on a lower pitch.) 

When a composer immediately uses the exact repetition of 

a melodic pattern at a different pitch level it is called a 

II f sequence." Can you find an example of a sequence in Bach s 

Minuet? (Measures 3 and 4 are a sequence of the motive, and 

its ingenious development. For example, repetition and 

sequence are used.) Notice how Bach states, and subsequently 

explains, his idea. 

Before you listen to Frederic Chopin's Prelude, Op. 28, 

No. 7, examine the score. Find the motive Chopin used. 
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As you listen and follow the score, notice how Chopin's 

cons tant repetition of the motive developed a whole section. 

Example 52: Chopin, Frederic - Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7 
(excerpt) 

Before we compare these two famous pieces of music, 

listen carefully to them again; listen for comparisons. 

How would you compare the compositions? How are they 

alike? 

1. Motive 

2. The compositions are both for keyboard 

instruments. 
3 

3. They are in~ time. 

How are they different? 

1. Bach used fragmentation and sequence; Chopin 

did not use fragmentation. 

2. Bach's composition has a faster tempo. 

3. Chopin used accidentals. 
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4. Bach's composition is for dancing; Chopin's 

· composition is for listening pleasure. 

You are now going to be the composer. Write a two 

meas ure motive. Through the use of fragmentation and se

quence, write an eight measure musical idea. You may refer 

back to the Bach and the Chopin scores for ideas. 

When Samuel A. Ward wrote the music to "America, the 

Beautiful," page 118, he used two motives as the basis for 

his composition. 

Motive 1 
~I J I J. 

Motive 2 J J J J I ,J. 

Before we sing the song, how many times do you see mot~ve 

one? (8) How many times did he use motive two? (4) As we 

sing the song, half of the class will clap the rhythm to 

motive one each time it is used, the other half will pat 

motive two each time it is sung. 

Now that you have studied, written, heard, and sung 

motives, listen again to Bach's "Minuet in G" and Chopin's 

!:,_relude. 
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For Further Study: 

1. How does the composer use the motive in the song, 

"I Love the Mountains," p. 138? 

2. Listen to Edward Grieg's, Peer Gynt, Suite I, 

"In the Hall of the Mountain King;" identify the 

compositional devices. 

3. Examine a piece of popular music of our day. How 

do modern composers use the motive? 

4. Let a piano student play either "Minuet in G" or 

Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7, for the class. 

Lesson 2 

Concept: Biographies of Johann Sebastian Bach and Frederic 

Chopin. 

Behavioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through study

ing the lives of the composers, listening to chosen works, and 

singing, should show his understanding of the composer and 

his music and demonstrate this knowledge through participa

tion in "buzz" groups. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Bulletin board display of Bach and Chopin. 

2. Recordings: 

a. "Minuet in G", by Bach 

b. Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7, by Chopin 
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c. Toccato in D minor, by Bach 

d. St. Matthew Passion, by Bach 

e. Requiem, by Mozart 

f. Revolutionary Etude, by Chopin 

g. Minute Waltz, by Chopin 

Suggested Motivation: 

Do you remember two of the compositions you heard in 

our last lesson? 

(Play "Minuet in G" by Bach and Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7 

by Chopin.) 

If these two compositions were written by men who stud

ied composition, why is one composer's music different from 

the other composer's? (After class discussion show the fol

lowing answers on the overhead projector.) 

1. Inherited intellectual and musical ability. 

2. Influence of parents and other people when the 

composer was a child. 

3. Influence of historical, national, and cultural events. 

4. State of the composer's health. 

5. Financial status of the composer. 

6. Acceptance of the composer's work. 

Because we have been studying the music of Bach and 

Chopin, we are going to discuss how the six points mentioned · 

Would affect their music. 
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(The following observations concerning Bach have been 

given to boys at the beginning of the period. The ones con

cerning Chopin were given to girls~ The narration was given 

to students above average in ability in public speaking.) 

Ig Inherited intellectual and musical ability. 

1. Bach: Bach was precocious and had an avid desire 

for learning; he did exceptionally well in his school studies. 98 

Bach's thirst for musical knowledge was unquenchable. Almost 

without exception everyone in the Bach family was musical. 

The larger Bach family was the most musical family the world 

has ever known.99 

2. Chopin: Chopin's father was a French master for a 

boys' high, school. It seems natural that Chopin became a 

well educated man in languages, history, and literature. 

Chopin was a child prodigy. 

He hardly needed a piano teacher to teach him to play. 

As a very young child Chopin could play a piece correctly 

almost the first time he tried. He seldom had to work at 

mastering difficult notes. His hands seemed to do exactly 

what he wanted.100 

98John Gillespie, The Musical Experience (Belmont, 
California: Wadsworth Publishing Co., Inc., 1969), p. 143. 

99catherine Gough, Boyhoods of Great Composers (New York: 
Henry z. Walck, Incorporated, 1965), p. 1. 

lOOibid., 26. 
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For a sample of Bach's music, you are going to hear 

an excerpt from one of his most brilliant compositions, 

St. Matthew Passion. This composition has been called "the 

greatest offering to Christ ever created by man. 11101 

II. Influence of parents and other people when the composer 

was a child. 

1. Bach: No other musician came from such a famous 

musical family. There were sixty uncles and cousins, all 

well-known musicians, listed in a family tree which he 

compiled. His father, a noted town musician, taught Bach 

the fine points of playing both the violin and viola. From 

his brother he learned the art of the keyboard and the organ. 

Exposed to music every night after supper, with each 

child playing some instrument, young Bach had heard more 

good music at home by the time he was six than some North 

Am . h . . f . 102 ericans ear at home in a li etime. 

2. Chopin: Chopin had a happy childhood. The first 

music Frederic heard was his parents singing, playing the 

Piano, flute, and violin. His parents saw to it that he was 

taught by the best of teachers. Though Chopin played as well 

101otto Zoff, Great Composers (New York: E. P. Dutton 
and Company, Inc., 1951), p. 241. 

102rrene Bennett Needham, Biographies of Great Composers 
(Columbus, Ohio: Highlights for Children, 1964), p. 17. 
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when he was a child as Mozart did, his parents never took 

advantage of his talent. 103 

To continue with Bach's music, you are going to hear 

one of his organ compositions, Toccata in D minor. 

III. Influence of historical, national, and cultural events. 

1. Bach: Bach lived is a society where the sacred and 

the secular formed two equally compelling and complementary 

forces. In his time German life centered around the church, 

and music was vital to church services. Into his religious 

music Bach poured all his deep religious feelings and brought 

together all his musical techniques, marking little prayers 

as "Jesus help me" in the margin of the score. He treated 

the words of Christ with special reverence, reserving for 

them his most melodious music as he made the high voices of 

the violins weave over them.104 

A musician during Bach's day needed the good favor of 

the nobility. Many times a musician '·s life was demanding, 

annoying, and disappointing. Often he was nothing more than 

a musical servant. Much of the music Bach wrote for the 

nobility was never heard or appreciated.lOS 

l03rb·a __ i_., p. 77. 

104Anca Seidlova and Katherine B. Shippen, The Heritage 
~ Music (New York: The Viking Press, 1967), p.87. 

105Nancy Wise Hess and Stephanie Grauman Wolf, The Sounds 
£!. ~ (Ne~ York: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1969) ,p. 78. 
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The organ was an outstandingly popular instrument during 

the Baroque Period. They were a matter of heated competition 

among towns, churches, and nobility. Bach became a master at 

judging, playing, and composing for the organ. 106 

2. Chopin: Warsaw, Poland, in his time was a noisy, 

dirty, rather bloody center of revolution; it was a place 

which was being deserted by the cultured and refined as 

quickly as possible. This, of course, included Chopin. 

Chopin loved Poland with an almost fanatical devotion. 

When he heard that Warsaw had been taken by the Russians, 

he poured out his heartbreak in the tempestuous Etude, Op. 10, 

No. 12, known as the "Revolutionary." After his death, 

honoring his request, his heart was sent to Warsaw where it 

reposes in the Church of the Holy Cross. Chopin, in spite 

of spending half of his life in Paris, remained essentially 

Polish.lO? 

Chopin lived in a day of "French gentlemen" and aris

tocracy. Chopin was quickly accepted into this group of 

refined gentlemen and ladies. He lived like a man of fashion, 

keeping a carriage and a manservant, and wearing suits, hats, 

106Nancy Wise Hess and Stephanie Grauman Wolf, The Sounds 
of~ (New York: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1969) ,p. 76. 

107seidlova and Shippen, The Heritage of Music, P• 163. 
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108 
and gloves which he bought at the most exclusive shops. 

As the piano slowly became popular, the musicians of the 

Romantic movement made the piano their favorite solo instru

ment. Of all these musicians, Frederic Chopin was the one 

most closely identified with it. 109 

Listen to a part of the composition reflecting Chopin's 

anguish over the fall of Warsaw, Revolutionary Etude. 

IV. State of the composer's health. 

1. Bach: Bach seems to have been a healthy man, but 

the prodigious labors of a lifetime took their toll; his 

eyesight failed. At last it became necessary to have an 

operation, and the same English surgeon who had operated 

on Handel was summoned. The operation was not successful; 

Bach became totally blind. He suffered a stroke not long 

after that. 110 Yet, he persisted in his composing; the dying 

master continued to dictate to his son-in-law. He died at 

the age of 65. 

2. Chopin: Chopin was always delicate and small of 

stature. He was sensitive, easily depressed, extremely 

nervous, and suffered from tuberculosis in the last fourteen 

108Harold Schonberg, The Great Pianist {New York: Simon 
and Schuster, 1963), p. 14-r:-

109_-~----' The Lives of the Great Composers 
York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1970), p. 172. 

{New 

ll0seidlova, Shippen, The Heritage of Music, P• 90. 
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years of his life. The mental and physical anguish of 

tuberculosis greatly touched his life. "He was dying all 

h is life," remarked Hector Berlioz. 111 Death came to him 

when he was only 39 years of age. He has asked that Mozart's 

Requiem be played at his funeral as it had been played at 

Haydn's and at Beethoven's.112 

Would you like to hear an excerpt from Mozart's Requiem? 

V. Financial status of the composer. 

1. Bach: One would think that a teacher and musician 

of such ability would never have to worry about money or 

position. Yet Bach had to struggle all his life to feed his 

twenty children and to obtain the recognition he felt he 

deserved.113 Often he was simply a servant with musical 

ability. Many times he was required to dress in costume and 

play the violin for dancing. Bach was so underpaid that if 

he had not loved his music so much and had felt that it was 

written and played for the glory of God, he could not have 

endured the people for whom he had to work. 

2. Chopin: At the age of nineteen his concerts brought 

him great financial returns and consequently financial 

independence. In the middle years of his life he received 

111John Gillespie, The Musical Experience (Belmont, 
California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1969), p. 239. 

112seidlova, Shippen, The Herita~e of Music, p. 168. 

113Hess, Wolf, The Sounds of Time, p. 78. -----
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income from his students, his compositions, and a famous 

woman novelist. Chopin once remarked, "Payment for piano 

lessons scarcely covered the cost of maintaining my elegant 

manner of living. 11114 Before his death his funds were 

exhausted, but he was assisted anonymously by a devoted 

student. 

You will hear an excerpt of a Chopin composition which 

probably brought him great financial returns. 

VI. Acceptance of the composer's works. 

(Minute Waltz) 

1. Bach: The perfection of Bach's performance was 

matched by the brillance of his compositions. Whether 

improvising or carefully written out ahead of time, a 

"fugue" by the master could not be equalled then or ever. 115 

However, Bach was considered a genius in his own time not 

for his mastery as a composer but because of his talent for 

116 
judging and playing the organ. He was neither understood 

nor was the enormity of his accomplishments appreciat~d. 

Even his own sons regarded his work as old fashioned. 

Actually, most people took Bach's many musical abilities for 

granted. After all, "musical Bachs" had been a feature of 

life in many German towns for over a century. 

114 
Schonberg, The Great Pianist, p. 142. 

115 · Hess and Wolf, The Sounds of Time, p. 77. 

116
Ibid .. , p. 76. 
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One hundred years after Bach's death Felix Mendelssohn 

w;:1s allowed to go through Bach's unpublished manuscripts. 

Th us, a later generation discovered that the obscure teacher 

was a genius. 117 

2. Chopin: At fourteen his teacher said of him, 

"Amazing capabilities, musical genius. 11118 When he was 

nineteen he was already acclaimed as an accomplished pianist 

and as the composer of extremely original piano music. 

Schuman said of Chopin, "He is the genius of the boldest, 

proudest, poet-soul of his time. 11119 

The critics said, "His style was perfect and he showed 

t . . 1 · 11 120 grea origina ity. 

He struck the fancy of nineteenth-century audiences, and 

he still holds it firmly today. 

Now that you have seen the similarities and differences 

of these two composers, can you enjoy their music more fully? 

(Play "Minuet in G" and Prelude, Op. ·28, No. 7.) 

To summarize our class session today the class will be 

divided into two "buzz" groups. The girls will compile reasons 

117rrene Bennett Needham, Biographies of Great Composers 
(Colurnbus, Ohio: Highlights for Children, 1964), p. 18. 

(New 

118seidlova and Shippen, The Heritage of Music, p. 163. 

119Marion Bauer and Ethel Peyser, Music Through The Ages 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1967), p. 424. 

120 Schonberg, The Lives of the Great Composers, p. 172. 
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why Bach and Chopin's compositions are different. The boys 

will compile reasons why Bach and Chopin's compositions have 

similarities. Each group will report its conclusions to the 

entire class. 

Further Study: 

1. Study the role of Felix Mendelssohn in the revival 

of performances of Johann Sebastian Bach's works. 

2. Have a piano student select a composition of Bach 

or Chopin and play it for the class. 

3. Bach came from a musical family. Do some research 

and write a report on the musical talent in Bach's immediate 

family. 

4. Create a musical crossword puzzle using information 

about Bach or Chopin. 

5. Show filmstrips on the lives of Bach and/or Chopin. 

6. Make a study of Bach and Chopin as teachers, citing 

their individual points of view, thei.r methods, and their 

unique pedagogical contributions. 

Lesson 3 

Concept: The Baroque and The Romantic Periods 

Behavioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through watching 

filmstrips, listening to chosen works, .and singing, should 

show his understanding of the periods considered in this unit 
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and demonstrate this knowledge through written reports and 

class discussion. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Records: 

a. "Minuet in G" by Bach 

b. Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7, by Chopin 

2. Bulletin board displays of Baroque Period and 

Romantic Periods of history. 

3. Filmstrips 

a. Baroque Era: The Arts and The Humanities 

b. Romantic Era: The Arts and The Humanities 

4. Text - Making Music Your Own, Book Seven 

a. "O Savior Sweet," p. 169. 

b . " Sea Calm , " p • 2 3 2 • 

Suggested Motivation: 

Most people think it would be fun to be placed in a 

"time machine" and be sent back into history. Let us assume 

that we, as a class, have been placed in such a machine. We 

will be taken back into the periods of history called the 

"Baroque" Period (1600-1750) and into the "Romantic" Period 

{1820-1900). After our magical trip, you will write a one-

page report describing the period in which you would have 

Preferred to have lived and why. 
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Suqgested Procedure: 

1. Listen to the music, then tell me the name of the 

composition and the composer {"Minuet in G" by Bach). 

This little song was written in the period of history 

called "Baroque." The first part of your filmstrip today 

covers this period. 

Filmstrip: Baroque Era: The Arts and The Humanities 

{Produced by Keyboard Publications). 

2. What is the name of this composition and who is the 

composer? {Play Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7, by Chopin) Chopin 

wrote this lovely Prelude during the Romantic Period of 

history (1820-1900). 

Your second filmstrip will cover the Romantic Period 

in history. 

Filmstrip: Romantic Era: The Arts and The Humanities -----
(Produced by Keyboard Publications). 

Now you have seen a glimpse of the world during the 

Baroque and Romantic Periods. Write a one-page paper stating 

in which period you would have preferred to have lived and 

tell why. 

While the students are writing, play "Minuet in G" and 

Prelude in the background. 

After the students have finished, let several read their 

Paper for the class. 

One song in your text written during the Baroque Period 
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is "O Savior Sweet," page 169. Bef_ore singing the song, 

li s ten to the record. As you listen, listen to the figured 

bass. 

The song "Sea Calm" by Schubert was written during the. 

Romantic Period. (Page 232 - listen to the record before 

singing.) 4 As you sing this song conduct the 4 pattern. 

How would you compare these two songs? 

"Sea Calm" 

1. Accompaniment on the first 

beat only. 

2. Uses grace notes. 

3. Uses accidentals. 

4. Has dynamic changes. 

5. Art song 

6. Adagio 

7. "C" scale 

"O Savior Sweet" 

1. Accompaniment on every 

beat. 

2. Uses no grace notes. 

3. Does not use accidentals. 

4. No dynamic changes. 

5. Folk song 

6. Andante 

7. "A" scale 

Today's lesson should have maae ·you aware of the 

importance of the period in history in which a composer lives 

and particularly how the period affects the composer and his 

music. 

For Further Study: 

1. Have the class sing some of Martin Luther's 

chorales to give further knowledge of the characteristics 

of Baroque music. 
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2. Play selections from The Story of Great Music: 

The Baroque Era, Time-Life Records. 

3. Encourage students to do further research on art, 

music, and architecture of the Baroque and Romantic periods~ 

4. Encourage students to listen to other music composed 

by Bach and Chopin. 

5. Let the class sing some Civil War songs. (Romantic 

Period) . 

6. Have an art exhibit of copies of Baroque and Romantic 

masterpieces. 

Lesson 4 

Concept: The Classical Period and The Modern Period 

Behavioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through watch

ing filmstrips, listening to chosen compositions, and singing, 

will show his understanding of the periods considered in this 

unit and demonstrate this knowledge through a one-page 

written report. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Filmstrips 

a. Classical Era: The Arts and The Humanities. -------
b. Modern Era: The Arts and The Humanities. -- --- -- --

2. Bulletin board displays of Classical Period and 

Modern Period. 
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3. Records 

a. Symphony No. 94 ("The Surprise"), movement 2, 

Joseph Haydn. 

b. American Salute, by Morton Gould 

4. Text: Making Music Your Own, Book Seven 

a. "Strategy," by Joseph Haydn, p. 202. 

b. "New Hungarian Folk Song," by Bartok, p. 205. 

Suggested Motivation: 

What do we mean when we talk about Classical? Modern? 

(These are names of periods in history.) The Classical 

Period was from 1750 to 1820. The Modern Period is from 

1900 to the present. 

Knowledge of the history of a period is important. 

The condition of the world and its people has much influence 

on the music written during those years. 

You are going to hear two compositions today. The 

first is Joseph Haydn's Surprise Symphony. Later you 

Will hear Morton Gould's American Salute. (Play) Did you 

notice a difference in the two? (The Haydn composition is 

from the Classical Period. Morton Gould's composition is 

from the Modern Period.) To understand better these two 

Pieces of music, let us look at the world during the time 

each was written. 
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Suggested Procedure: 

Filmstrip: Classical Era: The Arts and The Humanities 

(Produced by Keyboard Publications). 

You have seen some of the elements of the Classical 

Era and you have heard some of its music. Your text has a 

most delightful song from this period, "Strategy," by 

Joseph Haydn, p. 202 (Sing). 

Filmstrip: Modern Era: The Arts and The Humanities 

(Produced by Keyboard Publications). 

Bartek, a composer from the Modern Period, has written 

a song in your text, that you will enjoy singing. "New 

Hungarian Folk Song," p. 2 05 (Sing) • 

Now that you have seen the filmstrips and sung songs 

from the periods, listen again to the compositions we heard 

at the beginning of class. As you listen to the Surprise 

Symphony and American Salute for the second time, do you 

feel the men expressed the mood of the period in which they 

lived? 

To summarize your thinking, write a one-page report 

stating which period, Classical or Modern, you think would 

have served as the best inspiration for a composer. 

Further Study: 

1. Ask the students to bring to class pictures 

reflecting early times in America (Classical Period). The 
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boys might make replicas of the "Mayflower." A contrast with 

the Classical Period could be drawn by letting half the class 

bring pictures of modern America (Modern Period). The boys 

might make models of space crafts. 

2. Artistic students could draw murals portraying the 

Classical and Modern Periods. 

3. Assign reports on the famous scientists, artists, 

politicians, inventors, and writers of the Classical and 

Modern Periods. 

4. Let students who play musical instruments select a 

composition from the Classical Period or the Modern Period 

and perform it for the class. 

Lesson 5 

Concept: Theme with Variations 

Behavioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through singing, 

analyzing listening guides, and listening to chosen compo

sitions, will show his understanding of theme with variations, 

then demonstrate this knowledge by his awareness of the vari

ation of a theme and by completing a listening guide. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Records 

a. Symphony No. 94 ("The Surprise"), movement 2, 

Joseph Haydn 
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b. American Salute, Morton Gould 

2. Percussion instruments 

3. Text: Making Music Your Own, Book Seven 

"When Johnny Comes Marching Home," page 156. 

Suggested Motivation: 

What would be the ways of varying the appearance of a 

desk? 

1 . . It might be decorated or embellished with drawings 

and bright colors. 

2. It could be placed in another part of the room or 

left where it is but the surroundings altered. 

3. More drastically, the desk could be cut into two 

pieces and its structure redesigned without altering its 

fundamental function as a desk. 

4. Or, as a very extreme action, the structure could be 

altered to the point where it is no longer a desk but some 

other object that has entirely different uses. 

Essentially the same things can be done to a musical 

theme. It can be embellished with grace notes or figurations 

(decorative variation). It can be transported to another 

region of the orchestra (instrumental variation). Its har

monic surroundings can be altered (harmonic variation). 

It can be organically reconstructed so as to appear as a 

new musical personality capable of undertaking new functions 

<structural variation). For example, a lyrical melogy can 
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be transformed into a fugue subject.1 21 

Suggested Procedure: 

J oseph Haydn has noticed that listeners at evening 

concerts often seemed to pay little attention when the 

Andante of a symphony was being played. They sat so quietly 

that he suspected many of them were napping! And no wonder. 

They were all comfortably full of good dinner and the Andante 

music from Haydn's Symphony No. 2_! . ( "The Surprise") , one of 

the compositions you heard last week, was so soft and soothing. 

It was the very time for forty winks! The very time for a 

sly joke, thought Haydn! 

The Andante, like many of Haydn's slow movements, is 

a set of variations on a single theme. Violins give out 

the simple little melody: 

~ 1 2 ten. 3 4 ten. 5 6 

ij 12 . 13 . 14. , ''"· 15 ~ 16 

%J □ JJJIR #? IU E IF E (Ql(g v=II . . . . 

M . 121William Fleming, and Abraham Veinus, Understanding 
ysic (Chicago: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1958), P• 108. 
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No cne wants to sleep now, for the tune itself is playing a 

most. .interesting game. It seems to be trying to make the 

listeners think it is a new tune! Fiist it covers itself 

with some very pretty musical embroidery. 

Violin II, 
Violas, 

I; ; 
p 

then it puts on a fierce, minor false-face for a moment ..• 

Strings, 
Woodwinds, 

.fl..,..... . . . 
Strings, 
Woodwinds 

ten. 

· n 1Grn 1 

then tries to hide under a fancy violin tune ••• 
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pretends to be a tiptoe dancer .•. 

Oboes, 

And grows very loud and grand. 

Then the little tune hesitates; will it come back again? 

Shyly and with shadowy harmonies, the first phrase reappears, 

pauses, and quietly tiptoes out. 

As if t ·o say, "Now you may snatch. your forty winks!" 

Listen to the Symphony, in its entirety this time, and 

raise your hand when you hear a theme variation. 

In turning now to the Modern Period, we discover that 

a popular song from the Civil War Era, "When Johnny Cornes 

Marching Horne," by Patrick Gilmore, became the basis of a 

composition by Morton Gould, a composeF of the Modern Period. 

While the class sings, will someone time the number of seconds 

it takes to sing one verse? {approximately 20 seconds.) 

"When Johnny Comes Marching Home" is a comparatively 

simple song of sixteen measures. These sixteen measures, 

however, contain musical ideas of great strength, for the 

music has. served as a basis for several longer works• One 

of these is the composition you heard last week as an example 

of modern music, American Salute, by Morton Gould. 
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Mr. Gould expanded "When Johnny Comes Marching Home" into 

a four-minute composition by writing variations on the tune. 

Morton Gould has used the following form for 

American Salute. 

Introduction A 4>--<f- A 1 

/1'--~r AS --~f=+ Coda 

As you listen to the composition, the girls are to raise 

their hand each time the theme or a variation of that theme 

is presented. Boys, you will raise your hand on the bridge 

and coda sections. 

Before you hear the composition a second time, write on 

a piece of paper the following guide. Also as you listen, 

write the instruments being used and how you think the 

composer varied the theme. 

Introduction: 

A Melody: (Bassoon and bass clarinet accompaniment: 

violins and snare drum play rhythm pattern of the 

introduction. 

----r=<f {Bridge): Violins and snare drum continue the 

same rhythm pattern. Muted brass play this fragment. 

12 4 a 4 

1 
A Melody: English horn accompaniment: Low woodwinds. 

Variation Scheme: Change in instrumentation. 
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A2 Melody: Strings accompaniment: Brasses and woodwinds. 

Variation Scheme: Change in instrumentation •. · 

4~,T Brasses and timpani play rhythmic fragments. 

A3 Melody: (High woodwinds) 

Variation Scheme: (Rhythmic and melodic variations. 

All notes are of equal length, and some are 

chromatically altered. Any melodic embellishment, or 

decoration, is known as ornamentation.) 

~0-- 'j·,_ (Woodwinds and strings play a crescendo.) 

A4 Variation Scheme: Rhythmic variation. The rhythm is 

syncopated. Syncopatiori is the upsetting of the 

regular rhythmic flow of music.) 

~1'--'[-(Meter changes from~ to 1) 
4 

A5 Variation in two parts: 

Part I: 

Melody: (Trumpets and trombones) 

Variation Scheme: {Rhythmic variations. The melody 

is modified by augmentation. Augmentation is the 

lengthening of the note values of a melody, giving 

the impression of slowing the tempo.) 

Part II: 

Melody: {Woodwinds) 

Variation Scheme: {Rhythmic Variation) 

Coda: (The coda is composed of fragments of the theme 

plus a final statement in which the phrases are 
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separated by an interlude. The coda is 

characterized by an accelerando.) 

Using your findings, let us fill in the guide. If 

there is a section you omitted or answered incorrectly, fill 

in the correct answer. 

Would you like to sing all the verses of "When Johnny 

Comes Marching Home"? To accompany the song, the following 

patterns may be chanted or played on a percussion instrument. 

(If there is time, the students could create their own 

patterns to be chanted or played on a percussion instrument.) 

6 
8 

6 
8 

6 
8 

> J 
Hur 

Further Study: 

II· J J J J .r I J. =I I 
· John.:y ~omes march-ing home. 

I I: J . J ., l l J ,, -~ :11 > > ., ,____: ___, 
- rah~ ------ Hur rah! ------ Hur 

I[= 
-t l , 
• .. :f > 

J, 
• 
j, 

=II 
March ing, march ing. 

1. Ask the class to create their own variations on 

"When Johnny Comes Marching Home," or the the.me from Haydn's 

§__ymphony No. 94 ("The Surprise"), Movement 2. 

2. Show the film, Musical Forms No. l, "Theme and 

Variations," National Educational Television, 29 minutes, 
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black and white, sound. 

3. Listen to othe compositions using theme and 

variations. Discover the form and how the composer varied 

each theme. 

Lesson 6 

Concept: Biographies of Joseph Haydn and Morton Gould 

Behavioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through 

analyzing chosen compositions, and studying the life of the 

composers, will show his understanding of each composer and 

his music and demonstrate this knowledge by writing a one

half page characterization of one composer (with others 

writing about the other composer), determining through class 

discussion if facets of their lives are found in their music. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Records 

a. Toy Symphony by Haydn 

b. Surprise Symphony (No. 94) by Haydn 

c. "She Never Told Her Love" by Haydn 

d. Fantasia inc minor by Haydn 

e. Concerto in D (For Hunting Horn) by Haydn 

f. "And God Created Man" from The Creation by Haydn 

g. "Strategy" by Haydn 

h. American Salute by Morton Gould 
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Suggested Motivation: 

Today let us pretend that all of the books telling 

about Joseph Haydn's life have been destroyed. The only 

thing we have to give us any clues concerning the man is 

his music. You will hear several excerpts of Haydn's music. 

After each selection has been played, you will write your 

impression of what Haydn must have been like as reflected in 

that composition. When all the music has been played, take 

your notes and organize them into a short characterization 

of Joseph Haydn. 

Suggested Procedure: 

Give a short introduction of each composition before 

the class listens to the composition. 

1. Toy Symphony 

The only full-sized instruments used in this 

composition were the violins and basses. Instead 

of woodwinds, toy bird whistles were used. The toy 

trumpet replaced the brasses. A rattle, triangle, 

and a toy drum made up the percussion section. 

2. Surprise Symphony (No. 94) 

This symphony is a good example of clearness of 

style, grace, and playfulness linked together. Play

fulness is seen in the use ·of explosive chords, 

supposedly to awaken those in the ·audience who had 
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fallen asleep during the Andante movement of the 

symphony. 

3. "She Never Told Her Love" 

Marian Anderson sings this beautiful art song. 

The text is by William Shakespeare. 

4. "Strategy" 

"Strategy" is a fun song telling the story of a 

young man who gave a young lady too much attention. 

A friend gives him some wise advice. 

5. Fantasia in C minor 

This is one of the greatest piano works of Haydn's 

fifty-odd piano sonatas, not only from the stand

point of advanced writing for the instrument, but 

also regarding musical content. Written for a real 

virtuoso, with difficult runs in thirds, use of 

crossed hands, and brilliant passage work, the 

composition requires a most 'highly developed 

technique. 

6. Concerto in Q (For Hunting Horn) 

The melodies are adapted to the possibilities 

of the instrument (French horn), and the expressive 

music displays all shades of emotion, from powerful 

energy to tender longing. The Horn Concerto takes 

a special place in Haydn's works. 
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7. "And God Created Man" from The Creation 

Among oratorios "The Creation" is considered 

an extremely outstanding work. As the name implies, 

it is a musical setting of the Genesis account of 

the creation, together with selected portions of 

John Milton's Paradise Lost. 

Carefully look over your notes and write from them the 

kind of man you think Joseph Haydn must have been. 

After the students have finished, to back and discuss 

what clues concerning Haydn could have been revealed from 

having heard the compositions. 

I. Toy Symphony 

1. Sense of humor 

2. Good relationship with other musicians 

II. Surprise Symphony 

1. Good relationship with employer and other people 

2. Skill in composing 

3. Sense of humor 

Haydn was the first composer to develop the use of choirs 

of instruments in the physical arrangement of the symphony 

orchestra: (1) String Choir, {2) Brass Choir, (3) Woodwind 

Choir, {4) Percussion groups. He set the form of symphonic 

composition for later composers. 122 

122Harold Schonberg, The Great Conductors (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1966),P. 48. 
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III. "She Never Told Her Love" 

1. Expressiveness of the human voice 

2. Good writer for singing 

3. Appreciation for good literature (Shakespeare) 

IV. "Strategy" 

1. Ability to write songs for enjoyment 

2. Understanding of the human voice 

Haydn said that knowledge of the voice was an important 

requirement for a composer. He said that the human voice was 

the most beautiful of all musical instruments. 

V. Fantasia in C minor 

1. Skilled at playing the piano 

2. Talented at writing for the piano 

VI. Concerto in D (For Hunting Horn) 

1. Knew the capabilities of the different instru

ments 

2. Indicates his versatility in composition 

VII. "And God Created Man" from The Creation 

1. Very religious man 

2. Understood how to make effective use of choirs 

Haydn said, "I knelt down every day and prayed to God 

to strengthen me for my work." And again, "I spent much 

time over it, because I intended it to last a long time." 

He was one of the best composers of religious music. He 
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comr,:-)sed masses, motets, offertories, and oratorios. 

Have class discussion concerning how accurate they were 

in their findings. 

You have listened t6 compositions and analyzed the kind 

of man you felt must have written the music. Now, let us 

turn the situation around. We will discuss for a few 

minutes Morton Gould. After the discussion see if you think 

the music you will hear fits the man. 

Concerning Morton Gould: The first musical influence 

on the life of Morton Gould came from his father. The 

father was Viennese, and it was his playing of waltzes that 

first influenced the boy musically. 123 

As soon as his parents discovered his musical gift, he 

was sent to the best of teachers. The boy soon won a rep

utation as a prodigy. 

At fifteen he had completed the courses at the New York 

University Music School. At seventeen he launched his 

career with a concert tour. When he was twenty-one his 

"b reak" came; he was given his own radio program. His pro-

grams ranged from the classics to swing. 

As guest conductor, he has directed the orchestras in 

America's largest cities, in addition to participating in 

123
Eric Blom, ed., Groves Dictionary of Music and 

~usicians, Vol 3 1 fifth edition, (New York:Martin's Press, 
Inc., 1954) ,. p. 728. 
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hi0n school and college musical affairs in different 

localities. He has also lectured at ~arious universities. 

Morton Gould's compositions have a definite American 

flavor, written, as they are, largely in the modern idiom 

on American themes, with frequent use of jazz rhythms. His 

works are among the most frequently performed of serious 

modern American music. Gould's chief compositions include 

stage works, film music, radio music, choral work, orchestral 

works, and works for solo instruments.
124 

As you listen to American Salute do you think this 

song fits the composer about whom you have just heard? (Yes) 

Do you feel you can separate the man and his music? 

Further Study: 

1. If a student plays a musical instrument, request 

him to select a composition of Haydn's or Gould's and perform 

it for the class. 

2. Write words to the main theme of the Surprise . 

Symphony, keeping in mind the element of humor that Haydn 

injected into this composition. 

3. Draw ·a poster comparing the seating plan of a 

symphony orchestra in Haydn's day with a seating plan of 

an orchestra in Morton Gould's day. 

124
Ibid. 
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Lesson 7 

Co ncept: Biographies of George Frederic Handel and 

Felix Mendelssohn 

Be havioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through 

analyzing the lives of Handel and Mendelssohn, listening 

to selected compositions, and singing selected songs by 

these composers, will show his understanding of these 

composers and their music and demonstrate this knowledge 

by being able to satisfactorily complete an objective 

test with a grade of at least 70. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Bulletin board display of George Frederic Handel 

and Felix Mendelssohn 

2. Records 

a. "He Shall Feed His Flock Like A Shepherd" 

b. "Hallelujah!" Chorus by Handel 

c. Water Music, "Hornpipe" . by Handel 

d. Fingal'~ Cave by Mendelssohn 

e. "Cast Thy Burden Upon The Lord" from Elijah 

by Mendelssohn 

f. Concerto in E minor for Violin and Orchestra, 

Op. 64, by Mendelssohn 

g. "Wedding March" from A Midsummer Night's 

Dream by Mendelssohn 
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3. Songs 

a. "He Shall Feed His Flock Like A Shepherd" from 

the Messiah by Handel 

b. "Cast Thy Burden Upon The Lord" from Elijah 

by Mendelssohn 

c. "Joy To The World" by Handel 

Suggested Motivation: 

Have you ever wished you could be on a big television 

quiz program that gives away large amounts of money? Let us 

pretend you are on one today. On a piece of paper write 

your answers. We will say you are going to be paid $100 for 

each correct answer. You will hear two pieces of music. On 

your paper write the name of the selection, name the com

poser, and name the occasion we associate with the music. 

If all are answered correctly you will win $600. 

I. Related to Handel 

a. Title: "Joy To The World" 

b. Composer: George Frederic Handel 

c. Occasion: Christmas 

II. Related to Mendelssohn 

a. Title: "Wedding March" from A Midsummer Night'~ 

Dream 

b. Composer: Felix Mendelssohn 

c. Occasion: Weddings 
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(Check their answers) 

Today let us spend some time getting better acquainted 

with these two composers. 

George Frederic Handel 

George Frederic Handel was born in Germany in the same 

golden year, 1685, that saw the births of Domenico Scarlatti 

and Johann Sebastian Bach.125 This was during the Baroque 

Period of history. Handel was a child prodi~y who played the 

clavichord beautifully at the age of seven and was composing 

complicated music by the time he was eleven. His father, who 

was over sixty when George Frederic was born, was proud of his 

son's talents, but at the same time unhappy about it. In that 

day musicians were rarely accepted as respectable, honored 

members of the community; he would see to it that his son be~ 

came a lawyer. 

In deference to his father's wishes, George Frederic did 

study law for a time at the Universi~y of Halle, but soon gave 

it up. His talent was in the field of music, and a musician 

he would be, no matter what hardships such a career might 

bring. His father died while he was still a boy, and his 

mother, more sympathetic with her son's love for music, per

mitted him to concentrate on music lessons and to practice. 

125N h · C · (N York· at an Haskell Dole, Famous omposers ew • 
Thomas Y. Corwell Company, 1925), p. 61. 
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By the age of eighteen, Handel had become a fine 

mus i ~ ian and an excellent organist. He considered applying 

for & certain position as an organist. He discovered, 

however, that the work had an important nonmusical require

ment : before an applicant could get the job, he would have 

to marry the former organist's daughter. The girl did not 

appeal to him--so he ran for his life! Eventually, the 

poor girl did snare a husband who became the organist's 

successor. 126 

Handel remained in Hamburg for several years busily 

turning out operas, cantatas, and compositions for the 

clavichord. In 1706, however, a producer mutilated one of 

his operas by cutting out whole sections and inserting scenes 

of slapstick comedy. Handel was outraged, but there was 

nothing he could do about it. In disgust he left Germany 

for what he hoped would be the better musical climate of 

Italy. 

While in Italy Handel studied the Italian style of 

music. His compositions were influenced by the Italian 

music he heard; this included operas, cantatas, and oratorios, 

the cant~tas being performed in Venice and the oratorios in 

Rome. 

In 1710 Handel went to London on a leave of absence. 

126 
Dorothy Samachson and Joseph Samachson, Masters of 

~Usie (New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1967), P• 75. 
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From that year on he spent most of his time in England. 

When he first arrived in England, London was enamoured with 

Italian opera, and Handel was greeted warmly by both the 

quee n and the producers of opera. Handel's own operas were 

a g r eat success, and his music pleased the queen so greatly 

that he was appointed Composer to the Court. 

While Handel was enjoying his successes in England, he 

forgot that he still had obligations to the Elector of Hanover. 

He was unpleasantly reminded in 1714 when the queen died and 

the Elector of Hanover became King George I of England. 

Handel was not interested in politics, and he had at 

first no idea that his stay in England had been regarded by 

the Elector as an act of hostility. When he did realize 

this, he tried to regain the king's favor by writing an 

opera for him. Another story has it that his reconciliation 

with the king resulted from his composition of an orchestral 

suite called Water Music, which Handel arranged to have 

Played on the royal barge. 127 

Let us listen to an excerpt of Water Music, "Hornpipe." 

Handel's life had many financial ups and downs. He 

knew times of popularity and also periods of rejection. 

During one of his financial lows and days of discouragement 

he received a manuscript from a friend • . On reading _the 

127schonberg, The Lives of The Great Composers, P• 40. 
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ma nuscript, Handel saw that he held in his hands the bibli

cal story of Jesus the Messiah. 

Near the end of August, 1741, Handel sat down in the 

fro ~1t room of his house on Brook Street to write the music 

for Messiah. For twenty-four days he worked. He.did not 

leave the house or answer calls. He scarcely touched the 

food his servant brought him. 

Handel worked like one in a trance. He felt that God 

was directing him to write the music he put on paper. In 

all the history of musical compositions, no one else has 

been known to have composed such a long and important work 

in so short a time. 

"He Shall Feed His Flock Like A Shepherd" is one of the 

beautiful songs in the Messiah. Will you sing it at this 

time? 

When Handel had finished writing the "Hallelujah!" 

Chorus his servant found him at the desk with tears streaming 

from his eyes. "I did think I saw all heaven before me and 

th d . l . d 128 e great Go himself!" he exc aime. 

On the first night Handel presented the "Messiah" in 

London, the king stood up and remained standing while the 

"Hallelujah!"'Chorus was sung. And so began the custom of 

standing during the singing of the "Hallelujah!" Chorus.
129 

128Anca Seidlova and Katherine Shippen, The He•ritage of 
Music (New York: The Viking Press, 1967), p.--rs. 

129~-, p. 76. 
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Will you please stand and listen to Handel's "Hallelu

jah!" Chorus from the Messiah? 

Although he did not become wealthy, he did at last have 

some of the financial security he had so desperately sought. 

But by this time his health was bad, and he was having 

trouble with his eyes. One day a coach in which he was 

riding overturned, and Handel was seriously injured. He re

covered, but the accident left him weak and tired. In 1752 

he underwent an eye operation by the same surgeon who had 

operated on Bach, and with the same result--total blindness. 

Still he continued to work, dictating his music. He 

knew that little time was left to him. In 1759, after sev

eral years of suffering, he died. He was buried in West

minster Abbey. Born a German, he was mourned as the greatest 

British composer. 130 

Just as Handel was one of the outstanding composers of 

the Baroque Period, Felix Mendelssohn, who wrote the "Wedding 

March," was famous during the Romantic Period of music his

tory. 

Felix Mendelssohn 

The story of Mendelssohn's life and works is a rare 

case history of the cheerful, wealthy, fruitful genius. 

130wallace Brockway; Herbert Weinstock, Men of Music 
(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1939), p. 83. 
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He \•1as born in Hamburg, Germany on February 3, 1809, of a 

ren-:arkable family. Felix's father was a well-to-do banker 

who r egularly rousted his children out of bed at 5:00 

o'clock each morning for study and work. 131 

"Felix" means "happy," and for the greater part of his 

life, Mendelssohn appeared to be the happiest person in the 

world. Brought up in Berlin, he received a careful and 

thorough education. He displayed his musical ability very 

early at the age of nine. After appearing as piano soloist 

at a concert, he was hailed as a new Mozart. As his family 

was not in need of money, Mendelssohn was not exploited as 

Mozart had been, and he enjoyed a less hectic childhood. 132 

Mendelssohn's parents created a world of outstanding 

teachers and home musicales in which Felix, his sisters, and 

brother could grow at their own pace. Every other Sunday 

morning, Felix presided over a musical program at home--as 

composer, conductor, pianist, and master of ceremonies. 

Several of his operas, a dozen or so . string symphonies, 

numerous concertos and cantatas, were among the works thus 

premiered. Before he left knee breeches, in fact, Mendels-

s h h · · 1 f · 1 133 0 n was at .orough-going musica pro essiona. 

l31Nathan Haskell Dole, Famous Composers (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1925), p. 352. 

132otto Zoff, Great Composers (New York: E. P. Dutton 
and Company, Inc., 1951), p. 204. 

133Daniel Gregory Mason, The Romantic Composers {New 
Yark: The MacMillan Co., 1906),p. 170. 
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In 1829, he toured for three years. His greatest 

successes came in London, for the English liked his music as 

well as his charm. Queen Victoria and her husband spent 

many a private evening with him, with Mendelssohn playing 

the royal family's new pipe organ. He later used the musical 

ideas that the trip inspired in his composition, Fingal'~ 

Cave. (Listen to Fingal•~·cave.) 

Mendelssohn had a tremendous respect and admiration 

for the almost-forgotten music of Johann Sebastian Bach. 

He studied all the Bach scores that he could find, and 

became aware that the old master's works had been unfairly 

neglected. He was especially moved by the oratorio, The 

Passion According to St. Matthew, every note of which he came 

to know by memory. Here, he realized, was some of the most 

beautiful music ever written--and no one outside Leipzig 

had ever had a chance to hear it. 134 

Many musicians who did not know .Bach's music, but 

were aware that he wrote counterpoint (one melody sung or 

Played against another), considered him merely a composer 

of mathematicql exercises. Mendelssohn was determined to 

change this opinion. Consequently, he planned a concert of 

Bach's music. The concert took place before a full house 

and was a tremendous success. 

134 b' I id., p. 191. 
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Bach now ranks as one of the greatest of composers, and 

muc h of his reputation is due to the courage that Mendelssohn 

showed in reviving his music despite strong opposition. 

Mendelssohn,who had been raised as a Christian, was proud of 

his Jewish ancestry and pointed out that, "It was a Jew who 

restored this great Christian work to the people." 

Mendelssohn did not have to work, but his family 

believed in industry. He finally settled . on the position 

of musical director of the Gewandhaus Orchestra in Leipzig, 

Germany. It was here that he met Robert Schumann, who 

became his close friend. 

Two years later Mendelssohn married. His home life 

was a happy one. Like his father, he opened his home to 

painters, poets, and musicians, and helped such struggling 

composers as Chopin and Schumann. 

It was from England that Mendelssohn composed his 

oratorio Elijah. Though he was brought up as a Christian and 

had married the daughter of a Protestant clergyman, he 

never forgot he was a Jew. For this reason he wrote the 

oratorio Elijah, which proclaimed the greatness of the 

Jewish people. Mendelssohn himself conducted the first 

Presentation, and for the two and one-half hours that the 

oratorio lasted, he noted that not one of the two thousand 

Pecple in the large hall coughed or uttered a sound. 
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Eli i_9-h was the crowning success of his career, and it has 

. d 1 . E 1 d · 135 remai ne popu ar in ng an ever since. 

Listen to "Cast Thy Burden Upon the Lo:r;d" from Elijah. 

After. you have listened, we will sing with the record. 

From about 1843, although he remained active, Mendels

sohn's health began to fail. He suffered a number of· 

strokes and in November of 1847, he died. 

Though Mendelssohn grew up in Berlin, that city was not 

always kind to him. Because he was born a Jew, the Nazis did 

their best from 1933 to 1945 to erase his name and his ele

gant, sweet, highly uncontroversial works from German history. 

What happened thereafter was odd if not downright shameful. 

Mendelssohn's name remained ·forgotten in postwar Germany, 

his music rarely played. Even his grave, in the Mendelssohn 

family plot, was all but lost amid the rubble and weeds in 

Berlin's Holy Trinity Cemetery. 136 

Today Germany, East and west alike, is enjoying the 

music of Mendelssohn. A new generation of critics has 

learned to listen more objectively. His reputation is once 

more on the rise. 

Listen to his beautiful Concerto in E minor for Violin 

and Orchestra, Op. 64. 

135sir George Grove, Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn 
(London: MacMillan and Co., 1951), P·. 347. 

136Ti~, Vol. 100, December 4, 1972, P• 57. 
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In order to determine what you have learned about 

Ha rdel and Mendelssohn, please take the following test. 

Complete each sentence below by circling the correct choice: 

1. George Frederic Handel was born in the same year as 

Mozart Bach Haydn 

2. Both Handel and Mendelssohn were 

French prodigies pianists 

3. Handel was appointed "Composer to the Court" in 

England Italy Germany 

4. Handel gained favor with the king by writing 

an opera the Messiah Water Music 

5. Handel wrote the Messiah in 

34 days 24 days 14 days 

6. When the "Hallelujah!" Chorus was presented for the first 

time in London the people 

applauded sang stood 

7. Mendelssohn had a great respect for the music of 

Bach Beethoven• Handel 

8. Though Mendelssohn was brought up as a Christian, he 

never forgot he was 

Germ.an Jewish Catholic 

9. The crowning success of Mendelssohn's career was 

the Messiah Fingal's Cave Elijah 

lo. Mendelssohn lived during the 

Romantic Period Baroque Period Classical Period 
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Further Study: 

1. If a student plays the piano, request him to play 

a composition by Handel or Mendelssohn for the class. 

2. Prepare a skit involving interesting incidents in 

the life of Handel or Mendelssohn. 

3. Make a study of Mendelssohn's interest in Bach's 

music. 

4. Write a composition of the lives of Handel and Bach. 

5. Read Shakespeare's play~ Midsummer Night'~ Dream 

and listen to Mendelssohn's overture related to this play. 

Then, write a report describing the use of musical depiction 

by the composer. 

Lesson 8 

Concept: Nonmusical subject, Trains 

Behavioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through seeing 

a filmstrip, singing, and listening to chosen compositions, 

Will show greater interest and enjoyment in the chosen 

compositions and demonstrate this enjoyment by class attitude 

and class participation. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Bulletin board display of pictures of early steam 

locomotives and modern turbine engines 

2. A display of model trains 
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3. Filmstrip, Pacific 231 

4. Records 

a. "Hallelujah!" Chorus, from the Messiah, by Handel 

b. "Cast Thy Burden Upon The Lord," from Elijah, 

by Mendelssohn 

c. The Little Train of the Caipira, by Villa-Lobos 

5. Rhythm Instruments 

6. Songs 

a. "Casey Jones" 

b. "I've Been Working on the Railroad" 

c. "Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill" 

d. "John Henry" 

e. "Wabash Cannon Ball" 

Suggested Motivation: 

What subjects do composers most often use in their 

compositions? (Love, God, flowers, rivers, sorrow) 

Have you ever thought of trains .as being a popular 

subject for musicians? 

The composer Arthur Honegger was an enthusiastic 

admirer of steam engines. His friends remember that before 

leaving Le Havu for Paris he would always go up front to 

check out the locomotive that was taking him there. One 

of his biggest thrills was driving a London Northeastern 

Railway engine over a 100-mile stretch from Kings Cross to 
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Hitching during a 1927 English concert tour. 

About his composition, Pacific 231, Honegger said, 

I have always had a passion for locomotives. 
To me they are living beings and I love them 
as other people love horses. In Pacific 231 
I have not just tried to imitate the noiseof 
a locomotive, but rather to translate the 
visual and physical impressions of an engine 
into a musical construction. The piece opens 
with the quiet breathing of a Pacific 231 
engine (used for heavy loads at high speeds) 
at rest. Then comes the strain of starting, 
the gradually increasing speed, and finally 
three hundred tons of fast train thundering 
through the silence of the night at a mile
a-minute.137 

At first the piece was called Symphonic Movement, 

but Honegger found this title a trifle dull. After the 

work was already composed, in a fit of romanticism he changed 

the title · to Pacific 231. 

The composition is a patiently elaborated hymn to the 

glory of modern technology in which Honegger uses some of the 

most modern harmonic, rhythmic, and orchestral vocabulary. 

After the debut of Pacific 231, countless composers came 

forth with their imitation of mechanical compositions; none 

has yet succeeded in equally the appeal of Honegger's 

locomotive. 

At this time you are going to see the filmstrip called 

Pacific 231. The pictures used in this filmstrip are felt 

137 · · t' . Honegger, "Pacific 231" EAV Music Apprecia ion 
Series, Record MAS 4190, filmstrip SE8229. 
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to be particularly appropriate because they were selected to 

fit both the mood and tempo of the music, Pacific 231, 

by Honegger himself. 

Another famous composer, Villa-Lobos, has written about 

a little train in the jungles of Brazil. As you listen to 

his composition, The Little Train of the Caipira, what 

pictures do the music paint for you? Listen for a second 

time, and create some railroad rhythms with the percussion 

instruments. We will notate these rhythms on the chalkboard. 

The men who laid the tracks for the early railroads 

were strong, hardy men. They loved to sing while they worked. 

Some of the songs gave directions to the crew. Others set 

the rhythm for the loading and unloading of the railroad 

ties and rails. 

Would you like to sing some of the songs? 

"Casey Jones" 

"John Henry" 

"Wabash Cannon Ball" 

"Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill" 

"I've Been Working on the Railroad" 

Let the children accompany as many of these songs as 

possible, allowing them to use autoharp or bell chords. 

At the time Handel wrote the "Hallelujah!" Chorus trains 

Were quite primitive. The railroads consisted of wooden 
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rails over which horse-drawn wagons or carts might be moved 

with greater ease than over rutted dirt roads. 

As you listen to the "Hallelujah!" Chorus today you 

might keep in mind how trains have changed, but the beauty 

of the "Hallelujah!" Chprus remains unchanged. (Play) 

Just as great machines can be useful to man, great 

music is also useful to man. Mendelssohn's "Cast Thy Burden 

Upon The Lord," from Elijah, has been a source of strength 

and comfort to those who truly listen. 

As you listen today, listen more carefully to the 

message in the song. (Play) 

When you see a train or read about them, be reminded 

that not only do they serve the purpose of making life 

easier for man, but they also are a favorite subject of 

musicians. 

Further Study: 

1. Students who have trains as a hobby might show 

them to the class. 

2. Draw pictures of trains, "then" and "now." 

3. Research the struggles associated with the building 

of an early railroad. 

4. Select pictures that would fit the mood and tempo 

of the music, The Little Train of the Caipira, by Villa-Lobos. 
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Lesson 9 

Concept: Texture 

Behavioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through 

analyzing textures, listening to chosen works, and singing, 

will show his understanding of texture and demonstrate 

this knowledge by identifying the different textures in music 

scores while listening to compositions. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Fabrics (coarse, smooth, heavy, light, solid, flimsy) 

2. Copies of famous paintings 

3. Crayolas and paper 

4. Records 

a. "Hodie Christus Natus Est", - Gregorian 

Chant 

b. "Fugue in C minor" from The Well-Tempered 

Clavier by Bach 

c. "Hallelujah!" Chorus from the Messiah by 

Handel 

d. "Cast Thy Burden Upon The Lord" from 

Elijah by Mendelssohn 

Suggested Motivation: 

Feel the pieces of fabric being passed around the room. 

How would you describe the texture of the fabric? (Coarse, 
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smoo th, heavy, light, solid, flimsy, etc.) 

Look at the paintings being displayed. How would you 

describe the texture of the paintings? (A painting by Van 

Gogh usually has a thick texture, etc.) 

With music we hear, instead of physically feel or see, 

still we use the word "texture." When listening to music, 

we ask ourselves about the texture, meaning "how does it 

hear?" 

Suggested Procedure: 

Texture in music is the relationship of vertical and 

horizontal elements, which can be interwoven like the threads 

in cloth. Perhaps this can best be demonstrated by singing 

the following three versions of "Down in the Valley." Each 

version illustrates a different musical texture. 

American folk song: "Down in the Valley" (excerpts) • 

Version 1 (Sing Version 1 unaccompanied.) 
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Version 2 

j p f3 r: ,,(. 
; 

Down in che val ky, the val !ev ~o lo\\ HM, vol<r head 

Down in the va) ley, val . ley ~•, hw,, ______ _ 

~~-t-------••-:-;-----J,,j·.,,,=-·-·-~.~:a----.-,n..----+--+-----------
t) ~ ~ 

,, ver near lhe wind blow. 

H,ui,_, your head o vt'r, dt·ar. hear the wind blow. 

Version 3. 

D(>Wn in the val ky. th,· val ley ~o low, Hang your head o · ver, hear the wind blow. 

Hmm_____ ___________ Hmm ______ _ 

How do the three versions differ? How are they similar? 

The simplest kind of texture in music consists of a 
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single unaccompanied melodic line. This texture, called 

"monophonic," is illustrated in Version 1. 

In Version 2 a different melody has been added to the 

original one, so that there are two melodies going on at 

the same time. You know that this musical practice is 

called "counterpoint." The texture produced by the simulta

neous sounding of two or more melodies is called "polyphonic." 

The texture of Version 3 is called "homophonic." It 

consists of a principal melody and a harmonic accompaniment. 

The harmony may result from singers humming chords or from 

a simple "oom - pah - pah" accompaniment, as in the waltz, 

"The Skaters." 

(Before getting into the next section of this lesson, 

have the students take paper and fold it into thirds. Title 

each of the thirds with one of the textures--"monophonic," 

"polyphonic," "homophonic." Listen for a few seconds to the 

composition, then take a crayola of the color you think the 

music suggests. Color on the third'labeled with the texture 

being played. Let the color move and flow with the music. 

Keep the paper folded. Do not look at or compare the textures 

until all three have been heard and colored.) 

Music of Monophonic Texture: 

From the early days of the Christian Church, it has 

been customary to chant, or intone, the words of the Mass. 
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Rhy t hm was dictated by the Latin text and was, therefore, 

ess e ntially the rhythm of speech. 

The chants were collected and classified during the 

reign of Pope Gregory I (590-604), for whom they were 

named. From that time, Gregorian chant (also called 

plainsong or plainchant) has been in continuous use in the 

Roman Catholic Church. 

The chant heard on the recording appears in both 

medieval and modern notation in your text. Follow the 

modern notation as you listen to the recording. As you 

listen, discover what musical element is absent in this chant. 

(Harmony) 

As you listen the second time, color on the section 

you have marked "monophonic." 

Music of Polyphonic Texture: 

Some of the simplest forms of polyphonic texture are 

the round and the canon. Some favorite rounds, "Hey, Ho~ 

Nobody Home" and "Three Blind Mice," were sung as early as 

the 1600's. 

A more complex form of polyphonic music is the fugue. 

Johann Sebastian Bach is.considered the greatest master of 

fugue writing. His "Fugue in C minor" from The ~-Tempered 

£lavier is among the finest examples of polyphonic texture. 

As you listen to "Fugue in C minor" be aware that 
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harmony is present in polyphonic music as well as in homo

phon ic music. Try to follow the independent melody as you 

listen. 

(During the second listening students are to color 

the section marked "polyphonic.") 

Musi c of Homophonic Texture: 

Most of the music of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, consisting of a principle melody with a harmonic 

accompaniment, is homophonic in texture. In fact, it is 

probable that most of the music you usually hear is homophonic. 

As you listen pay close attention to the principle melody 

and the chordal accompaniment. The song you will hear is 

one of tI:-e songs we studied last week, "Cast Thy Burden Upon 

The Lord" from Elijah, by Felix Mendelssohn. 

As you listen the second time, color on the section 

marked "homophonic." 

Open your papers and see how you responded to the 

textures. 

In order to test your understanding of texture, decide 

Which of the three textures Handel used in his "Hallelujah!" 

Chorus from the Messiah. 

Which texture were you hearing? (A combination of 

Polyphonic, homophonic and monophonic.) 

Music is not always written in a single texture. The 
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tex t ure of many compositions shifts as the music progresses. 

One such composition is the "Hallelujah!" Chorus by Handel. 

Look at the three excerpts from the "Hallelujah!" 

Chorus on the overhead and decide which texture Handel was 

using. Listen to the composition; raise your hand when he 

chang es textures. 

As you listen to music, become more aware of the texture 

being used. As you study composers and their music, dis

cover the favorite texture of a composer. 

Further Study: 

1. Play different compositions and have the students 

identify the texture of each. 

2. Sing a variety of rounds. 

3. Students who play instruments could play different 

examples of texture for the class. 

Lesson 10 

Concept: Biographies of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and · 

George Gershwin 

Behavioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through 

studying the lives of the composers, listening to chosen 

compositions, and singing, will show his understanding of 

the composer and his music and demonstrate this knowledge 

by making a_grade of at least 70 on an objective test • 
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Ma terials Needed: 

1. Bulletin board displays of Mozart and Gershwin 

2. Records 

a. Overture to The Marriage of Figaro, by Mozart 

b. Concerto No. 21 "Second Movement Andante," by 

Mozart 

c. "Make Believe" played by Gershwin 

d. Rhapsody in Blue, by Gershwin 

3. Songs 

a. "The Alphabet," by Mozart 

b. "Summertime," by Gershwin 

Suggested Motivation: 

Would you explain the statement, "It is not the length 

of life, but the quality of a life that counts"? 

The two composers we will study today did not live 

long lives. However, each man left the world richer because 

he had lived. 

Suggested Procedure: 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born with the greatest 

natural gifts granted to any individual in the history of 

music. In early childhood he had skilled hands, an un

believably keen ear, a nearly perfect musical memory, and 

a wonderful musical imagination. At the age of six he 
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could talk with most professional musicians as their equai. 138 

Born in Salzburg, Austria, on January 27, 1756, he was · 

the son of a well-known musician, Leopold Mozart. Mozart 

learned to play the clavichord at the age of three by 

listening to his older sister practice and then imitating 

her, although he did take fonnal lessons later. In a 

sL~ilar way, he learned to play the violin by watching and 

listening to the professional violinists who visited their 

home. 

As Wolfgang's genius became apparent, his father took 

leave from his work and set about exploiting the talents 

of his children. Wolfgang was then six and his sister, 

Nannerl,_eleven. Both children were fine musicians, but 

Wolfgang's lesser age made him the main attraction to the · 

audiences. 

When Mozart was thirteen, he and his father decided to 

tour Italy. One incident in his Italian tour was enough in 

itself to make him famous. Wolfgang had visited the 

Sistine Chapel in order to hear the "Miserere," the setting 

of . 139 a psalm by the composer Allegri. The music, which was 

extremely complicated, belonged to the Pope, and no copies 

138sarnachson and Samachson, Masters of Music, P• 91. 

139Ibid., p. 95. 
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wer t: permitted to be made, on pain of excommunication. 

Ate r one hearing, Mozart wrote out the entire composition 

from memory, returning for a second hearing to correct a 

few notes of which he was uncertain. The Pope heard of this 

almo s t incredible feat and instead of excommunicating Mozart, 

made him a papal knight. 

From then on, as Mozart grew to adulthood, his life 

became a seemingly endless round of musical successes and 

financial failures. He returned to Salzburg, where the old 

archbishop had died, and a new one had been appointed. To go 

with his title of concertmaster, Mozart received a salary of 

a hundred and fifty gulden--about seventy-five dollars a 

year--for which he was expected to compose tremendous 

amounts of music, including operas. 140 

Mozart may not have been paid very much for his 

compositions, but his music has made a richer world of 

enjoyment for us. Will you sing his song, "The Alphabet"? 

Mozart tried, unsuccessfully, to find positions in 

Italy, Vienna, and Munich. Nowhere was he offered the secure 

position he sought. In France it was impressed upon him 

that many of the French aristocrats regarded a musician as 

a rather low form of servant. An example of this was the 

T' 
140

c1ara Winston and Richard Winston, Mozart and His 
_imes (New York: Alfred A. Knoff, 1959), P• 404. 
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invitation Mozart accepted from the Duchess de Chabot, and 

on arriving at the duchess' home was kept waiting in an icy 

room for a half hour. When he was finally commanded to 

play, he asked for permission to warm his hands at a fire · 

for a few minutes and was refused. He had to play immediate

ly on an out-of-tune piano, while the duchess and her friends 

chatted without paying attention to him. No wonder Mozart 

frequently expressed his contempt for the aristocracy. 141 

Haydn, one of the few musicians who did not envy Mozart, 

was unable to help him obtain a good position. Perhaps 

some of the fault was Mozart's own, although much of it was 

due to the time in which he lived. Europe was full of 

composers, and each one needed a patron. Mozart did not 

know how to compete against other musicians, and he had not 

mastered the art of ''stabbing a friend in the back." He had, 

at least for a time, the supposedly naive idea that the 
142 

quality of his music alone would help him to succeed. 

And quality indeed was found in his music. Listen to 

a favorite of audiences, Mozart's Andante {Second Movement) 

from Concerto No. 21. 

141samachson and Samachson, Masters of Music, P• 97. 

142David Ewen The World of Great Composers {Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), P• 105. 
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The operas he had written in his teens did not equal the 

ma r·v elous works he wrote as a mature composer, but they do 

con t ain many delightful passages. His later operas are 

among the greatest in the world. The Marriage of Figaro, 

first presented in Prague, was such a tremendous success that 

its tunes were sung and played in all sorts of arrangements. 

(Listen to the overture to this famous opera.) 

In July, 1791, a mysterious man dressed in gray appeared 

in Mozart's house and asked him to write a requiem. For 

this he was to receive a very large sum of money on condition 

that he never try to learn the name of the patron. The 

visitor left a number of gulden as a retainer. Mozart kept 

putting 9ff the work, on the grounds that he was busy with 

other things, and especially because he had a morbid feeling 

that the Requiem would be sung at his own funeral. But the 

mysterious stranger, whom Mozart regarded as the messenger 

of death, made another appearance, and Mozart, now bedridden, 

finally set to work. 

Mozart died with the Requiem still unfinished. He 

never learned that the messenger c·arne not from Death, but 

from a Count von Walsegg, who wanted to be considered a 

musician and would order compositions from professional 

composers and pass them off as his own. After M·ozart' s 

death, the Count tried to do this with the Requiem, which was 
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c c.:'i 1.pleted by Franz Xavier Sissmayr, a pupil of Mozart. 

Mr~z art's wife arranged for publication in Mozart's name and 

f oi led the Count. 

Mozart's bad luck followed him even after death. The 

da y of his funeral was so stormy that the mourners never 

rea ched the cemetery where he was to be buried, and his 

coffin was placed in a common grave, in a place now unknown. 143 

You are going to hear a composition; decide if the 

person playing the composition lived in the same era as 

Mozart. 

(George Gershwin playing his version of "Make Believe" 

by Shildkret.} How was the music different from Mozart's 

music? 

1. Rhythm 

2. Harmony 

3. Style 

The young man playing the piano is our own American-born 

George Gershwin. He belonged to a small group of American 

artists in the 1900's who lighted the first fires that were 

to prove conc~usively that the arts in America could emerge 
144 

expressing a new spirit. 

143winston and Winston, Mozart and His Times', P• 447. 

Vol. 
144 . Elva S. Daniels, "George Gershwin," Instructor, 
77, 1967, p. 75. 
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George was born on Sept. 26, 1898, on the Lower East 

Side of Manhattan. This location was not forced upon the 

Gershwin family because of poverty, but simply because Papa 

Gershwin insisted upon being able to walk to work. He 

engaged in various means of earning a livelihood--working in 

a restuarant, a Turkish bath, a bakery, a cigar shop, and 

as a "pool shark"--so that the family seemed to be constantly 

moving. His older brother, Ira, was studious, but George, 

destined to open doors for American music, was the rough 

outdoor type. George firmly,believed that any "kid" who 

"went in for music" automatically was a sissy. 

When George was about twelve, his aunt purchased an 

upright piano. In his own words, "No sooner had it been 

lifted through the front room window and backed against the 

wall than I was at the keys." In contrast, Ira struggled 

through 23 pages of a beginners' piano book and gave up. 

It would prove later that words would come easier to him 

than melodies. 

A young schoolmate, Maxie Rosenzweig, kindled Gershwin's 

interest in music. one day, while going to school together, 

George confided to him that his dream was to become a pro

fessional musician, perhaps even a composer. "Forget it, 

George," Max told him sadly, "You haven't an ounce of 
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musical talent in you. 11 145 

George had very little academic curiosity. He reached 

the end of the eighth grade only by the sweat of his brow. 

Despite many truancies, he agonized for a short time- at the 

High School of Commerce. His father predicted that he would 

grow up to be nothing more than a vagabond! 146 At fifteen, 

over the protests of his parents, George became a "song 

plugger" at fifteen dollars a week. What is a song plugger? 

He was a salesman of songs published by his company. He had 

a tiny room known as a "professional parlor," his prison as 

he tried to lure the big names of vaudeville who gathered 

there in search of new songs to enliven their acts. A song 

plugger was the "Dapper Dan" of "Tin Pan Alley," as the music 

publishers' street had been nicknamed. Gershwin became the 

star performer upon whom rested the success of his publisher. 

For a young man in his teens to have achieved this distinction 

was indeed an honor. Moreover, George began to see what 

"took" and what did not. He sensed a vague wearying of the 

dull, stereotyped patterns into which all the pop tunes were 

pressed. He felt a need for new harmonies and more compli

cated, mature rhythms. The piano would be a means rather 

than an end. 

l45David E-.ven, Twentieth Century Composers (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1937), p. 276. 

14 6rbid. 
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The next period in Gershwin's life involved his 

association with the current entertainment of the day, the 

musical comedy. Two great names were beginning to emerge, 

Irving Berlin and Jerome Kern. He recognized in their music 

a new style that would soon characterize the American musical. 

All this time he was searching for a style of his own, 

one that would appeal to audiences but would represent music 

of a more mature workmanship. He managed to get some songs 

published, and perhaps his first "hit" was the tune "Swanee," 

made immortal by the late Al Jolson. 

{Sing "Swanee"--S. A. T. by Gershwin) 

As George's good fortune increased, the family moved 

uptown, . and Papa Gershwin simply could not believe that it 

was George who was the big wage earner in the family. And 

through music! It was like a fantastic dream. George's 

music was beginning to be recognized not only as pop 

entertainment but as music containing all the qualities of 

sincere classical music. 

Paul Whiteman, the "King of Jazz," considered Gershwin 

the one composer who would be capable of writing a large, 

serious, orchestral composition using the jazz idiom. But 

when he asked him to compose such a number, George did not 

take him seriously until he picked up the newspaper one 

morning and found the announcement of a jazz concert by 
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Whiternan's Orchestra featuring a new symphonic jazz work by 

Geo r ge Gershwin. Thus he was "hooked"; he began to write the 

famous Rhapsody in Blue, which has been called the "Declaration 

of I ndependence of Jazz." His inspiration came on a train, 

ratt ling along the rails to Boston. One problem was the 

opening of the composition; it had to be electric, startling, 

different. He decided upon an ascending glissando for the 

clarinet, a raucous wail that would immediately establish 

the air of abandon. Rhapsody in Blue is an inspired work, a 

· 1 . . . 147 mi estone in American music. 

Listen to the opening section and the main theme of 

Rhapsody in Blue. 

George Gershwin's death at the untimely age of 39, in 

1937, caused the world to mourn the loss of a genius. At the 

time, his Piano Concerto in K, .Rhapsody in Blue, and Porgy 

~ Bess, among others, were already considered innovative 

landrn k . Arn . • 148 ar sin erican music. 

Let us sing the song we have been singing in other 

lessons from Porgy and Bess, "Summertime." 

Not even·Gershwin's most avid fans, however, could have 

foreseen how Gershwin's popularity and stature in the musical 

(New 
147Joseph Machlis, American Composers of Our Time 
York: Thomas Y. Crowell co., 1963), p.10-r:- -

148 . 
~., p. 113. 
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world were to increase in later years. Today throughout the 

wo r ld, "all-Gershwin" concerts are regularly presented before 

capacity crowds of devotees. 

(In order to determine if the students have grasped th~ 

material presented in this lesson, conclude the study by 

giving them the following test.} 

Write the name of the proper composer in the blanks: 

1. Born in Austria on January 27, 1756. 

2. Born in Manhattan on September 26, 1898. 

3. Thought music was for "sissys." 

4. Began to play at the age of three. 

5. His father took him on tours. 

6. His father thought he would be a vagabond. 

7. Was a "song plugger." 

8. Was treated like a servant. 

9. Wrote what has been called the "Declaration of 

Independence of Jazz." 

10. Born with the greatest natural gifts ever born 

to a musician. 

11. Buried in an unmarked grave. 

12. Enjoyed wealth and popularity. 

Further Study: 

1. Show the filmstrip An American in Paris, by Gershwin 

(E. V. A. Music Appreciation Series}• 
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2. Show the filmstrip Rhapsody in Blue, by Gershwin 

(E. V. A. Music Appreciation Series). 

3. Show the filmstrip Marriage of Figaro, by Mozart 

(E . V. A. Music Appreciation Series). 

4. Let a student in the class play a composition by 

Moz a rt or Gershwin for the class. 

5. Prepare a skit involving interesting incidents in 

the lives of Mozart or Gershwin. 

6. Write a report comparing the home life of Mozart 

or Gershwin. 

7. Show the film, The Ageless Mozart {IQ Films Inc., 

60 minutes, black and white, . sound). 

Concept: Harmony 

Behavioral Objective: 

Lesson 11 

The seventh grade general music student, through analyz

ing harmony, listening to chosen works, and singing, will 

show his understanding of harmony and demonstrate this 

knowledge by making a grade of at least 70 on an "ear 

training" test. 

Materials Needed: 

1. Text: Making Music~ Own, Book Seven 

"The Alphabet", by Mozart, p. 154. 
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2. Sheet Music: "Summertime," by George Gershwin 

Suggested Motivation: 

In primitive and ancient times, and probably for 

thousands of years, music consisted of melody and rhythm 

only. It is believed that when people made music in groups, 

everyone played--or tried to play--the same tones, with at 

most, some kind of drumbeat or other rhythmic accompaniment . . 

No one had discovered the pleasure of playing different 

sounds at the same time. 

About A. D. 850, man took the first step toward creating 

the new music idiom we call harmony. 149 A primitive type 

of harmony, the drone, is known to many peoples. It is a 

long, deep tone sustained under a melody, as in the music of 

the Scottish bagpipe. 150 

Suggested Procedure: 

Here is a song you know with a drone written under the 

melody. (Listen, then sing.) 

Example 53: "Row, Row, Row Your Boat" 

(This simple tune combines both the "round" and the drone.) 

149Elie Siegmeister, Invitation to Music (New York: 
Harvey House, Inc., 1966), p. 36. 

150Robert Surplus, The Alphabet of Music (Minneapolis: 
Lerner Publications Co. , --r§°63) , p. 30 • 
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Example 53--Continued 

l!~i-t I \ j jd,J~~tJJl-kM:-IJJLdJ I -.,;)-,, -Cf-~ - · __ ____._ . _. .,. 

I Row Row Row - Your Boat Gently Down the Stream Merrily Merrily Merrily Merrily 

r96 I I I I I I If~~ J : I : . \ ) 1 :1 iJ 
\ -£--- -e· - -E:l-·.. -Ei- p tlJ ,; ------. .__________.,. --------ROW- ROW- ROW-

life is but a dream, 

Also a way of singing two or more melodies at once was 

started. Each of these melodies was a tune by itself, but 

they were all sung together to make a more interesting piece 

of music. Each part had different notes and a different 

rhythm from the other parts. This type of music with .its 

many melodies was called "polyphony" (po-LIF-o-nee). It was 

not harmony as we know it today but was one of the steps 

toward harmony. 151 

Polyphony is like a round. You have probably sung 

"Are You Sleeping" sometime during your days in school. 

151 Ibid. 
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Notice how the same melody when started at different times 

and by different voices, sounds much fuller and richer than 

in a monophonic situation. 

Music that is polyphonically written makes greater 

demands on the attention of the listener because it moves by 

separate and independent melodic strands, which together form 

harmonies. The difficulty in clearly hearing this type of 

music arises from the fact that our listening habits are 

fonned by music that is harmonically conceived, and polyphonic 

music demands that we listen in a more linear fashion, dis

regarding, in a sense, those resultant harmonies. 

No listener can afford to ignore this point, for it is 

fundamental to a more intelligent approach toward listening. 

We must always remember that all music written before the 

Year 1600, and much that was written later, was music of 

polyphonic texture. It sounds much fuller and richer when 

sung as a round. 

1 . ? ti Example 54: "Are You S eeping. 
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Example 54--Continued 

-

Ort yo v 11,rp ,ng , brorh . tr Jo~n. broth- er Johnl ltlorn -, ng be ll1 ore ring-ing , 
I t I 
J I~ - ' - I -
, ' l/ I I 
tL,, I I ,.., 

"' V I I I I 

/, I I I I I - I -
'4-fLL. . ' I I I I 

cf--~" I ("') I I .... 
do n1 doog d,nq, 

-" I 
ii I It I I 

'I LO"" .~c/ I l I I I I I I I 
I ,,, .. , ~ l I I I I I I ' I I I 

\ l J I 7 I I D· I Iii• I 0 I (ff I ~ 

·u .- ~ ~ •'4/r 
D,r g dong ding dng dong ding. 

One of the first attempts at polyphony was the practice 

of having a second part four or five notes below the melody. 

Play the examples below on the piano and see how they sound 

to you. 

Example 55: Carey, Henry - "1-..merica" 

Second pert four notes io,...er thon melody 

I 1tT1· 

tzf~Tif4 1F 
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Example 55--Continued 

Second pert five notes lower •hon melcdy 

To our ears today, this type of music, called organum, does 

not sound pleasing, but centuries ago it was the newest kind 

of music.152 

In time, polyphonic music gave way to a newer kind, 

called homophonic (ho-mo-FAHN-ik) music. This music used a 

sing le melody at a time. Chords, or groups of notes which 

sounded good with a melody made up a background. This music 

is something like a picture and a frame--the melody is . the 

Picture, and the chords are the frame. The right frame can 

do much for a picture, just as the right chord can make a 

melody sound more interesting. 

There are several kinds of chords: 

152Aaron Copland, What to Listen for in Music (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company,1957), p. 47. 
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First there are major chords like this "mi". 

Then we have minor chords 

diminished chords 

and 

augmented chords 

All these chords are used to make melodies sound more 

interesting. There are also other chords that are used to 

make harmony. 

You may recognize some of the chords that are written 

above. If you don't, however, you may recognize 3rds and 

6ths. These are harmony parts from songs you may have sung 

in school. Thirds look like this. (Observe, then sing.) 

If± 
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Sixths look like this. 
(Observe, then sing.) · 

ll 

Both thirds and sixths have a sweet, pleasant sound. They 

are used for harmony parts.in many songs. 

Wolfgang A. Mozart wrote a song entitle.a "The Alphabet." . 

Discover how the harmony moves between voices one and two. 

(Thirds and unison) How does the harmony move between parts 

two and three? (Unison, 2nds, 3rds, 4ths, Sths, 6ths.) As 

you sing the song, if you are singing part two or three, 

every time your part is a third or sixth below the part above 

raise your hand. 

You will sing it again, this time letting your ears 

hear the harmonies. 

In 1935 George Gershwin wrote the opera Porgy and Bess. 

One of the songs from that opera is "Summertime." Look at 

the song. How do the Soprano I and Soprano II parts move? 

(2nds, 3rds, 4~hs, Sths, octaves) How do the Soprano II 

and Alto parts move? (3rds, 4ths, Sths, and a few 6ths). 

After analyzing the Soprano I and Soprano II parts, which 

intervals seemed to be a favorite with Gershwin? (4ths and 

Sths) 
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As you sing "Summertime", without piano accompaniment, 

listen carefully to the harmony created among the vocal 

parts. 

How would you compare the harmonies used by Mozart 

during the Classical Era with the harmonies used by Gershwin 

in the Modern Era? 

1. Gershwin used more accidentals in creating 

his harmony. 

2. Mozart used more thirds and sixths in his 

harmonies. 

3. Gershwin used more seconds, fourths, and fifths 

in his harmonies. 

You will hear four kinds of chords used in creating 

harrnony--major, minor, augmented, diminished. Write the 

name of the chord you are hearing. 

1. Major 6. Major 

2. Minor 7. Minor 

3. Major 8. Augmented 

4. Diminished 9. Diminished 

s. Augmented 10. Major 

Write the name of the interval you are hearing--second, 

third, fourth, fifth, or sixth: 

1. fourth 6. fourth 

2. second 7. fifth 
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3. sixth 8. third 

4. second 9. sixth 

5. fifth 10. third 

Further Study: 

1. Have the class identify the following as they are 

played on the piano: 

a. Major and minor chords. 

b. Consonant and dissonant chords 

c. Dominant seventh and tonic chords. 

2. Point out that some melodies are based on chord 

patterns, for example, "The Star-Spangled Banner." Ask the 

class to find other examples. 

3. Write a drone under other familiar songs. 

4. Let the class sing Mozart's round, "Alleluia." 

(Polyphony) 

5. Write the harmony to a popular song. 

Lesson 12 

Concept: Nonmusical--Stamps 

Behavioral Objective: 

The seventh grade general music student, through studying 

a nonmusical subject, listening to chosen compositions, and 

singing, will develop enjoyment and interest in chosen 

compositions and demonstrate this enjoyment by class attitude 

and participation. 
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Materials Needed: 

1. Stamp Collection 

2. Records 

a. "Stars and Stripes Forever," by John Philip 

Sousa 

b. "St. Louis Blues," by W. C. Handy 

3. Songs 

a. "The Alphabet," by Mozart 

b. "O, Susanna," by Stephen Foster 

c. "Summertime," from Porgy and Bess, by 

George Gershwin 

Suggested Motivation: 

If you were called a philatelist, would you be offended? 

If someone were to say concerning his hobby, "The hobby of 

kings and the kings of hobbies," would you know his hobby? 

You should not be offended, if called a philatelist. 

A philatelist is a person who collects stamps. The name 

comes from two Greek words, philos, meaning "loving," and 

atelos, meaning "free of tax", or "paid." Stamps are signs 

that the postage, or tax, has been paid. 

Stamp collecting has been called "the hobby of kings and 

the king of hobbies" because such persons as King George V 

of England and President Franklin D. Roosevelt and many 

Other famous persons have collected stamps. 
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(Plans should have been made ahead of time to have a 

student in the class who is a stamp collector, show his 

collection to the class. If there is no collector in the 

class the teacher could show some other student's stamp 

collection to the class. This will take about 15 minutes.) 

Suggested Procedure: 

The nations of the world, including the United States, 

have long been issuing postage stamps depicting their 

cultural heritages. More than three thousand stamps have 

been issued around the world with music designs. 153 

Nearly all countries have issued stamps pertaining to 

music. Some depict composers, singers, conductors, pianists, 

violinists, and lyricists. Hundreds of designs form an 

almost complete representation of the musical instruments 

used around the globe since the dawn of history. Still 

others are compositions, music associations, opera houses, 

personalities, conservatories, and scenes from operas. 

The wide variety of music motifs offers a splendid 

opportunity to collect precisely what strikes one's fancy. 

Take national -anthems. At least forty-five countries have 

issued stamps related to their national anthems. The United 

States issued two stamps related to Francis Scott Key. 

153M. w. Martin, "The Mail Must Go Through," Music 
Educators Journal, Vol. 60, 1974, P• 52. 
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One was issued in his honor in 1948; the othe, which . 

depicts his signature, was issued in 1960. 

A number of performers and composers t ,ve been pictured 

on our stamps. The first so honored was ~~ Jhn Philip Sousa, 

who appeared on a 1940 stamp. Other fam, us musicians of this 

country on stamps are Stephen Foster, Eward MacDowell, 

George Gershwin, W. C. Handy, and Igna .e Paderewski. 

Foreign countries have also hone :ed American musicians 

and personalities related to music, ;uch as Benjamin 

Franklin, one of the first printerf and publishers of music 

in America. Franklin played the J 1nnonica, violin, harp, 

and guitar; he also composed songs. He once gave a harmonica 

recital that was attended by George Washington. 

Most stamps of composers and musicians are issued in 

honor of a particular anniversary, musical event, or com

memorative celebration. The first country to put famous 

composers on its stamps was Austria. In 1922 the Austrian 

government issued a series of engraved portraits of Haydn, 

Mozart, Beethoven, and others. 

It is no surprise that Beethoven has been the most 

popular subject for philatelic recognition. In 1970, the 

two-hundredth anniversary of his birth, stamps in his honor 

were issued by twenty countries. 

All decisions regarding the subjects and designs of 
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postage stamps are ma_de by a · committee in the Department of 

Po stal Services. One requirement of this department is that 

p c:ople cannot be considered as subjects for postage stamps 

while they are still alive. 

On the screen you will see some of the more famous. 

stamps that have a musical motif: 

1. When the Mozart stamp is shown ask the class to 

sing the mozart song they have been studying, "The Alphabet." 

2. When the John Philip Sousa stamp is shown, play 

"Stars and Stripes Forever," by Sousa. 

3. When the W. C. Handy stamp is shown, play "St. 

Louis Blues," by Handy. 

4. When the Stephen Foster stamp is shown, ask the 

class to sing "O, Susanna." 

5. When the Gershwin stamp is shown, ask the class 

to sing the song they have been studying in two previous 

lessons, 11 Summertime. 11 

The best thing about these music stamps is that most 

of them are still readily available, and they remain, with · 

few exceptiorts, quite inexpensive. To get started on your 

collection, purchase a small packet of fifty or a hundred 

different "Musical stamps" for a couple of dollars from 

almost any stamp dealer. Look them over and enjoy them, and 

sort them by instruments or operas, by anthems or by coun-
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t:.ies, or by personal desire .. · ·.:Arrange them on the pages of 

an album, add a few words of description, and you've become 

a collector! 

Further Study: 

1. Design a musical stamp. 

2. Select one musical motif and begin a stamp collec

tion on that subject. 

3. Join the nonprofit, Milwaukee-based American Topical 

Association, a world-wide society of topical stamp collectors 

in ninety countries, and an organization that will aid in 

many ways through its publications, free infonnation service, 

slide and lecture programs, and local meetings. 

Summary 

It is quite obvious that to achieve a particular 

objective, whether it be an academic study or a realization 

of growth in the ability to appreciate outstanding music by 

others, some definite procedure must be followed. The les

son plans of this chapter, therefore, form one approach 

among many possible approaches to building music appreciation. 

Lesson plans such as these--thoughtfully developed, involved 

With necessary details, and pointing toward a particular 

result--seemed to be viable for the classroom environment. 



CHAPTER IV 

TABULA'rION OF DATA AND CONCLUSIONS 

At the conclusion of the projected twelve-week period-

after the introduction and repetition of the eight composi

tions, the variation of order of methods of teaching, the sur

vey of the four musical periods, and the recording of student 

responses--statistical data had been compiled that pointed to 

specific attitudes and changes. Some of these had been an

ticipated, while others were rather surprising. These con

clusions have been divided into seven particular areas: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Profile of the Students Surveyed 

Tabulation of Student Attitudes 

Comparison of Enjoyment and Dislike Responses 

Effects of Varying the Order of Teaching Methods 

Student Resoonses to Music History Periods 
,I,; 

Comparison of the Responses to Vocal Compositions 

and to Instrumental Compositions 

7. Ascertaining Knowledge Retained 

Profile of the Students Surveyed 

Basic to this study was a limited analysis of the stu

dents involved, with emphasis on the background of their par

ents, the association of the students with various musical 

181 
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experiences, and the academic standing of the students. 

Quite obviously this analysis dealt with several areas as 

indicated above. The data obtained was placed in Table 2. 

It would be a truism to say that the ability and the 

influence of the parents of the students was a major factor 

in student attitude. In ascertaining the "Musical Interest 

of Parents," the students were asked the following questions: 

"Did either parent or both parents ever have formal 

music instruction?" 

"Does either parent or do both parents sing or play 

an instrument with any degree of regularity in the 

home? 11 

"Does either parent or do both parents participate in 

musical activities outside the home--such as church 

choir, civic choir, or local ensemble groups?" 

"Does either parent or do both parents attend musical 

presentations such as the symphony, opera, or ballet, 

even seldomly?" 

Fifty-four percent of the students answered in the 

affirmative to one or more situations. 

In order to obtain some general picture of the cultural 

level of the home, the student were asked if either one or 

both parents attended college. Sixty-five percent of the 

students gave an affirmative answer. It ~as kept in mind 



TABLE 2 

STUDENT PROFILE 

Musical Interest of Parents 

Parents Attended College 

Musical Instrument in the Home 

Private Music Instruction 

Attended Symphony 

Attended Opera 

Organization Participation 

Over-All Grade Level (Above 70) 

Music Grade Level_ JAbQve 70 

10 20 30 40 50 70 80 90 100 

96% 

~Pl 

t-' 
co 
w 
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tha t because of the multiplicity of types of college experi

enc es and the extensive differences in the time one is 

e xposed to college experiences, this environmental factor 

may have had much or little influence on the subjects of 

th i s study. 

A third element of parental influence concerned the 

presence of some type of musical instrument in the home. 

This to a degree duplicated one facet of the musical inter

est of the parents. However it was noted that in many 

situations the parents provided the instrument for the bene

fit of the student, while the parents themselves were not 

directly associated with any use of the instrument. In 

response to this question fifty-nine percent indicated that 

there was at least some type of musical instrument in the 

home. 

The second major area of concern sought to determine 

specifically the personal association of the student himself 

with a variety of musical experiences. Sixty percent of the 

students reported that they had at some time received private 

music instruction, related either to instrumental perfor- · 

mance, voice, or dance. 

The survey was also used to determine what percentage 

of the students had at any time attended either a symphony 

concert or an opera production of professional level. 
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Sixty-one percent of the students reported that they had 

at.tended a professional-level symphony concert · on at least 

one occasion. Probably this percentage was so high because 

of the fact that the music department of the DeSoto Inde

pendent School District had for several years actively 

encouraged symphony attendance and had pursued a program in 

which students were provided school-funded transporta,tion 

to the special student concerts presented by the Dallas 

Symphony Orchestra. 

Quite significant was the fact that although numerous 

high-quality opera attendance opportunities had been 

available in the Dallas area for quite a few years, only 

sixteen percent of the students indicated that they had 

attended a production of even one opera. The difference 

beb-12en symphonic attendance and operatic attendance was 

quite obvious and rather surprising. 

In surveying the participation of the students in 

organized musical experiences, a broad range of possibilities 

was included. The students were requested to indicate 

whether they were or had been or wished to be a member of a 

school-sponsored band or choral organization. No limitation 

was put on the grade level. Non-school-related musical 

organizations were also included as possibilities. This 

involved church-related and civic musical organizations. 
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Exactiy fifty percent of the students surveyed responded 

that they were, had been, or wished to be thus involved. 

'rhe academic standing of the students was the third 

major element surveyed. The purpose was not to determine 

the musical activities of the academically superior student, 

but rather to determine if the student £itted into the 

average or above-average category. Consequently, the stu

dents were asked to indicate if their over-all grade level 

Nas 70 or above. Ninety-six percent of the students re

sponded that their previous semester grades placed them in 

the seventy-or-above category. 

Tabulation of Student Attitudes 

A salient purpose of this study was to determine the 

effect of specific factors on a student's enjoyment of 

particular musical compositions. As previously indicated, 

compositions, musical periods, teaching methods, and the 

order in which teaching methods were utilized, were varied 

throughout the twelve-week period. The importance of pure 

enjoyment of music has in prior chapters been established. 

'l,o determine ·whether or not a student's pure enjoyment of 

~si~ could be altered significantly by the variation of 

the order of the specific teaching approaches was the goal 

that precipitated this entire procedure. 

The tabulation of the enjoyment or the lack of 
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e njoyment of particular compositions is shown in Table 3. 

For the sake of simplicity the three degrees of enjoyment 

( 
11 cnj oyed a little, 11

· "enjoyed,"_ "enjoyed very much 11
) were 

tr ea te d as one response, hence the title, "Enjoyment 

Response. 11 Quite obviously, the difference between the 

percentage shown and 100 percent would reflect the three 

degr2es o~: "dislike." 

Table 3 contains the statistics of girls and boys 

combined. Surprisingly, only in Unit I, as the Chopin 

Prelude, Op. 23, No. 7, was repeated over the three-week 

period, was there a consistent and significant increase in 

enjoyment. This fact was especially to be observed in 

Table 4, the tabulation 6f the attitude response of girls 

only. The first week 67 percent reflected enjoyment, while 

in the second week the figure was 78 percent and in the 

third week 83 percent. Rapid growth in the enjoyment of 

this composition may be observed in Table 5, the tabulation 

of boys' enjoyment response, for the figure recorded in the 

first week, 31 percent, exactly doubled to 62 percent by 

the second week. Yet, consistent growth in enjoyment was 

not found here, for the enjoyment response leveled off in 

week three; actually it fell an insignificant 1 percent in 

that week. 

In the other three units and in tl1e Bach composition 



Unit I 

Song A 

Song B 

U:nit II 

Song C 

Song D 

Unit III 

Song E 

Song F 

Unit IV 

Song G 

Song H 
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TABLE 3 

PERCEN'rAG:~ OF .MIXED ENJOYMENT RESPONSE 

Week 1 

84 

49 

79 

89 

83 

43 

67 

81 

Week 2 

90 

71 

75 

85 

82 

31 

64 

79 

Week 3 

89 

73 

85 

86 

84 

42 

62 

80 



PERCEi';rfAGE OF 

Unit I 

Song A 

Song B 

Unit II 

Song C 

Song D 

Unit III 

Song E 

Song F 

Unit IV 

Song G 

Song H 

iveek 

86 

67 

82 

93 

87 

45 

74 

90 

1 
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TABLE 4 

GIRLS' ENJOYMENT 

Week 

92 

78 

79 

90 

90 

43 

82 

87 

2 

RESPONSE 

Week 

91 

83 

88 

87 

92 

54 

75 

87 

3 



Unit I 

Song A 

Song B 

Unit II 

Song C 

Song D 

Unit III 

Song E 

Song F 

Unit IV 

Song G 

Song H 
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TABLE 5 

PERCENTAGE OF BOYS' ENJOYMENT RESPONSE 

Week 1 

82 

31 

76 

86 

78 

41 

58 

72 

Week 2 

87 

62 

71 

80 

74 

20 

48 

70 

Week 3 

86 

61 

83 

85 

75 

31 

49 

74 
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used in Unit I, the enjoyment response pattern was quite 

irregular. There was no situation in which the enjoyment 

response consistently grew; four out of the remaining seven 

cortlposi tions declined in enjoyment response from week one 

to week three. The Bach composition began with a strong 

84 percent enjoyment response, rose 6 percent the second 

week, th2.n :ce.gres sed 1 percent the third week. The Haydn 

conposition increased from 79 percent the first week to 

85 percent the third week, but dipped to 75 percent in the 

s~cond week. Handel's Messiah, Unit III, varied very 

little; the first week it drew an 83 percent enjoyment re

sponse, fell 1 percent the second week, then increased to 

84 percent the third week. The Gould composition, Unit II, 

dropped from 89 percent to 86 percent over the three-week 

period. However the decline was not consistent, for the 

second week found it at 85 percent, with the indicated 

1 percent growth by the third week. The Gershwin composi

tion in Unit IV followed a similar pattern with 81 percent 

the first week, 79 percent the second week, and 80 percent 

the third week. The Mozart composition dropped consistently, 

going from 67 o8rcent to 64 percent to 62 percent. Strange

ly, Mendelssohn's 11 cast Thy Burden Upon The Lord" was the 

least well-received of the eight compositions. In the first 

week it elicited favorable com.ments from only 43 percent of 



Composition 1 

"Hi nuet in G" 

Bach 

Baroque 

Composition 2 

Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7 

Chop i n 

Romantic 

TAPLE 6 

UNIT I: PERCEN'l'AGES OF DISLIKEJ 
AND EN JOYE D FACTORS 

Week 1 Week 2 

3 
2 

--

5 
2 
3 

8 

Dislike d Very Much 

Dislike d 

Disliked a Little 

0 
0 

0 

5 
4 
2 

7 

Week 3 

Enjoyed a Li t tle 

Enjoyed 

Enjoyed Very Much 

I-' 
I..O 
I\.) 



Composition 1 

Surprise Symphony 

Haydn 

Classical 

Composition 2 

American Salute 

Gould 

Modern 

TABLE 7 

UNIT II : PERCE NTAGF~ OF DISL IKED 
AND ENJOYED FACTORS 

5 
6 

Week 1 

6 
4 

Week 2 

4 

4 

Week 3 

2 

~ 
37 ' 

~~ /) 3 
3 5 

- Disliked Very Much 0 Enjoye d a Little - Disliked 0 Enjoyed 

Disliked a Little 0 Enjoyed Very Much 

,__. 
\.0 
w 



Composition 1 

" Hallelujah!" Chorus 

Handel 

Baroque 

Composition 2 

"Cast Thy Burden Upon 
the Lord" 

Mendelssohn 

Romantic 

TABLE 8 

UNIT III: PERCENTAGES OF DISLIKED 
AN D ENJOYED FACTORS 

5 
4 

Week 1 

5 
4 

19 ~ 24 

\ 7~ ~·, /, 
""% 

- Disliked Very Much - Dislike d 

Disliked a Little 

Week 2 

0 
0 

0 

6 

3 

26 

We ek 3 

Enjoyed a Little 

Enjoyed 

Enjoyed Very Much 

1-J 
\D 
.i:::,. 



Composition 1 

"The Alphabet" 

Mozart 

Classical 

Composition 2 

"summertime" 

Gershwin 

Modern 

TABLE 9 

UNIT IV: P ERCE0!TAGES OF DISLIKED 
AN D ENJOYE D FACTORS 

Week 1 Week 2 

9 11 

4 5 6.t , ... \ z.1 A 

6 5 
\ ~A 

·r..,,1 

- Disliked Very Much 0 - Disliked 0 
(i) Di s like d a Little 0 

Week 3 

12 

5 

} 5 

Enjoyed a Little 

En joyed 

Enjoye d Very Much 

..... 
. \.0 
u, 
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t h e students, feel to the lowest figure . on the table in 

the second week ( 31 percent), _but then by the third week 

had recovered to 42 percent. 

As one would possibly anticipate, the enjoyment re

sponse reflected by the girls was consistently higher than 

the enj oyrnen t response of the boys. In fact, without ex

c e ption, in all four units, all eight compositions, and 

all twelve weeks, this proved to be the condition. Table 4 

an d Table 5 revealed part of this fact. In Table 4, the 

one which recorded the enjoyment responses of the girls, 

only two of the compositions made consistent progress in 

enjoyment. These were composition B, Unit I (Chopin), and 

compo~ition E, Unit III (Handel). The first of these grew 

from 67 percent to 78 percent to 83 percent, while the 

second increased more gradually: 87 percent to 90 percent 

to 92 percent. Although the boys' enjoyment factor 

(Table 5) for song E, Unit III, was irregular and did not 

show consistent increase, the percentages were comparatively 

high and show2d very little fluctuation. This composition 

began with 78 percent, dropped to 74 percent, then climbed 

a mere 1 percent the third week. 

The other composition in Table 4, Chopin's Prelude:, 

did not rise each week as in Table 5, but it did show 

the most dramatic increase in enjoyment response of the 
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eight compositions. The first week it had the lowest en

joyment response recorded in that particular week, only 

31 percent. However, the enjoyment response doubled the 

second week to 62 percent, then fell an inconsequential 

l percent the third week. 

Table 4 recorded that two compositions, the Bach in 

Unit I and the Mozart in Unit IV, reflected growth from 

we e k one to week two, with the Bach composition decreasing 

1 percent the third week and the mozart decreasing 7 per

cent. In Table 5, one of these compositions followed a 

similar pattern--the Bach went from 82 percent to 87 per

cent to 86 percent--while the Mozart began at 58 percent, 

fell 48 percent, the climbed to 49 percent. Three other 

cowpositions were reflected in Table 5 as following the 

pattern of the Mozart: Haydn, Gould, Gershwin. 

While continuing the same pattern at the four noted 

above, the degree of change in the Mendelssohn was much 

greater. It began at 41 percent, dropped to 20 percent-

the lowest percentage on either Table 5 or Table 5--but 

moved up to 31 percent the third week. 

The enjoyment response among the girls revealed that 

two compositions, Song c, Unit II, and Song F, Unit III, 

decreased the second week as compared with the first week, 

then climbed to their highest point the third week. One 
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composition, the Gould, began the three-week period at a 

very high point (93 percent), then decreased 3 percent the 

s econd week and three more the third week. One composition, 

the Gershwin, began at a very high 90 percent, then moved 

downward to 87 percent the second week, leveling off at 

that figure in the third week, the only one to do this. 

It is obvious therefore, from Tables 3, 4, and 5, 

that repeating a composition only three times did not 

guarantee an increase in enjoyment response. 

Comparison of Enjoyment and Dislike Responses 

In Tables 6 through 9 were recorded both the posi-

tive and the negative responses of the students over the 

twe lv,~-week period covered by the study. Each table pic

tured one three-week unit. Tables 6 through 9 included 

all the seventh grade general music students. The major 

difference between these four sets of statistics and Tables 3 

through 5 was that Tables 6 through 9 included the factor 

of 11 dislike," not only the enjoyment response. 

As pointed out in connection with the analysis of 

Table 3, Tables 6 through 9 revealed that repetition of 

the compositions did not generally produce a consistent 

growth in enjoyment response. Yet, Tables 6 through 9 

revealed that the enjoyment response overshadowed the dis

like response to a significant degree, approximately three 
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to one or two to one. There were, however, exceptions. 

In Table 6, Week I, the Chopin composition produced a 

52 percent dislike response. In the second and third 

weeks the dislike response dropped to 29 percent and 27 

percent. The glaring exception in the entire study was the 

Mendelssohn composition, Table 8, Unit III. The dislike 

response began at 57 percent, rose to 69 percent, then 

retreated to 58 percent. 

It should be noted that Table 7 revealed that Haydn's 

"Surprise Symphony" began with a dislike factor of 21 per

cent, increased in week two to 25 percent, and in week 

U1ree fell to the lowest point in the Unit, 15 percent. 

This same table revealed that the dislike factor toward 

the Gould began at 10 percent, increased to 15 percent the 

second week, and remained at that point the third week. 

Table 8 recorded the "dislike" response to the 

"Hallelujah!" Chorus. Week one showed 15 percent, week 

two 18 percent, and week three dropped to 16 percent. In

dications concerning the .Mendelssohn composition have been 

noted above. 

Table 9 compared two very different compositions from 

two very different musical periods. Mozart's "The Alpha

bet" received a 33 percent dislike factor the first week, 

increased to 35 percent the second week, and further 
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J.ncreased to 38 percent in week three. In this same time 

period 11 Swmnertime" began with a 19 percent dislike factor, 

r ose to 21 percent the second week, then dropped 1 percent 

t he third week. 

One of the most noticeable factors to be seen in com

paring Tables 6 through 9 was the wide variation from 

week to week within the enjoyment response, that is, the 

"enjoyed a little," "enjoyed," and "enjoyed very much" 

percentages. There was only one exception to this: 

Table 8 revealed that in the case of the "Hallelujah!" 

Chorus, the variation in the three categories within the 

"enjoyment" responses was very minor. Possibly this was 

because the composition was already comparatively familiar 

to the students. 

Effects of Varying the Order of Teaching Methods 

One of the major goals of this study was to seek to 

determine if different methods of studying the compositions 

would have an effect on the enjoyment response of the stu

dents. Closely linked to this was a similar facet of the ex

periment: to seek to determine if varying the order of 

the teaching methods by which the compositions were studied 

would alter the response of the students. Tables 10 and 11 

indicate the results when this additional factor was intro

duced. Table 10 recorded the responses of girls only and 
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TABLE 10 

TWELVE-WEEK TABULATION OF PERCENTAGE RESPONSES OF GIRLS 

D.V.M.-- Disliked Very Much 
D. Disliked 
D.L. Disliked a Little 

E.L. Enjoyed a Little 
E. Enjoyed 
E.V.M.-- Enjoyed Very Much 

D.V . .M. D. D.L. E.L. E. E.V.M. 
Unit I 
WK.l Musical elements A. Bach 2 2 10 21 44 21 

B. Chopin 7 6 21 29 22 16 

WK.2 1?._i.og_raphical A. Bach 0 2 6 15 38 39 

B. Chopin 3 8 11 28 25 25 

WK.3 Nonmusical A. Bach 2 2 5 16 28 47 

B. Cho2in 2 6 9 20 35 28 
UnTt II 
W_!'(. l Biographical c. Haydn 5 4 10 40 28 14 

D. Gould 0 3 . 5 21 39 33 

~K. 2 Nonmusical c. Haydn 1 2 18 32 30 17 

D. Gould 2 0 9 34 30 26 

WK.3 Musical elements c. Haydn 2 3 7 20 34 34 -
D. Gould 2 2 8 30 25 32 ---
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TA3LE 10--Continued 

TWELVE-WEEK TABULATION OF PERCENTAGE RESPONSES OF GIRLS 

D.V.M. D. D.L. E.L. E. E.V.M. 
Unit III 
WK.l Nonmusical E. Handel 2 5 7 21 34 32 

F. Mendelssohn 15 17 23 27 9 9 
WK.2 Musical 

Elements E. Ha'ndel 1 1 8 26 31 33 

F. Mendelssohn 17 21 20 28 11 4 
WK.3 Biographi-

ca.l E. Handel 0 4 4 24 33 35 

F. Mendelssohn 15 15 17 29 16 9 
Unit IV 
WK.l Biographi- G. Mozart 2 10 14 33 23 18 

cal 

IL Gershwin 2 2 5 28 31 31 
WK.2 Musical 

Elements G. Mozart 5 4 8 37 34 11 

H. Gershwin 2 2 8 21 40 26 

WK.3 Nonmusical G. Mozart 4 10 11 29 26 19 

H. Gershwin 2 3 8 23 30 33 
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TABLE 11 

TWELVE-vIBEK TABULATION OF PERCENTAGE RESPONSES OF BOYS 

D.V.M.--Disliked Very Much 
D~ --Disliked 
D.L. --Disliked a Little 

E.L. --Enjoyed a Little 
E. --Enjoyed 
E.V.M.--Enjoyed Very Much 

DVM D DL EL E EVM 
Unit I 
WK.1-Musical elements A. Bach 2 5 10 32 35 15 

B. Chopin 17 21 31 18 10 3 

WK. 2-Biog r~}:li ca 1 A. Bach 6 2 4 22 38 27 

B. ChoEin 14 9 15 37 17 8 

WK. 3-Nonrnusical A. Bach 3 6 6 24 36 26 

B. Chopin 13 12 14 30 20 11 
Unit II 
WK.I-Biographical c. Haydn 7 7 11 38 26 12 

D. Gould 7 1 5 16 35 35 

W,..r<. 2-Nonmusical c. Haydn 7 10 12 34 24 13 

D. Gould 5 4 11 22 28 30 

WK.3-Musical elements c. Haydn 6 5 7 26 29 28 

D. Gould 8 2 5 16 38 31 
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TABLE 11--Continued 

TWELVE-WEEK TABULATION OF PERCENTAGE RESPONSES OF BOYS 

DVM D DL EL E EVM 
Unit III 
WK.1-Nonmusical E. Handel 8 6 8 29 31 18 

F. Mendelssohn 24 17 18 29 6 6 

WK.2-Musical elements E. Handel 7 9 10 30 25 19 

F. Mendelssohn 31 29 20 11 6 3 

WK.3-Biographical E. Handel 6 8 11 23 26 26 

F. Mendelssohn 36 16 17 19 8 4 
Unit IV 
WK.l~Biographical G. Mozart 17 10 14 30 16 12 

H. Gershwin 10 6 12 25 27 20 

WK.2-Musical elements G. Mozart 18 18 18 25 15 8 

H. Gershwin 7 9 14 20 28 22 

WK.3-Nonmusical G. Mozart 20 14 17 22 19 8 

H. Gershwin 7 7 11 32 22 21 
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Table 11 the responses of boys only. From these two tables 

Table 12 was developed, one which records the responses of 

all students. 

Note the variation in the order of teaching methods 

employed. In Unit I the first week placed emphasis on 

musical elements, followed by biographical information in 

week hrn, with a nonmusical approach in \veek three. In 

Unit II biographical indormation was given the first week, 

trie nonmusical approach was utilized the second week and 

musical elements the third. Unit III began with th.e non

musical approach, the second week stressed musi~al elements, 

and biographical information was given the third week. An 

emphasis on the biographical was employed in beginning 

Unit IV, followed by musical elements the second week and 

the nonmusical the third week. 

Table 13, 11 Response to Variation in the Order of 

Teaching Methods," was a logical result of the information 

recorded in Tables 10 through 12. Table 12 was the pri~ary 

one used in the development of Table 13. Table 13 reveals 

that of the three methods utilized, the biographical infor

mation produced the highest enjoyment response from the 

students. This held true whether the biographical informa

tion was the approach used in the first week, middle week, 

or the last week. There are two exceptions to this. 
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TABLE 12 

T¼"'ELVE-WEEK TABULATION OF PERCENTAGE OF RESPONSES, MIXED 

D.V.M.--Disliked Very Much 
D8 --Disliked 
D.L. --Disliked a Little 

E.L. --Enjoyed a Little 
E. --Enjoyed 
E.V.M.--Enjoyed Very Much 

DVM D DL EL E EVM 
Unit I 
WI<. 1-Musical elements A. Bach 2 3 10 27 39 18 

B. Choein 12 13 26 23 16 9 

WK.2-Biographical A. Bach 3 2 5 19 38 33 

B. Chopin 8 8 13 32 21 17 

WK.3-Nonmusical A. Bach 2 4 5 20 32 37 

B. Chopin 7 9 11 25 28 20 
Unit II 
WK.I-Biographical c. Haydn 6 5 10 39 27 13 

D. Gould 3 2 5 19 37 34 

WK.2 Nonmusical c. Haydn 4 6 15 33 27 15 

D. Gould 3 2 10 28 29 28 

WK.3 Musical elements c. Haydn 4 4 7 23 31 31 

D. Gould 5 2 7 23 31 32 
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TABLE 12--Continued 

TWELVE-WEEK TABULATION OF PERCENTAGE RESPONSES, MIXED 

DVM D DL EL E EVM 
Unit III 
WK.1-Nonmusical E. Handel 4 5 8 25 32 26 

P. Mendelssohn 19 17 21 28 8 7 

WK.2-Musical elements E. Handel 4 5 9 28 28 26 

F. Mendelssohn 24 25 20 19 8 4 

im. 3-Biographical E. Handel 3 6 7 24 29 31 

F. Mendelssohn 26 15 17 24 12 7 
Unit IV 
WK.1-Biographical G. Mozart 9 10 14 32 20 15 

H. Gershwin 6 4 9 27 29 26 

WK.2-Musical elements G. Mozart 11 11 13 31 24 9 

IL Gershwin 5 6 11 21 34 24 

WK.3-Nonmusical G. Mozart 12 12 14 25 23 14 

H. Gershwin 5 5 10 27 26 27 
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TABLE 13 

RESPONSE TO VARIATION IN THE 
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TABLE 13--Continued 
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In Unit I the nonmusical approach was higher than the bio

graphical in the Chopin composition; the biographical ap

proach brought a 70 percent enjoyment response. In Unit II 

the daydn composition was given a 79 percent enjoyment 

response when biography was used, with an 85 percent enjoy

ment response in the use of musical elements. There was 

one occasion, the Mendelssohn composition in Unit III, when 

the biographical and the nonmusical tied at an enjoyment 

response of 43 percent. 

The nonmusical approach seemed to occupy the position 

of the second most effective method. There was five 

instances in which the nonmusical enjoyment response was 

s.tronger than that produced by the musical elements ap

proach. In only one instance, the Haydn composition in 

Unit two, was the musical elements approach superior to 

both the nonmusical methods. 

As to the best order in which to use the three ap-

proaches in seeking to guide the students to a greater 

enjoyment response, the results were inconclusive. Very 

probably this was because of the great difference in the 

compositions used. It seems that further controlled stud-

ies in this area would be beneficial. 

Actually, the fact that the rionmusical approach proved 

to be so effective was surprising to the author. This 
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approach had been designed and utilized primarily for the 

purpose of appealing to the student who either had no 

particular interest in music or resented the fact that he 

had to attend music class at all. Yet Table 10 indicated 

Uiat the nonmusical approach was rather appealing to the 

students as a whole. 

It must be kept in mind that Table 2, "Student Profile," 

revealed that approximately 60 percent of the subjects had 

been exposed to various musical experiences, including both 

participation and observation. Also 97 percent of the 

students had achieved a grade of 70 or above in music during 

the previous semester. The obvious indication was that the 

~onmusical approach was well received by those students 

with prior musical experience as well as those students who 

had limited interest in general classroom music--the very 

group for which this procedure was included. 

Student Responses to Music History Periods 

It was mentioned on several occasions throughout the 

study that four periods of music history formed the reser

vior from which the eight compositions were chosen. These 

four periods were the Baroque, Classical, Romantic and the 

Modern. 

Table 14 pictured the fact that in Unit I a composi-

tion from the Baroque Period and one from the Romantic 
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TABLE 14 
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TABLE 14--Con t inued 

CO~PARISON OF THE ENJ OYIENT P£SPONSES BY PERIODS 
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Period were involved in the study. This same combination 

of periods was repeated in Unit III. In Units II and IV 

compositions were chosen from the Classical Period and 

from the Modern Period. 

Taking only the enjoyment response from Table 1, the 

Baroque compositions and the Modern comoositions rated 
.L. 

higher than the Romantic and Classical. 

Unit I found Bach's 11 r-1inuet in G" rated consistently 

higher than the Chopin Prelude, especially in the first 

week. In comparing Handel's "Hallelujah!" Chorus and 

I-1endelssohn' s "Cast Thy Burden Upon The Lord," the differ

ence in the enjoyment response ratings of these two was 

.even greater than in Unit I. Of course, it has been real-

ized from previous observations that the Mendelssohn compo

sition drew the lowest enjoyment response of any of the 

eight compositions utilized. 

The enjoyment response percentages of the compositions 

from the Modern Period and the Romantic Period in Units II 

and IV were much closer to each other than the compositions 

in Units I and III. In fact, although Gould's American 

Salute was consistently stronger than Haydn's Surprise · 

Symphony in the first two weeks, in the third week of the 

unit American Salute was only 1 percent higher than the 

Haydn composition. 
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There was a somewhat greater difference in enjoyment 

response between the two Unit IV compositions than between 

the two in Unit II. The first week of Unit IV placed the 

enjoyment response to Gershwin's "Summertime" at 81 oer-
.&.; 

cent, while .Mozart's "The Alphabet" was at 67 percent--a 

difference of 14 percentage points. The second week the 

gap increased to 15 percent, and in the third week "Summer

time11 was at the 80 percent mark, with "The Alphabet" at 

62 percent--a difference of 18 percentage points. 

It must be conceded that seemingly the compositions 

chosen had some effect on the stronger showing of the 

Baroque Period and the Modern Period. However, in Units I, . 

. III, and IV, the strength of the ' Baroque and Modern Periods 

was worthy of note. Very obviously, further study in com

paring these periods, using other compositions, could be 

most instructive. Two comparisons of four periods would 

not adequately establish a definite student preference, but 

the contrast made in this study revealed at very least a 

trend toward enjoyment response as related to the periods 

involved. 

The statistics gathered for each period and each compo-

sition over each three-week span were averaged. The result 

placed the Baroque Period as the best received (85 percent), 

second was the Modern Period (83 percent), with the Classical 
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Period third (72 percent), and th~ Romantic Period last 

\:J i th 31 percent. 

An outgrowth of the comparison of student attitudes 

might possibly be a study probing into the reasons that 

caused the students to prefer Baroque music over the music 

from the other periods--Classical, Romantic and Modern. It 

would be anticipated that since the seventh graders of 

today have such definite preferences in musical taste, that 

they would have tended to accept music from the Modern 

Period, or at least music that is similar to that to which 

they are presently exposed. 

An element to be considered would be the abundance of 

notable evidence of contemporary exposure to music of the 

Baroque Period used in television specials, commercials, 

and on the better quality FM radio stations. 

Comparison Between the Response to Vocal Compositions 

And Instrumental Compositions 

All four compositions used in Units I and II were 

instrumental, while the four compositions that comprised 

Units III and IV were vocal. Including all six of the 

student responses involved in Units I and II, and averaging 

the enjoyment response to all four compositions, 80 percent 

of the students reflected a favorable attitude toward the 
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instrumental music. 

All four compositions comprising Units III and IV 

were vocal. Again encompassing all six student responses 

.in the two units and averaging the enjoyment response to 

the four vocal compositions, the figure was 67 percent. 

Quite obviously the students responded more favorably to 

the instrumental than to the vocal. This attitude is shown 

by Table 15. 

One factor b½at reduced the vocal average quite dras

tically was .Mendelssohn's "Cast Thy Burden Upon The Lord." 

The students were not at all familiar with this composition, 

while they were much more familiar with the "Hallelujah!" 

Chorus. Seemingly this one fact was a rather decisive one. 

Ascertaining Knowledge Retained 

After the twelve-week period in which the study was 

conducted, the indicated test, Table 16, was given to the 

students. Actually the test was given two weeks following 

the conclusion of the twelve-week period. As is evident, 

the evaluation was designed to determine to what degree the 

students were able to retain the information presented in 

the study of the eight compositions, their composers, and 

facts related to both. 

The evaluation was initially designed to be relatively 

difficult. Several types of objective approaches were 
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TABLE 15 

COMPARI SON OF STUDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD INSTRUMENTAL 
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TABLE 15- -Continued 

COMP ARIS ON OF ST UDENT ATTI TUDES TOWARD I NSTRUMENTAL 
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TABLE 16 

THE POST-EVALUATION 

A . Listen carefully to each composition. Then place an 

X under the Period in which it was written. 

Baroque 

1. -----
2. -----
3 . -----
4. 

Classical Romantic Modern 

B. Listen carefully to each composition. Fill in the 

blanks with the name of the composition and the composer. 

5 • 

6 • 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Composition Composer 

C. Circle the term that correctly completes the sentence. 

13. Bach was born in 

a. Germany 

b. France 

c. Austria 
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TABLE 16-~Continued 

THE POST-EVALUATION 

14. Bach is known as one of the world's greatest 

a. pianists 

b. organists 

c. conductors 

15. Chopin is called 

a. "The Pride. of Poland" 

b. "The Father of the Preludeu 

c. "Poet of the Pianon 

16. Chopin did not like to play for 

a. large audiences 

b. royalty 

c. other musicians 

17. Joseph Haydn was called 

a. "The Father of the Symphony" 

b. "World's Greatest Organist" 

c. "The Father of Conducting" 

18. Haydn organized the instruments into 

a. families 

b. overtures 

c. patterns 

19. Morton Gould was ·born in 

a. Austria 

b .. Germany 

c. America 
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TABLE 16--Continued 

THE POST-EVALUATION 

20. Gould gained his early popularity through 

a. radio 

b. television 

c. public concerts 

21. Handel wrote the Messiah in 

a. 24 days 

b. 12 days 

c. 38 days 

22. Handel was honored by being buried in 

a. The Tower of London 

b. St. Paul's Cathedral 

c . iles tmins ter Abbey 

23. Mendelssohn set to music the plays of 

a. Shakespeare 

b. Tennyson 

c. Browning 

24. Mendelssohn was from a 

a. Jewish home 

b. Polish home 

c. French home 

25. Mozart spent most of his youth 

a. teaching 

b. touring 

c. inventing instruments 
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TABLE 16--Continued 

THE POST-EVALUATION 

26. Mozart was considered a 

a. mischievous child 

b . 11 wonder child" 

c. lazy child 

27. Gershwin wrote what has been called 

a. 11 the Beginning of Ragtime" 

b. "Preamble of Pop" 

c. "Declaration of Independence in Ja.zz 11 

28. Gershwin wrote. a folk opera called 

a. Berry Woman 

b. Porgy and Bess 

c. Down Sou th 

D. Write the nwnber of the correct answer found in the list 

below in the blank space in sentences 29 through 44. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

29. 

harmony 9. monophonic 

stand 10. chord 

sequence 11. oratorio 

consonant chord 12. polyphonic 

ornamentation 13. syncopation 

augme_ntation 14. theme with variations 

dissonant chord 15. fragmentation 

motive 16. homophonic 

is the smallest structural unit in 

music capable of expressing a musical idea. 
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TABLE 16--Continued 

THE POST-EVALUATION 

_____ music has a principal melodic line with 

harmonic accompaniment. 

31. Composers can upset the regular rhythmic flow by 

using 

32. _____ : a musical drama for voice and orchestra·, 

usually based on a religious narrative, and performed 

without scenery, costumes or acting . . 

33. A chord that sounds restful is called a 

34. ____ is used when a composer repeats a piece of a 

motive. 

35. A chord that sounds restless is a 

36. When a composer presents a theme in modified versions 

we refer to it as 

-----37. It is customary to 

Chorus from the Messiah. 

when we hear nHallelujah!" 

38. music has a single, unaccompanied melodic -----
line. 

39. A succession of chords produces 

40. A is the exact repetition of a motive at 

a different pitch level. 

41. Melodic embellishment . is called 

42. _______ is a method of lengthening the note 

values, giving the impression of slowing the tempo. 

43. music has two or· more independent melody 

lines. 
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TABLE 16--Continued 

THE POST-EVALUATION 

is a combination of three or more 

different tones soUJ.'1ded simultaneously. 

E . Match the compositions (column 1), with the appropriate 

form or title (column 2). 

45. "Hallelujah~ 11 Chorus a. Jazz 

46. Rhapsody in Blue b. Theme with --- Variations 
47. 11 Minuet in G" c. Elijah 

48. American Salute d. Messiah 

49. "Cast Thy Burden Upon The e. Por9:y and Bess 
Lord" 

50. "Stun.mer time 11 f. Dance --
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employed. The evaluation sought to cover as fully as pos

sible the major factors that had been studied. 

The evaluation was administered to 261 students. Of 

this nwnber, 208, 80 percent, scored 70 or above. The 

average grade of the students was 83 percent. This average 

was stronger than had been anticipated in the light of the 

length of time that had ~lapsed since the study began and 

because of the variety of information sought from these 

seventh graders. 

rrhe student made their poorest showing in section B of 

Table 16 . For example, they were able to recall "Minuet," 

but in many cases they were_ not able· to recall "Minuet in G." 

~n quite a few instances the students recognized that a 

composition was from a particular musical period, but they 

confused the composer with the composer of the other compo

sition from the same period. For example, the students 

recognized the Surprise Symphony, but on occasion confused 

Haydn and Mozart. 

An area in which concise knowledge was indicated was 

in relating b~ographical and historical facts to both the 

compositions and the composers. This indicated the strength 

of the biographical and nonmusical approaches. 

The students performed unexpectedly well on section D, 

the section of the test that required specific knowledge of 
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musical terms and elements. Presumably the students re

tained more know-ledge in this category than preceding 

tables might tend to have indicated. 

Comparison of the Methods of This Study 

With Those of Other Studies 

When the procedures and consequent findings of this 

experiment were compared with studies by Getz, Evans, and 

others, it became clearly evident that this study contained 

much in common with those studies, but there were as well 

fundamental differences. Further, this study underscored 

and agreed with particular conclusions advanced in prior 

experiments, yet there was also significant conflict in 

irnportant areas. 

Throughout this study it was stipulated that the pri-

mary concern was to determine approaches, factors, and 

elements related to the teaching of music to seventh grade 

students that would produce and/or strengthen the students' 

enjoyment of particular compositions. It was assumed that 

repeated exposure to a certain composition would result in 

heightened enjoyment of that particular composition. The 

approach and assumption of Getz was roughly similar, but 

was much broader and sought to determine preference rather 

. . · 154 
than enJoyment per se. In both studies seventh grade 

154Getz, "The Effects of Repetition on Listening 
Response," p. 178. 
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students were the subjects. However, Getz employed a 

preliminary period in which exposure and indication of 

preference was predominant. During this four-week period 

forty selections were used. This was followed by a 

ten-week period ii which all selections were repeated 

weekly. The differences between Getz's approach and this 

study were manifold; for instance, nwnber of selections, 

amount of time scheduled for the students, use of a pre

liminary period, emphasis on preference rather than enjoy

ment, the breadth of factors on which preference was based, 

and the employment of a preference-oriented rating instru

ment administered only the fifth and the tenth weeks. 

This investigation seemed to indicate that the repeat

ing of the eight compositions included did not result in a 

consistent pattern of enjoyment increase. It must be noted 

that the purpose of the Getz study was more to determine 

reaction to specific musical elements than to stimulate 

enjoyment. 

Two specific conclusions of this study underscored 
1ss 

conclusions in the investigation conducted by Evans. He 

sought to give a statistical basis to the hypothesis that 

155Evans, "The Effect of Especially Designed Music 
Listening Experiences on Junior High School Students' Towards 
Music," XXVI:6760. 
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nonmusical factors developed positive attitudes from the 

students through especially designed music listening ex

periences. Table 13 of this study indicated the validity 

of Evans' hypothesis.. Also, a related area investigated 

was the relationship between musical structure and student 

attitude toward music. It was the conclusion of Evans 

that understanding the various elements of musical struc

ture appeared to have little or nothing to do with a stu

dent's response to various styles of music. Table 13 in

dicated that the present study concurred with Evans' con

clusion. 

Bartlett placed particular stress on the need to deter

mine whether knowledge of musical structure, musical ele

ments, had significant consequences in the enjoyment of 
. 156 

classical music and popular music. He specifically 

included these two types of music and these two only. His 

study used college-level students who were not music majors. 

The study covered nine sessions over a three-week period, 

with each student rating his attitude at each of the nine 

sessions toward the compositions used. Bartlett found that 

increased knowledge of musical elements did not produce a 

156Bartlett "The Effect of Repeated Listenings on 
I • , • 

Discrimination of Musical Structure and Some Relationsnips 
Between the.Discrimination and Affective Shift," XXX:3037A. 
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consistent enjoyment response. The ratings were fairly 

high for a Schubert symphonic work and moderately low for . 

a Brahms symphonic work. The same result applied to the 

two popular selections. This study concurred generally 

with Bartlett's findings, for, as indicated in Table 13, 

enjoyment response usually rated low after a teaching ap

proach that stressed musical structure. 

It has been said that a work of art breathes the per

sonality of its author, whether that work be musical or 

literary. 157 Further, a work of art reflects the spirit of 

its age. This truth was patently evident in this study, 

for the teaching approach that included biography and re

lated historical data produced the strongest enjoyment 

response from the students. Table 13 revealed this fact. 

Summation 

Although the findings of this study did not always agree 

with the findings of others, nor indeed did the findings in 

every case support the assumptions of the thesis, the re

sults of the study were quite revealing. Repetition was 

found to have value in producing an enjoyable listening 

experience, but the study indicated that repetition alone 

did not guarantee increase in enjoyment in every situation. 

157william Johnson, Intelligent Listening to Music 
(London: Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, 1948), p. 22. 
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It was also found that different teaching approaches 

varied in their effectiveness insofar as an enjoyable lis

tening response was concerned. It appeared that the bio

braphical approach was usually the most effective, that a 

nonmusical approach was second in effectiveness, and that 

the stressing of musical elements surprisingly stood in 

third place. 

The best-received compositions among the eight used 

were the instrumental selections from the Baroque and 

Modern Periods. It was anticipated that the students would 

not respond well to music from the Baroque Period. This,· 

however, did not prove to be the case, at least in the 

experience of the students involved in this study. 

Further study following the general direction of this 

study would no doubt prove to be profitable. Possibly 

increased repetition of a particular composition would 

reveal the value of additional listening experiences in 

influencing the enjoyment response. As well, in view of 

the importance attached by many authorities to musical 

elements as .an effective teaching approach, the employment 

of elements other than those stressed in this study might 

establish the positive value of the music element approach. 
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APPENDIX A 

Music for Li•steni'ng and Study • 

Baehr Johann Sebastian: 

"Fugue in C minor 11 from The Well-Tempered 
Clavier. 

11 .Minuet in G" from The Notebook of Anna 
Magdalena Bach (excerpt) . 

St. Matthew Passion. 

Toccata in D minor 

Chopin, Frederic: 

Etude, _Op. 10, No. 12 ("Revolutionary") 

Prelude, Op. 28, No. 7. 

"Minute Waltz" 

Foster, Stephen: 

"Oh Susanna" 

Gershwin, George: 

"Make Believe" 

Rhapsody in Blue 

" S umrne rt ime " 

Gould, Morton:. 

American Salute 

Gregorian Chant: 

"Hodie Christus Natus Est" 

Grieg 1 Edvard: 

11 In the Hall of the Mountain Kingn from· p ·eer · 
Gyn t, Suite T • 

Page 

· 148 

92 

. 100 

. 100 

100 

93 

100 

176 

155 

155 

155 

• 117 

• 148 

99 
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Handel, George Frederic: 

"Hallelujah!" Chorus from Mess'i'ah 

"He Shall Feed His Flocks Like A Shepherd" 
from Messiah 

"Hornpipe" from Water Music 

Handy, W. C. : 

11 s·t. Louis Blues" 

Haydn, Franz Joseph: · 

"And God Created Man" from The Creation 

Concerto in D for "Hunting Horna 

Fantasia in C minor 

"She Never Told Her Love" . 

Symphony No. 2..! ("The Surprise"), Movement 2 

Toy Symphony, Third Movement. 

Honegger, Arthur: 

Pacific 231 

Mendelssohn, Felix: 

. 131 

131 

. 131 

• 176 

124 

124 

124 

124 

116 

124 

. 144 

"Cast Thy Burden Upon The Lord 11 from Elijah . . 131 

Concerto in E minor for Violin and Orchestra, . 
Op. 64 • 131 

Fingal's Cave. 131 

"Wedding March II from A Midsummer Night's Dream • 131 

Mozartr Wolfgang Amadeus.: 

Concerto No. 21, Second Movement, Andante 

"Overture" to The· Marriage of Fi<Ja·ro -- --
Requiem 

155 

155 

159 
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Sousa, John Phillip: 

"Stars and Stripes Forever" 

Villa-Lobos, Heitor: 

"The Little Train of the Caipira" from 
Bachianas Brasileiras No. 2 

• 176 

• 144 
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APPENDIX B 

Songs 

"Alphabet, The". 

"America". 

"America, the Beautiful". 

"Are You Slee ping". 

"Casey Jones" 

"Drill, Ye Tarriers, Drill". 

"Hey, Ho! Nobody Home" 

"I Love the Mountains" 

"I've Been Working on the Railroad" . 

"John Henry". 

"J9y to the World". 

"New Hungarian Folk Song" 

"O Savior Sweet" 

"Row, Row, Row Your Boat" 

"Sea Calm" 

"Star-Spangled Banner, The". 

"Strategy" 

"Summertime". 

"Three Blind Mice". 

"Wabash Cannon Ball" 

"Wh h. H " en Johnny Cornes Marc ing ome. 

Page 

155 

170 

98 

169 

144 

144 

152 

99 

144 

144 

132 

114 

112 

167 

. . 112 

64 

114 

155 

152 

144 . . . 
. 117 
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